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ABSTRACT
Large-scale peculiar velocities provide a rare opportunity to probe the physics
and conditions of the early Universe and to test the completeness of the standard
cosmological paradigm. Particularly important is to probe the velocity field on
scales & 100 Mpc, where the amplitude and coherence length of the gravitation-
ally induced velocity field is predicted robustly independently of cosmological
parameters or evolution. Both galaxies and galaxy clusters have been used over
the last several decades to probe the large-scale velocity field, albeit with differ-
ent resolution and to different depth. In this review we present a comprehensive
discussion of peculiar velocity field measured recently on very large scales with a
novel method using X-ray galaxy clusters as tracers. The measurement is based
on the kinematic component of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (KSZ) effect produced by
Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons off the hot
intracluster gas, and uses a large catalog of X-ray selected clusters and all-sky
CMB maps obtained with the WMAP satellite. The method probes the dipole
of the CMB temperature field evaluated at the cluster positions and within the
apertures in which the CMB monopole contribution vanishes, thereby isolating
the signal remaining from the KSZ effect produced by coherently moving clus-
ters. The detection of a highly significant dipole out to the depth of at least
∼ 800Mpc casts doubt on the notion that gravitational instability from the ob-
served mass distribution is the sole – or even dominant – cause of the detected
motions. Rather it appears that the flow may extend across the entire observable
Universe. Possible implications include the possibility to constrain the primeval
preinflationary structure of space-time and its landscape, and/or the need for
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modifications of presently known physics (e.g. arising from a higher-dimensional
structure of gravity). We review these possibilities in light of the measurements
described here and specifically discuss the prospects of future measurements and
the issues they should resolve. We address the consistency of these large-scale
velocity measurements with those obtained on smaller scales by studies using
galaxies as tracers, and resolve the discrepancies with two recent claims based on
modified CMB analysis schemes.
Subject headings: Cosmology - cosmic microwave background - observations -
diffuse radiation - early Universe
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1. Introduction
At the beginning of the 20th century, the Hubble interpretation of the radial velocity
of galaxies yielded the first observational, and at the time radical, evidence for expanding-
Universe models proposed independently by Friedman and Lemaˆıtre as an immediate con-
sequence of Einstein’s field equations1. The expansion of the Universe later became well
supported by further observations, making it clear that, unless the laws of physics were
modified e.g. such as proposed by Hoyle in his steady-state cosmology, the Universe would
have been very hot and dense at early times, originating in a singularity a finite time ago.
Thus the model was nicknamed the ”Big Bang” by its formidable and notable opponent,
Sir Fred Hoyle. Gamow and Alpher later developed the hot Big Bang theory, predicting
the universal abundance of light elements (primarily He4) and properties of the left-over
relic radiation. The discovery of such relic radiation in the form of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) by Pensias & Wilson in 1964 firmly established the hot Big Bang as the
correct model for the post-singularity evolution of the Universe. Later measurements, such
as of the abundance of light elements and in particular of deuterium, have further confirmed
the validity of the Big Bang model.
The hot Big Bang model received further important verification with the discovery of
the CMB anisotropies and measurements of its highly accurate black-body spectrum by the
COBE DMR and FIRAS instruments (Smoot et al 1992, Mather et al 1990). The former
provided important information on the large-scale power distribution of the structures at
the last scattering surface via the Sachs-Wolfe effect (Sachs & Wolfe 1967, hereafter SW),
while the latter indicated that the Universe had gone through a hot dense phase as required
to thermalize the leftover relic radiation.
Observationally, the Universe appeared homogeneous and isotropic on scales causally
unconnected at early times within the standard Big Bang model, when the cosmological
horizon of the standard Big Bang model was much smaller than their separation distances.
This great puzzle was elegantly explained (theoretically) by the inflationary paradigm first
proposed independently by Kazanas (1980) and Guth (1981). According to that model the
vacuum-like physics at very early times generated a repulsive equation of state, where the
pressure p = wρ with w ≃ −1. This then led to exponential (inflationary) expansion of
the initially causally connected patches of space-time which, in a very short time, inflated
1There is currently a lively discussion whether the observational establishment of the law of expansion
known as the Hubble law, v = Hr, should originally be credited to Lemaˆıtre (see e.g. Way & Nussbaumer
2011). While taking note of the arguments in favor of Lemaˆıtre’s work preceding Hubble’s, we will follow
below the common notation referring to the law of expansion as the Hubble law.
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to scales much greater than the present-day cosmological horizon. Our Universe was then
posited to be one such patch thereby resolving the “horizon problem”. Various plausible
mechanisms for the inflationary expansion were later proposed by Gott (1982), Starobinsky
(1982), Linde (1983), Albrecht & Steinhardt (1992), and others to show that this inflationary
model is a logical consequence of the physics expected from high-energy vacuum processes
(see review by Olive 1990).
It was only at the close of the 20th century, however, that the Universe’s rate of expan-
sion was found to be not constant but in fact accelerating, a finding that was instrumental in
establishing the current cosmological concordance model. These findings got on firm ground
with the measurements of the dimming of distant SNIa (Riess et al 1998, Perlmutter et al
1998, Schmidt et al 1998), but had in fact been proposed by Efstathiou et al (1992) from
the observed large-scale power of galaxy clustering (Maddox et al 1990).
The power spectrum of the matter distribution at the time of last scattering was mea-
sured by the COBE satellite to be approximately of the Harrison-Zeldovich form (Harrison
1967, Zeldovich 1972 – hereafter HZ) consistent with the simplest inflationary predictions
(Gorski et al 1994). The post-COBE observations of the CMB structure on arcminute scales,
first by balloon experiments (MAXIMA, Hanany et al 2000 and BOOMERANG, Lange et
al 2001, de Bernardis et al 2000) and and then by the WMAP satellite (Bennett et al 2003,
Spergel et al 2003), revealed the (expected - e.g. Bond & Efstathiou 1984) presence of the
acoustic Doppler peaks in the CMB power spectrum. By measuring the position of these
peaks, the observations established the flatness of the Universe as predicted by the inflation-
ary model (Lange et al 2001). The structure of the CMB has by now been measured up to
nine(!) Doppler peaks, probing the multipoles to ℓ ∼ 3, 000 (Keisler et al 2011). This con-
firms the validity of the standard cosmological model with data spanning over three orders
of magnitude in angular scales.
The first decade of the 21st century marked the remarkable emergence of precision
cosmology. Fundamental cosmological parameters have been determined with high precision,
the contributions of the basic constituents of the Universe (baryons, dark matter, dark
energy, cosmic radiation fields, etc) to its matter and energy budget have been accurately
measured, and a standard cosmological model describing the evolution of structure in the
Universe has been established. In addition, our understanding of high-energy physics became
sufficiently advanced to start connecting phenomena on cosmological scales to the quantum
physics of the earliest moments of the Big Bang. It is then important to probe possible
observational deviations from the standard concordance model and explore their implications
for the physics beyond the inflationary model. A way to do this is by designing experiments
that test the completeness and validity of the standard cosmological model and, at the same
– 9 –
time, help us obtain a better description of the space time of the pre-inflationary Universe.
In this context, an important observable – and the subject of this review and our
recent work – is the distribution of large-scale peculiar velocities in the Universe. Peculiar
velocities are deviations from the universal expansion, which, in the standard gravitational
instability picture, should probe the overall mass distribution of the gravitating matter in
the Universe. Inflation makes robust predictions for the mass distribution on sufficiently
large scales (beyond the horizon scale at the matter-radiation equality) which, in turn,
predict the large-scale peculiar velocities resulting from gravity produced by this matter
distribution. In the course of our preceding work we have uncovered unexpected evidence
for a peculiar velocity field with large amplitude and coherence possibly extending across the
entire cosmological horizon. This motion hinges on the assumption of the CMB (as measured
by its dipole moment) representing a rest-frame in the Universe. The flow – dubbed the “dark
flow” by us in the original paper (Kashlinsky et al 2008, hereafter KABKE1) – was proposed
by us to originate in the pre-inflationary space-time landscape and may thus provide unique
information on the global structure of the world and our Universe’s place in it. This review
is devoted to the current state of measurements of large-scale peculiar flows, their robustness
and consistency with the dark flow, and the implications of these results.
The measurements of the “Dark Flow” (DF) take on additional importance due to the
fact that the DF may be the most direct observational link thus far to the physics of the
Quantum Cosmology era. Indeed, the DF may shed light on the following questions:
• Is our Universe part of much larger set, called the Multiverse?
• What is the pre-inflationary structure of space-time (related to the initial configuration
of the inflaton field)?
• Is the ΛCDM concordance model (Dark Energy and Cold Dark Matter normalized to
reproduce the Cosmic Microwave Background observations) broken in ways that reflect
this structure?
• Do we need to revise our understanding of gravity?
In this review we summarize the current status of the DF measurements and its cosmo-
logical implications. Our main motivation for this review is twofold: first, with more data
and further studies confirming our initial findings, it now appears reasonably likely that the
detected flow is real. This follows from a statistically significant CMB dipole remaining
at the pixels associated exclusively with galaxy clusters, the signal being correlated to the
clusters’ X-ray luminosity and detected within apertures containing vanishing contributions
– 10 –
from the CMB monopole. We believe that the only viable explanation of the detected dipole
is the large-scale motion of galaxy clusters, and as of this writing no other explanation has
appeared in the peer-reviewed literature. The time has thus come to summarize the available
results, compare their consistency with other measurements, and discuss their implications
for cosmology and fundamental physics alike. Second, several major issues related to the
calibration of the detected CMB signal in terms of the velocity of the motion remain unsat-
isfactory – or unresolved – for now. While these do not affect the existence of the detected
large-scale coherent motion, their resolution is important in terms of identifying with high
accuracy the amplitude of the motion, its directional calibration, and its properties. Third,
we use this opportunity to present – in greater depth – the details and the methodology of
these measurements. This is important in no small part by the fact that the signal, while
being highly statistically significant, is measured with a signal-to-noise ratio of only S/N ∼ 4
and can be rendered insignificant if measurement flaws reduce it by only a factor of ∼ 2.
This review thus presents an opportunity to share the status of this investigation in the hope
of facilitating further input and progress in this important area of research.
This review is organized as follows: Sec. 2 provides a summary of frequently used
definitions, quantities, and terms, followed by Sec. 3 which defines the standard cosmological
model. After briefly outlining the standard formalism for the evolution of the homogeneous
Universe within the Big Bang model, we discuss there the range of scales within which
this homogeneity is expected to hold in the inflationary paradigm. We then introduce the
density (and CMB temperature) field of the standard cosmological model which applies
within the scale of the homogeneity. The standard gravitational-instability paradigm and
its predictions for an inflationary class of models are described in Sec. 4, along with the
various quantities necessary to characterize the velocity field. Earlier results of peculiar-
velocity studies are summarized in Sec. 5. There we discuss the CMB dipole and its use
as a reference frame, early results based on galaxies as distance indicators, measurements of
the various dipoles in the distribution of cosmic structures as a probe of the local peculiar
gravity (scales <
∼
100h−1 Mpc or so), and address their mutual compatibility. Sec. 6 discusses
the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect and its usefulness for measuring peculiar velocities of
X-ray luminous galaxy clusters. We review the method proposed by Kashlinsky & Atrio-
Barandela (2000 – hereafter KA-B) adopted by us as instrumental for this measurement.
Sec. 7 describes briefly the X-ray and CMB instruments used to obtain the data used in
this measurement. In Sec. 8 we describe the construction of the cluster database upon
which we relied, and in Sec. 9 we discuss how we establish the properties and profiles
of the cluster gas distribution derived from this database which is a prerequisite to our
peculiar velocity determinations. This is followed by Sec. 10 which discusses the large-scale
cluster bulk flow measurements which resulted in the unexpected ”dark flow” detection.
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There we discuss how we assembled the cluster catalog(s) used for the DF measurement,
the filtering schemes applied to the CMB maps, and the (analytical and numerical) basis
for understanding the errors of our measurement. We then discuss at length the issue of
“systematics”, addressed already in our previous studies, and show that it enters at an
insignificant level and cannot reproduce the dark flow measurements. We further address
the (currently still deficient) calibration which converts the measured CMB signal (in µK)
into bulk velocity of the cluster sample (in km s−1). In conclusion of that section we address
the criticism that have so far appeared in the refereed literature and in unrefereed postings.
Sec. 11 discusses the various alternative tests of the DF which have been proposed so far.
In Sec. 12 we discuss the cosmological implications of the DF and its possible connection to
either “new physics” or a new understanding of the global world structure. Sec. 13 discusses
prospects of future measurements and the currently conducted SCOUT (Sunyaev-Zeldovich
Cluster Observations as probes of the Universe’s Tilt) experiment designed by us. Our
conclusions are presented in Sec. 14.
2. Miscellaneous: definitions, units, abbreviations etc
Table 2.1 lists the acronyms and abbreviations frequently used in this review. Unless
otherwise specified, velocities will be measured in km/sec, X-ray luminosities in erg/sec,
CMB temperature in µK, distances in Mpc (or at times in h−1Mpc). h will refer to dimen-
sionless Hubble constant, hP is the Planck constant, G is gravitational constant, c is the
speed of light, me is the electron mass, σT the Thomson cross section, kB the Boltzman
constant, etc.
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Table 2.1. Alphanumerical summary of used acronyms and abbreviations.
2MASS 2-Micron All Sky Survey
2MRS 2-Micron Redshift Survey
6dFGRS 6 Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey
ACT Atacama Cosmology Telescope
AKEKE Atrio-Barandela, Kashlinsky, Ebeling, Kocevski & Edge (2010)
AKKE Atrio-Barandela, Kashlinsky, Kocevski & Ebeling (2008)
BOOMERanG (Balloon Observations Of Millimetric Extragalactic Radiation and Geophysics
CDM Cold Dark Matter
CIB Cosmic Infrared Background
CMB Cosmic Microwave Background
COBE COsmic Background Explorer
CXB Cosmic X-ray Background
DA Differential Assembly
DCB Diffuse Cosmic Background
DF Dark Flow
DIRBE Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment (on board COBE)
DMR Differential Microwave Radiometers (on board COBE)
eROSITA extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array
FIRAS Far-InfraRed Absolute Spectrometer (on board COBE)
FRW Friedman-Robertson-Walker (metric)
FT Fourier Transform
GA Great Attractor
GC Galactic Center
GR General Relativity (theory)
GZ Grischuk-Zeldovich (effect)
GUT Grand Unification Theory
HZ Harrison-Zeldovich (power spectrum)
HFI (Planck) High Frequency Instrument
IRAS InfraRed Astronomy Satellite
KA-B Kashlinsky & Atrio-Barandela (2000)
KABKE1 Kashlinsky, Atrio-Barandela, Kocevski & Ebeling (2008)
KABKE2 Kashlinsky, Atrio-Barandela, Kocevski & Ebeling (2009)
KAEEK Kashlinsky, Atrio-Barandela, Ebeling, Edge & Kocevski (2010)
KAE Kashlinsky, Atrio-Barandela & Ebeling (2011)
KSZ Kinematic Sunyaev-Zeldovich (effect)
LFI (Planck) Low Frequency Instrument
LG Local Group
LOS Line of Sight
LSR Local System of Rest
MACS The MAssive Cluster Survey
MAXIMA Millimeter Anisotropy eXperiment IMaging Array
MDE Matter-Dominated Era
PSCz (IRAS) Point Source Catalog (with z)
PIXIE Primordial Inflation Explorer
RASS ROSAT All Sky Survey
RDE Radiation-Dominated Era
ROSAT Ro¨ntgensatellit (German)
SCOUT Sunyaev-Zeldovich Cluster Observations as probes of the Universe’s Tilt
SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey
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Throughout this review the following notations are used, unless otherwise specified: ρ
denotes densities, Ω is the density parameter in units of the closure density 3H20/8πG; H0 ≡
100h km s−1 Mpc−1 is the present-day Hubble constant; LX denotes the X-ray luminosity;
Λ is the cosmological constant; δ is the dimensionless density or CMB temperature contrast;
P (k) denotes the 3-D power spectrum; Cℓ is the angular power spectrum of the CMB at the
ℓ-multipole, z stands for redshift. Other frequently used symbols include τ , the projected
optical depth due to Compton scattering; ne and TX , the electron density and temperature of
the X-ray emitting intra-cluster gas, respectively; TCMB, the present-day CMB temperature;
and Te,ann, the electron annihilation temperature defined via kBTe,ann=511 keV.
We present the results in Galactic coordinates. In this coordinate system, X points in
the direction of the center of the Galaxy, Z points in the direction of the Galactic North pole
and Y is perpendicular to X and Z. (l, b) denotes the longitude and latitude of the Galactic
coordinates respectively.
Table 2.2 shows the cosmological parameters adopted throughout corresponding to the
concordance cosmological model.
3. Standard cosmological model
3.1. Background cosmology
We adopt below the standard cosmological model and the corresponding framework.
The expanding and approximately homogeneous Universe is assumed to originate with a Big
Bang, undergo a brief inflationary expansion, producing also density fluctuations with the
standard ΛCDM power spectrum, with the present-day structures resulting from the later
gravitational growth and evolution of these density perturbations. The cosmological redshift
is defined through the ratio of observed to emitted wavelengths as λobs/λem = (1 + z), the
Table 2.1—Continued
SFI++ Spiral Field I-band ++ (survey)
S/N Signal-to-Noise (ratio)
SN Super Novae
SPT South Pole Telescope
SW Sachs-Wolfe (effect)
SZ Sunyaev-Zeldovich (effect)
TSZ Thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (effect)
WHIM Warm Hot Intergalactic Medium
WMAP Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
ZoA Zone of Avoidance
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Table 2.2: Cosmological parameters used throughout.
Parameter Value Source/Comments
Ωm 0.26 Komatsu et al (2011)
ΩΛ 0.74 Komatsu et al (2011)
Ωtotal 1 Assumed within the directly observable
Universe; inflation however requires that
at very large scale deviations from flatness
become noticeable
h 0.71 Komatsu et al (2011)
TCMB 2.726K Fixsen (2009)
expansion factor is a = (1 + z)−1 normalized to unity at present time (z = 0).
Following observations we adopt flat cosmology described by the Friedman-Robertson-
Walker (FRW) metric:
ds2 = c2dt2 − (1 + z)−2[dx2 + x2dω] (3.1)
Geodesics are defined by ds2 = 0 such that the comoving coordinate distances are given by
dx = (1 + z)cdt. The proper (physical) coordinates are given by dxphys = dx/(1 + z) Eq.
12.1 would break down where space-time becomes significantly inhomogeneous; the scale
where this happens within the framework of standard inflationary models is discussed in the
following subsection.
The global evolution of the expansion factor, a, follows from the Einstein equations with
the FRW metric and the dust energy-momentum tensor with pressure p:
a¨ = −4πG
3
(ρ+ 3p/c2) +
2
3
Λa (3.2)
In standard cosmology the vacuum energy-density, Λ, is assumed to be zero and the strong
energy condition applies, (ρ + 3p/c2) > 0. Hence, one can show that the comoving Hubble
scale-factor, (aH)−1 decreases with increasing z toward arbitrarily early times. Thus the
standard cosmological paradigm is unable to explain - via natural causal processes - the
observed homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe.
The global evolution of the Universe is then described by the Friedman equation:
a˙2 ( + K ) = 8πG
3
ρtot(z)a
2 +
Λ
3
a2 = H20(Ωma
−1 + ΩΛa2) (3.3)
coupled with the general-relativistic equivalent of the second law of thermodynamics (con-
servation of energy):
d(ρa3) = − p
c2
d(a3) (3.4)
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Here K is the curvature parameter assumed zero in eq. 12.1 and throughout most of the
review. The total density ρtot is at present dominated by matter with ρm(z) =
3H20
8πG
Ωm(1+z)
3,
and Λ = 3H20ΩΛ.
With K = 0 this specifies the cosmic time-redshift relation during the matter-dominated
era (MDE) as:
dt
dz
=
H−10
(1 + z)
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ
(3.5)
With the cosmological parameters from Table 2.2 the age of the Universe is t =
∫∞
0
dt
dz
dz ≃
H−10 = 14 Gyr. With the radiation-matter decoupling occuring with recombination at z ≃
1, 090 the last scattering surface corresponds to the cosmic time of ∼ 500, 000 years. The
comoving distance to the cosmological horizon is then given by:
dhor(z) = c
∫ ∞
z
(1 + z)
dt
dz
dz = RH
∫ ∞
z
dz√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ
(3.6)
Its value today (z = 0) is dhor(0) ≃ 3cH−10 ≃ 14Gpc.
3.2. Inflation and the scale of homogeneity
Conventional inflationary paradigm has been so appealing precisely because it does
not require fine-tuning in the initial conditions to explain the observed homogeneity and
flatness of the Universe. Rather it posits that the original space-time state could have been
arbitrarily inhomogeneous on scales larger than the particle horizon at those early epochs.
The observed Universe then represents part of a homogeneous inflated region embedded
in an inhomogeneous space-time. On much larger scales the initial inhomogeneous energy
state of the inflation driving inflaton field would be preserved. In this picture the scale of
inhomogeneity is merely stretched by inflationary expansion and so the points that have
been separated by distances larger than the scale of the inflated homogeneous patch have
never been in causal contact (Turner 1991, Kashlinsky et al 1994). One thus very generally
expects to find large preinflationary fluctuations, δL ≡ (δρ/ρ)L>∼1 at scales L > L0, the scale
of the homogeneity of the Universe.
So how far does this homogeneity extend or, in other words, what is the scale of ho-
mogeneity of our Universe, L0, beyond which the FRW approximation breaks down? We
discuss this here following closely the arguments presented in Kashlinsky, Tkachev & Frieman
(1994).
One can relate the size of the inflated patch, L0, to the present day cosmological pa-
rameters by writing the Friedman equation as −K = [1−Ω(t)]H2(t)a2(t). If we denote with
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subscript s the values of parameters at the start of inflationary expansion, then L0 = LS/as.
Thus the Friedman equation leads to:
[1− Ωs]H2sL2s = [1− Ωtotal]H0L20 (3.7)
On the other hand, by the onset of inflation one can expect causal process to have smoothed
out initial inhomogeneities on scales up to, at most, the horizon size at the time, so that
Ls
<
∼
cH−1s . Thus the present size of the inflated patch is at most comparable to the present-
day curvature radius of the Universe2:
L0
<
∼Rcurv =
cH−10√
1− Ωm − ΩΛ
(3.8)
While large compared to the present-day horizon, the curvature scale is expected to be finite
within the inflationary paradigm.
The lower limit on L0 comes from the following argument: if the next inhomogeneity
is too close to the present-day horizon it will induce significant CMB anisotropies via the
Grischuk-Zeldovich (1978) (GZ) effect (discussed at more length in Sec. 11. Namely the
(tidal) gradient in the resultant metric generated by superhorizon-scale non-linear fluctu-
ations (δL
>
∼
1) with length-scale L will induce quadrupole anisotropy in the CMB of order
QL ≃ δL(RH/L)2. Observationally the magnitude of the induced quadrupole should not
exceed the observed CMB quadrupole anisotropy, Qobs ∼ 2 × 10−6 in dimensionless units.
This leads to the size of inflated patch being at least several hundred Hubble radii:
L0
>
∼Q
−1/2
obs cH
−1
0 ∼ 500RH (3.9)
Detailed calculations suggest that this scale is several times larger than the simple estimate
above for the present-day cosmological parameters (Kashlinsky et al 1994, Castro et al 2003).
This scale can be directly related to the number of e-foldings of the inflationary expansion
if one assumes the energy scale when inflation happened. For the GUT energy scales, the
minimal number of e-foldings required to solve the horizon problems are Ne,min ∼ 50 − 55
with logarithmically larger amount for larger values of L0 (e.g. Turner 1991).
These arguments suggest that within conventional inflationary models, the scale of ho-
mogeneity of the Universe must be at least several hundred Hubble radii and on the upper
end should not exceed its curvature radius.
2It is assumed that the patch has slightly open geometry with 1 − Ωs < 1 as favored in inflationary
cosmologies.
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Discussions of this kind do not specify how far the next inhomogeneity can lie. In
principle, this can lead to arbitrarily small GZ corrections. On the other hand, models of
the kind proposed by Holman, Mersini-Houghton & Takahashi (2008), where the observed
Universe forms out of the landscape of string theory, L0 and δL are not arbitrary but are
related to the underlying properties of that landscape and the energy scale that drives
inflation.
In principle, one could construct inflationary models with small GZ anistropy as dis-
cussed by Kashlinsky, Tkachev & Frieman (1994). These would appeal to as yet uncertain
quantum gravity physics and one such scenario can be based on Gott’s (1982) suggestion for
the overall space-time geometry. There the (open) Universe appears as a result of tunneling
through a quantum barrier in the de Sitter space starting with an exponential expansion
which turns into a standard big bang solution at late times. That model has no singularity
and the observed isotropy is explained because the different regions we observe have all been
in causal contact prior to tunneling.
To summarize, the inflationary paradigm, in its conventional form, generally predicts
the edge of the currently observed homogeneity and isotropy of space time. While the scale
of our patch, whose geometry is described with the underlying FRW metric, extends to scales
well beyond the current cosmological horizon, it is nonetheless finite. One can, and should,
then inquire about potential consequences, and testability, of this proposition.
3.3. Standard cosmological model and matter/CMB fluctuations
As the inflaton field rolls down its potential driving inflationary expansion of the homo-
geneous patch of L0, the quantum uncertainty principle ensures the generation of (quantum)
energy fluctuations within it (Guth & Pi 1982). In their simplest non-contrived form, con-
ventional inflationary models make specific predictions about the properties of these energy
fluctuations: to high accuracy they should be Gaussian and their spatial distribution is
scale-invariant with the Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum.
The density field of a stochastic Gaussian variable can be described with the 3-D Fourier
decomposition with random phases:
δρ
ρ
(~x) =
1
(2π)3
∫
δ~k exp(−i~k · ~x)d3~x ; δ~k =
∫
δρ
ρ
(~x) exp(i~k · ~x)d3~k (3.10)
We will denote in much of what follows δ ≡ δρ/ρ. The power spectrum is given by P (k) =
〈|δ~k|2〉 after averaging over the phases of ~k. Given this definition of Fourier transform the
typical rms density contrast over a sphere of radius corresponding to the wavelength/scale
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r = π/k is
∆(r≃ π
k
) =
√
k3P (k)
2π2
(3.11)
The Harrison-Zeldovich (HZ) spectrum is given by P (k) ∝ kn with n = 1 and arises naturally
during the inflationary rollover. In the HZ regime the rms density contrast decreases with
scale as ∆ ∝ r−2.
The evolution of matter fluctuations in the post-inflationary period is by now well un-
derstood and can be described as follows: during radiation-dominated era, at z>
∼
3200 for the
standard cosmological parameters, density fluctuations inside the horizon are frozen because
the Universe expands faster (on timescale texp ∼ (Gρrad)−1/2) than the gravitational growth
rate of matter fluctuations (timescale tgrowth ∼ (Gρmatter)−1/2). Outside the horizon all fluc-
tuations grow self-similarly with the gravitational potential. Once the Universe becomes
matter dominated all scales grow self-similarly at rate δρ/ρ ∝ (1 + z)−1 until 1 + z ≃ Ω−1/3Λ
when the growth by and large seizes.
Thus the shape of the matter fluctuations power spectrum is modified uniquely from
its original HZ shape with the transition occurring at the scale corresponding to the horizon
scale at the matter radiation equality and whose size if proportional to (Ωmh)
−1h−1Mpc. This
transition is described by the transfer function, T , so that the power spectrum of matter
fluctuations leading to the present-day structure formation is P (k) ∝ knT 2(k). Various
accurate analytical approximations exist for the resultant power transfer (e.g. Bond &
Efstathiou 1985, Bardeen et al 1986, Sugiyama 1994). We use here the approximation from
Bardeen et al (1986) as modified by Sugiyama (1994):
Tmatter(k) = ln(1 + 2.34q)
2.34q
[1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4]−1/4
q ≡ k
Ω0h
(TCMB/2.7)
2 exp(Ωbar +
√
h/0.5Ωbar/Ω0) (3.12)
where k is measured in hMpc−1. Numerically, with the WMAP parameters, the value of
Ωbar+
√
h/0.5Ωbar/Ω0 ≃ 0.29 in the above eq. 3.12 and varies little within the uncertainties
of the cosmological parameters. Fig. 3.1 shows the resultant power spectrum under the
assumption of the initially HZ spectrum (n = 1). The turnover occurs approximately at the
horizon scale of matter-radiation equality. Its position is approximately independent of cos-
mology if plotted vs the scale Ωmh. At larger scales greater than horizon at matter-radiation
equality the power spectrum remains in the HZ regime, so in concordance cosmology with
parameters given in Table 2.2 P (k) ∝ k at comoving scales >
∼
100 Mpc.
After the density fluctuations grow non-linear, the matter within them collapses and the
power spectrum evolves by non-linear gravitational effects (e.g. Peebles 1980). Numerous
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Fig. 3.1.— The shape of the matter power spectrum in inflationary models with HZ power
spectrum (n = 1). The turnover occurs at the scale corresponding to the horizon scale at
matter-radiation equality which is proportional to ∝ (Ωmh)−1h−1Mpc.
semi-analytical approximations exist to extrapolate the power spectrum into such regime
(e.g. Hamilton 1991, Peacock & Dodds 1996). Observationally, one often measures the
2-point correlation of galaxies, ξ(r) = 〈δ(~x) · δ(~x + ~r)〉 which strictly speaking traces the
distribution of light. If the latter follows that of mass, as it happens to do on linear scales
at least, then
ξ(r) =
1
2π2
∫
P (k)j0(kr)k
2dk (3.13)
where j0 is the spherical Bessel function of zero order. Non-linear evolution leads to the
galaxy (light) two-point correlation function on small scales given by ξ(r) = (r/r0)
−γ with
γ ≃ 1.6 and r0 = 5h−1Mpc (Maddox et al 1990). The fluctuations in galaxy counts,
(δN/N)rms(r) =
3
r3
∫ r
0
ξ(x)x2dx are then non-linear on scale r8 = (
3
3−γ )
1
γ r0 ≃ 8h−1 Mpc,
which is much less than the horizon at matter-radiation equality. The matter density fluc-
tuations at r8 are then normalized through WMAP7 CMB as σ8 ≃ 0.8 − 0.9 (Komatsu et
al 2011). This provides a normalization point for the density fluctuation spectrum, and on
significantly larger scales than r8 the density field would remain in linear regime with the
power spectrum given by eq. 3.1.
As the Universe expands and cools, the CMB photons decouple from matter at z ≃ 1, 100
when there are not enough photons in the in the Wien part of the CMB to maintain ionization
and the primordial hydrogen plasma recombines. Physical processes at that narrow last
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scattering surface lead to unique temperature fluctuations in the CMB via the Sachs-Wolfe
effect (Sachs & Wolfe 1967, hereafter SW).
The temperature field is generated at the last scattering surface over a very narrow
redshift range. The formalism for describing the 2-dimensional field of these random fluctu-
ations differs somewhat from eq. 3.10 suitable for 3-D variables. Since all the action happens
at approximately the same project distance, one can expand the FT kernel of eq. 3.10 in
terms of the spherical harmonics, Yℓm:
exp(−i~k · ~x) = 4π
∑
ℓ,m
(−i)ℓjℓ(kx)Yℓm(ωk)Y ∗ℓm(ωx) (3.14)
where jℓ are spherical Bessel functions and ω is the solid angle in the specified direction.
The width of the last scattering surface is narrow, so primary CMB anisotropies can be
approximated to lie at the same distance from the present-day observer. Their distribution
can be described by the 2-D decomposition on a sphere into spherical harmonics Yℓ,m(θ, φ):
δT (θ, φ) =
∑
ℓ,m
aℓmYℓm(θ, φ) ; aℓm =
∫
δT (θ, φ)Y ∗ℓm(θ, φ)dω∫
Yℓm(θ, φ)Y
∗
ℓm(θ, φ)dω
(3.15)
Here ω is the solid angle covered by the temperature field measurements, m = [−ℓ, . . . , 0, . . . , ℓ]
is the magnetic number analogous to the 3-D phase and the power spectrum is
Cℓ ≡ 1
2ℓ+ 1
∑
|aℓm|2 (3.16)
If the sky is cut, Yℓm’s are no longer orthogonal and there is a cross-talk between different
ℓ’s in the second expression of eq. 3.15.
The correlation function of the CMB field is given by:
C(θ) = 〈T (~x+ ~θ) · T (~x)〉 = 1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)CℓPℓ(cos θ) (3.17)
where Pℓ denote Legendre polynomials. The variance of the CMB maps is given by C(0) =
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ + 1)Cℓ where the sum extends to ℓmax specified b y the map pixel size. With this
definition the rms temperature fluctuation over a radius π/ℓ radian can be approximated as:
(δT )rms ≃ [ℓ
2Cℓ
2π
]1/2 (3.18)
The cosmological density fluctuations can be generally represented as sum of two inde-
pendent (initially) components: curvature and isocurvature. The latter are essentially per-
turbations of the equation of state which leave the overall metric, or total density, uniform.
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For this component δρtotal = 0, so that at early times δρrad/ρrad = −(δρm/ρm)× (ρm/ρrad).
Thus during the RDE times, ρm/ρrad ≪ 1, these fluctuations are approximately isothermal.
In its conventional form, inflation, coupled with CDM models, predicts that the curvature
fluctuations generated during the inflationary expansion up to L0 were adiabatic with uni-
form entropy across the Universe, so that (δT/T )intrinsic = −13δρm/ρm. The general evolution
of these modes within the CDM models is reviewed by e.g. Efstathiou (1990) and Liddle &
Lyth (1993).
For curvature fluctuations there are three main contributions to CMB temperature
fluctuations from the SW effect: 1) the intrinsic fluctuation δT , which depends on the type
of the type of perturbations, 2) the component arising from Doppler effect due to peculiar
velocities of the electrons at last scattering, 3) and the dominant on large scale fluctuations
from the peculiar gravitational potential as photons climb of of potential wells existing at
the last scattering surface. The general CMB temperature field produced by the SW effect
at last scattering is given by eq. 12.8 and discussed later in the paper (Sec. 12.1.1) after the
suitable relevant quantities are defined.
Fig. 3.2 show the observed CMB temperature fluctuations measured with 7-yr WMAP
maps (Jarosik et al 2011) and SPT (Keisler et al 2011). These are in excellent agreement with
theoretical prediction of the concordance ΛCDM model on all scales probed to ℓ ∼ 3, 000 (or
angles down to ∼ 1′). This fact of the observationally established concordance cosmological
model will prove central in what follows.
4. Peculiar velocities and gravitational instability paradigm
4.1. Characterizing (peculiar) velocity field
The velocity is a 3-D vector and so its properties must be characterized with more
quantities than those of a random scalar field such as density or temperature fluctuations.
Thus the bulk velocity, ~Vbulk, is the mean velocity over a given scale r:
~Vbulk(r) =
∫
~r
~v(~x)φ(~x)d3~x∫
~r
d3~x
=
∑
wi~vi
N
(4.1)
where φ is a suitably normalized selection function of the survey describing the positions of
test particles/sources probing the motion; in practice it is the comoving number density of
objects in the survey normalized to
∫
survey volume
φd3~x = 1. The last equality is valid when
individual measurements of a 3-D velocity vector are available for a system of N galaxies (or
clusters) with wi describing the weights related to measurement errors.
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Fig. 3.2.— The spectrum of the mean squared CMB temperature fluctuation for the con-
cordance ΛCDM model, which is used in the CMB filtering described in Sec. 10.2. Blue,
green and red lines show the spectrum when convolved with the WMAP Q, V,W beams
respectively. Violet error bars show the results from the 7-yr WMAP results (Jarosik et al
2011). Orange error bars show the results of the SPT measurements by Keisler et al (2011).
Another important characteristic of the flow is the shear defined as:
Sij = 1
2
(∂vi/∂xj + ∂vi/∂xj)− δij
3
~∇ · ~v (4.2)
where δij is the usual Kroneker delta-symbol.
Several velocity correlation functions can be defined for a 3-D quantity such as velocity:
the most general is Ψij = 〈vi(~x) · vj(~x + ~r)〉, which one usually divides into parallel and
transverse correlations (e.g. Gorski 1988). However, if the flow is irrotational, the parallel
and transverse correlations are not independent and the velocity correlations can be described
with one total (sometimes called the “dot”) velocity correlation defined as:
ϑ(r) = 〈~v(~x) · ~v(~x+ ~r)〉 (4.3)
The rms velocity, or velocity dispersion, over a sphere of radius r is then defined as:
v2rms(r) =
1
2π2
∫
Pv(k)k
2Wv(kr)dk (4.4)
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where Pv = 〈|~v~k|2〉 is the velocity power spectrum and Wv is the window function of the
velocity survey. Some authors quote their results in terms of a one-dimensional velocity
which is vrms/
√
3 assuming a statistically isotropic velocity field.
More generally let us consider peculiar motions within a sphere of radius r. The general
velocity field at point ~r within that radius can be expanded as:
vi(~r) = Vi +Hri + Sijrj + . . . (4.5)
Here Vi is the i-th component of the (mean) bulk flow across scale r and the net (perturbed)
Hubble H = H0 + δH constant within this volume defines the deviations of the 1-D radial
velocity. The shear contributes to the quadrupole of the flow across the scale r. The higher
order tensorial expansion, neglected in eq. 4.5, contains information about the octupole
and higher moments. If the bulk flow term, V , dominates, the motion would be dipolar
with small higher moments. The bulk flow (dipole moment) is sensitive to motion on scales
larger than that of the system, while higher moments probe progressively smaller scales (see
discussion in e.g. Feldman et al 2010).
The velocity field can be described as a superposition of two independent components:
~v = ~vg + ~v⊥ (4.6)
where vg is the peculiar velocity generated by peculiar gravity g and the second term repre-
sents any primeval velocity, ~v⊥, which is statistically orthogonal to ~g.
We note that in practice one determines from the distance indicator (and most other)
measurements only the radial component of individual velocities. The latter is then used
to constrain the full bulk flow as discussed in Sec. 5.2. In principle, the transversal com-
ponent can be probed for clusters of galaxies via polarization measurements (Sunyaev &
Zeldovich 1980a, Audit & Simmons 1999) or the Birkinshaw-Gull effect (Birkinshaw & Gull
1983, Gurvits & Mitrofanov 1986) generated by the gravitational lensing aberration of CMB
photons by a moving cluster. In practice, however, the magnitude of the effect is too small
to be of use in current state of measurements.
We now discuss the evolution of the two components in eq. 4.6 as the Universe expands.
4.2. Relating peculiar velocity to gravity
The first component, vg, can be estimated fairly accurately from the following argument
(e.g. Kashlinsky & Jones 1991): Within the gravitational instability paradigm, peculiar
velocities are caused by gravitational instability, i.e. peculiar velocities are produced by local
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(”peculiar”) gravity, tracing the mass distribution on the corresponding scales. A simple and
robust estimate of the velocity amplitude vg can be obtained by considering that a particle
that has experienced a peculiar acceleration gp over a time period t will have acquired a
velocity vg ≃ gpt. Writing gp = GδM/r2 = 4πGδmρmr/3 = 12ΩmH20rδm leads to
vg(r) ≃ 1
3
f(Ωm)H0rδm (4.7)
where f(Ω) ≡ 3
2
H0Ωt ≃ Ω0.6. In the HZ regime δm ∝ r−2, which leads to peculiar velocity
field decreasing as vg(r) ∝ r−1 on these scales.
Essentially the same result is obtained through proper calculation. The formalism for
this is well known and we do not report it here other than what is minimally necessary.
Everything here can be done in Newtonian approximation which then describes the evolution
of peculiar velocity vg resulting from peculiar gravitational acceleration gp via the following
system of equations (e.g. Weinberg 1972):


∂ρ/∂t + ~∇ · (ρ~v) = 0
∂~v/∂t + (~v · ~∇)~v = −~g
~∇ · ~g = −4πGρm
~∇× ~g = 0
The first of these is the continuity equation which describes the conservation of mass, the
second is the Euler formulation of Newton’s law of motion under the influence of peculiar
gravity gp, the penultimate expression is the Poisson equation for Newton’s gravity and the
last equation says that gravity is a conservative force describable via a gradient of its scalar
potential.
The next step is to perturb all the quantities around their FRW values, e.g. ρm =
3H20Ωm
8πG
(1 + δm), v = H0r + vg, etc and linearize the resultant system of equations ignoring
terms of higher than linear order, i.e. δ2m ≪ δm etc. Linearizing then the continuity equation
leads to δ˙ = −~∇ · ~vg, and noting that gravity is a conservative force that must lead to an
irrotational flow, i.e. the Fourier component of the velocity, v~k is aligned with
~k. Then the
k-th component of the velocity field is given by:
~v~k = −iH0f(Ω)
kˆ
k
δ~k (4.8)
The k-th Fourier component of shear is given by:
Sij,~k = −H0f(Ωm)(kˆikˆj − δij)δ~k (4.9)
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The rms amplitude of the three-dimensional velocity vg is then related to the power spectrum
of the underlying density field via
v2g,rms(r) =
Ω1.2H20
2π2
∫
P (k)W (kr)dk (4.10)
where W is the window function of the velocity survey. Some studies measure the one-
dimensional velocity dispersion component of the statistically isotropic random velocity field
which is related to the above expression via σ1Dg,1 = vg,rms/
√
3.
Eq. 4.10 gives the rms value of the predicted random velocity field: more precisely in
an isotropic model it is the dispersion around the zero mean of the bulk flow. Since the
flow is measured only in our local realization of the density field of the ΛCDM model these
predictions are subject to (scale-dependent) cosmic variance. In order to compare with the
actual measurements of the bulk flow amplitudes it is therefore imperative to evaluate how
likely the different realizations are. This can be done analytically via a simple prescription
outlined in e.g. Gorski (1991). For a Gaussian density field the peculiar velocity distribution
on linear scales is Maxwellian, with the probability density of measuring a 1-D bulk velocity
being:
p(V )dV ∝ V 2 exp
(
− V
2
2v2g,rms
)
dV (4.11)
The probability of finding a region with V < V0 is then P (V0)=Γ(
3
2
,
3V 20
2σ2
V
) where Γ is the
incomplete gamma-function normalized to Γ(n,∞)=1. The (68%, 95%) c.l. require V0 =
(1.08, 1.6)σV . The distribution of shear is discussed in Jaffe & Kaiser (1995).
Within the gravitational instability picture one can relate the velocity correlation func-
tion to the observed 2-point galaxy correlation function as follows (Kashlinsky 1992, Juszkiewicz
& Yahil 1989):
∇2ϑg(r) = −H20f 2(Ω)ξ(r) (4.12)
This equation assumes that light (galaxies) traces the peculiar mass accurately, an assump-
tion which appears to hold at least on linear scales, whereas on small scales the above can be
corrected downward by the bias parameter b which measures the ratio of light-to-mass fluc-
tuations. This formulation is advantageous as it connects two directly observed/measured
quantities and, in principle allows to isolate the velocity component from gravitational in-
stability.
Because this component of the net velocity field is coupled with the underlying corre-
lation function of the matter/light distribution, it generates the Kaiser (sometimes called
“rocket”) effect (Kaiser 1987) which leads to a predictable anisotropic distortion in the trans-
verse and parallel (to the z-direction) measurements of the 3-dimensional ξ. Thus one can
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use observational limits on the distortions of the galaxy correlation function in order to ob-
tain information on the gravitational instability component of the observed velocities. This
would be important in identifying the nature of the measured flows.
4.3. Inflation and large-scale velocity field
The inflation-based theories, such as the concordance ΛCDM model, make specific -
and practically model-independent - predictions on the magnitude and distribution of pe-
culiar velocities due to peculiar gravity. Indeed in these models on scales that were outside
the horizon during the radiation-dominated era, the peculiar density field remains in the
Harrison-Zel‘dovich regime (i.e., P (k) ∝ k or δrms ∝ r−2) set during the inflationary epoch
and verified in CMB data. On these scales, the peculiar bulk velocity caused by gravita-
tional instability should decrease as Vrms ∝ r−1 and be quite small. Since the horizon scale
of matter-radiation equality is <
∼
100 Mpc, the concordance cosmology predicts a component
due to gravitational instability of Vrms ≃ 250(r/100h−1Mpc)−1km s−1 at r & 100h−1Mpc.
Note that this expression specifies both the typical amplitude and the fall-off with r of the
peculiar velocity field generated by gravitational instability. The one-dimensional compo-
nent of the velocity field would be 1/
√
3 factor smaller. Any deviation from this prediction
would indicate a break-down of the standard cosmological model and may represent evidence
of ”new physics”.
Fig. 4.1.— The rms peculiar velocity for the concordance ΛCDM model. At 100h−1Mpc the
rms velocity field field is about ≃ 235 km/sec dropping to ≃ 72 km/sec at 500h−1Mpc.
Fig. 4.1 shows the rms velocity field expected in the standard cosmological model. Thus
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in the concordance ΛCDM model with vrms = (150, 109) km/sec at (200, 300)h
−1Mpc, the
95% of cosmic observers should measure bulk flow velocities less than (240,180) km/sec at
these scales.
4.4. Evolution of “primeval” velocity field
As long as Newton’s laws hold, this velocity component must be present – but any
additional components would point to an incompleteness of the standard cosmological model.
This incompleteness can either direct to a new understanding of the global world structure,
or require new physics. Of particular interest in this discussion is the evolution of any
“primeval” velocity component, v⊥.
This component is statistically orthogonal to peculiar gravity and its evolution can be
described using the conservation of angular momentum, preserved here because of absence of
tangential forces. The angular momentum of unit proper (physical) volume is then ρ[~xphys×
~v⊥]d3~xphys whose magnitude is ∝ ρv⊥a4 = const, which leads to the following evolution (e.g.
Collins & Hawking 1973):
v⊥ ∝
{
constant ; radiation
(1 + z)−1 ; matter
(4.13)
This leads to an interesting situation: if at some early epoch, z ≫ 1, both matter and
radiation were coupled and moving with respect to the uniform expansion frame, then after
the matter-radiation decoupling at z ∼ 103 the peculiar velocity of matter will have decayed
to a negligible magnitude, and that that of the CMB would then be shifted with respect to
matter because the radiation should have preserved any initial velocity and will now appear
moving with respect to the matter and uniform expansion frames (Matzner 1980).
This solenoidal component - if present - is unrelated to the physics determined by the
cosmological conditions which arise as a result of the slow rollover of the inflation-driving
field. They therefore do not probe, confirm or rule out the standard cosmological model
(ΛCDM) which is so successful in accounting for various aspects of structure formation and
evolution in the Universe and is confirmed by the CMB fluctuation measurements. Rather,
this possible component of the velocity field would probe - within the inflationary paradigm -
the primeval state of the inflaton field and the overall preinflationary structure of space-time.
Importantly, this component does not generate Kaiser effect as it is unrelated to the
observed galaxy correlations, and its existence across the cosmological horizon is equivalent
to a primeval CMB dipole. It also is unlikely to have shear.
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5. Results from earlier measurements
In this section we review briefly the earlier measurements of peculiar velocities starting
with the CMB dipole anisotropy.
There are two ways of getting at the peculiar velocities: 1) by direct measurements of
deviations from the Hubble expansion using various phenomenologically established distance
indicators, and 2) measuring the peculiar gravity from the distributions of selected sources
(galaxies or clusters) and determining the expected direction and amplitude of the infall flows
induced by this gravitational potential. The two methods should agree in the absence of the
solenoidal component. The prior results from them are reviewed briefly below following the
CMB dipole subsection.
In a nutshell, the problem was - and remains - that the two are not entirely consistent
in the sense that they give, at statistically significant levels, different directions, coherence
length and even the amplitude of the peculiar flow. It can, in principle, be argued that
the light-traces mass assumption is not strictly valid in methods 2) or that some massive
structures loom behind the Zone-of-Avoidance (ZoA) obscured from view by the Milky Way
galaxy. Nevertheless, this unsatisfactory - at face value - situation has led Gunn to state
already in 1988 that “Most of the problem ... would disappear if the [CMB] did not, in fact,
provide a rest frame” since the basic cornerstone of these analyses is that the entire CMB
dipole arises from the Doppler effect due to local peculiar motion.
Excellent reviews on the subject exist in the literature, such as early discussions by Davis
& Peebles (1983) on the Virgo infall, Gunn (1988) on the Great Attractor era measurements,
followed by the later overviews of the subject by Strauss & Willick (1995) and Willick (2000)
among many others. We refer the reader to these reviews for further details.
5.1. CMB dipole and the local motions
The dipole anisotropy of the CMB has by now been well established from the COBE
FIRAS (Fixsen et al. 1994a) and DMR (Kogut et al 1993) measurements. With respect to
the Sun restframe, the CMB has a dipole amplitude of 3.346± 0.017 mK in the direction of
(l, b)CMB = (263.85± 0.1, 48.25± 0.04)◦ (Hinshaw et al. 2009).
For a black-body background, such as the CMB, the motion at local velocity vloc ≡ βc
generates a CMB dipole in the direction of the motion of:
T (θ) =
TCMB√
1− β2(1− β cos θ) ≃ TCMB[1 + β cos θ − β
2 cos2 θ +O(β3)× octupole] (5.1)
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where the expansion assumed β ≪ 1 with the dominant fluctuation generated in the (second)
dipole term, followed by small contributions to the quadrupole and negligible contributions
to octupole and higher moments (Peebles & Wilkinson 1968).
If the entire CMB dipole is of kinematic origin, its observed amplitude in the Sun-centric
system corresponds to velocity of V = 370 km/sec in that direction. At least a substantial
part of this motion must originate from the local motions of the Sun and the Galaxy, so the
conventional paradigm has been that all of the CMB dipole can be accounted for by motions
within the nearby 30− 100 Mpc neighborhood. This then allows to translate the measured
CMB dipole into the corresponding velocity under the assumption that its origin is purely
kinematic. However, in order to isolate truly cosmological motions, one should subtract from
the CMB dipole measured in the Sun-centric system the motions of the Sun with respect to
the Galaxy and the motion of the latter with respect to the Local Group. Table 5.1 adopts
the values from Kogut et al (1993, Table 3) in this conversion to the motion of the Local
Group with respect to the CMB.
CMB dipole is not equal to the Local Group velocity and is in the direction ∼ 45◦ away
from Virgo. The motion of the Local Group with respect to the CMB appears to be at ≃ 630
km/sec in the direction given in the last entry of Table 5.1. The difference was used by Lilje
et al (1986) to predict bulk motion of the Local Supercluster at ∼ 600 km/sec.
The big question in this context is at what scale is the matter frame, as defined by the
uniform and isotropic expansion of galaxies and clusters, at rest with respect to the CMB
as defined by its dipole. We next move to discussing the early (mostly late 20th century)
important attempts at answering this question. The progress toward this goal was advanced
in two independent directions: 1) reconstructing the peculiar velocity field directly with
measurements of deviations from the Hubble flow using various galaxy distance indicators,
and 2) reconstructing peculiar gravitational field, using galaxy and cluster surveys, which
presumably drives this flow. In the gravitational instability paradigm the direction of the
Table 5.1. Summary of local motion data reproduced from Kogut et al (1993).
V (km/sec) (lGal, bGal)
◦ Refs
Sun-CMB 369.5 ± 3.0 (264.44 ± 0.3, 48.4± 0.5) Kogut et al (1993)
(COBE/DMR-based)
Sun-LSR 20.0± 1.4 (57 ± 4, 23± 4) Kerr & Lynden-Bell (1986)
LSR-GC 222 ± 5 (91.1± 0.4, 0) Fich et al (1989)
GC - CMB 552.2 ± 5.5 (266.5± 0.3, 29.1± 0.4) Kogut et al (1993)
Sun - LG 308 ± 23 (105 ± 5,−7± 4) Yahil et al (1977)
LG-CMB 627 ± 22 (276 ± 3, 30± 3) Kogut et al (1993)
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latter should coincide with that of the CMB dipole and the velocity field, which in turn
should vanish at some distance.
Before we move to discussing the reconstructions of peculiar velocity field and peculiar
gravity, we note the basis limitation of addressing the the issue of misalignments with the
CMB dipole direction: in any velocity measurement with the signal-to-noise S/N ∼ a few,
the directional uncertainty is large at ∆θ ≃ √2(S/N)−1 radian. Whereas, the CMB dipole
has by now been measured at S/N > 102 and so its direction is determined remarkably
accurately with ∆θCMB ≪ 1◦, the peculiar velocity measurements are at best measured with
S/N ∼ 3 − 5 and hence any alignment (or misalignment) is established only down to the
limits of at best a few (or even few tens) degrees.
5.2. Distance indicator based measurements
Most determinations of the peculiar velocities are based on surveys of individual galaxies
using empirical correlations for distance indicators, e.g. the Tully-Fisher (TF - Tully &
Fisher 1977) relation for spirals, the Fundamental Plane (FP) relations for elliptical galaxies
(Djorgovski & Davis 1987, Dressler et al 1987) and using SNIa as standard candles. The
methodology is very generally as follows: given the spectroscopic determination of galaxy’s
redshift and determination of its distance via an empirical relation leading to its absolute
luminosity, the line-of-sight (direction rˆ) peculiar velocity is determined as:
~vp · rˆ = cz −H0D (5.2)
where the distance D ∝ l−1/2, the square-root of the apparent luminosity. Importantly, here
the redshift z is corrected to the coordinate frame with zero CMB dipole anisotropy.
Given the measured quantities given by eq. 5.2 one determines the bulk velocity of a
given volume spanned by the survey by maximizing the likelihood, or minimizing the variance
or χ2. As an example, if one were to minimize the χ2 or the likelihood, L:
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
wi(~vp,i · rˆi − ~Vbulk · rˆi)2 ; lnL ∝ −
∑
ln σi − χ2 (5.3)
with the sum taken over N galaxies, the solution for the α-direction component of the bulk
flow would be for χ2 = min:
Vbulk,α =
∑
iwirˆi,α(~vp,i · rˆi)∑
i wirˆ
2
i,α
(5.4)
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where the weights wi = 1/σ
2
i are related to the errors in each measured galaxy. One should
also be careful as the effects of geometry may be important (cf. Kaiser 1988) since the above
expression assumes that over the survey volume the cross terms vanish:
∑
i xˆiyˆi = 0 with
constant weights etc. If the weights are constant and barring geometrical irregularities, the
denominator reduces to
∑
i rˆ
2
i,α = 1/3. This simplified expression has been revised by Kaiser
(1988) who gives a more rigorous formalism of deducing the 3-dimensional bulk flow from
realistic data.
SNIa give the most accurate distance indicators individually (∼ 8% per source) but
provide small samples, TF relation is accurate to ∼ 15% and probes late-type galaxies
located predominantly in the field, whereas FP is valid for early-type galaxies populating
clusters and is accurate to ∼ 25% per individual galaxy. Important corrections have to be
made throughout in order to arrive at peculiar velocity component with respect to the CMB
rest frame: for reddening, Malmquist bias, subtracting the CMB dipole after assuming it
originates entirely from the Doppler effect, etc.
Early measurements by Rubin et al (1973, 1976) found peculiar flows with respect to
the CMB of ∼ 600 − 700 km/sec but were widely dismissed at the time. Interestingly,
the direction of the motion of Rubin et al pointed toward Galactic coordinates ∼ (l, b) ∼
(290◦, 30◦), the direction which - within the error bars - will appear again later.
On the other hand, Aaronson et al (1986) probed motions of late-type spirals in clusters,
measured with Arecibo, in a direction perpendicular to that of the CMB dipole and find that
the clusters in that direction are at rest with respect to the CMB dipole frame to within the
observational errors of ∼ 200 km/sec.
A major next advance was made using the FP relation for a sample of several hundred
galaxies in a direction roughly orthogonal to that probed by Aaronson et al (1986). The
the implication of that study was that elliptical galaxies within ∼ 60h−1Mpc were streaming
at ∼ 600 km/sec with respect to the rest frame defined by the CMB (Dressler et al 1987).
Lynden-Bell et al (1987) suggested that elliptical galaxies were streaming at ∼ 600 km/sec
into a massive concentration of about ∼ 1016M⊙ centered around Hydra-Centaurus clusters
about ∼ 35h−1Mpc away and dubbed it the “Great Attractor”.
Mathewson et al (1992a) used the TF relation of a large sample of almost ∼ 1, 500
galaxies (Mathewson et al 1992b) and found that this flow of amplitude 600 km/sec does
not converge until scales much larger than ∼ 60h−1 Mpc and claimed no back-side infall into
the Great Attractor suggesting that “there is bulk flow in the supergalactic plane over very
large scales greater than 130/h Mpc”. These results were in agreement with those of Willick
(1990) using TF relation for over 300 galaxies in the Perseus-Pisces Supercluster (see also
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Willick 1999).
A sample of 24 SNIa by Riess et al showed no evidence of significant bulk flows out
to ∼ 100h−1 Mpc, and a similar conclusion was reached with a TF-based study of spiral
galaxies of Courteau et al (2000).
Lauer & Postman (1994) measured the velocity of the Local Group with respect to an
inertial frame defined by the 119 Abell and ACO (Abell, Corwin, & Olowin 1989) clusters
contained within 150h−1Mpc and found the motion of the LG with respect to the Abell
sample to be inconsistent with its motion inferred from the CMB dipole anisotropy. Using
brightest cluster galaxies as distance indicators they find motion toward (l, b) = (220,−28)◦
with uncertainty of ±27◦. However, a re-analysis of these data by Hudson & Ebeling (1997)
taking into account the correlation between the luminosities of brightest-cluster galaxies and
that of their host cluster found a reduced bulk flow pointing in a different direction.
Using the FP relation for early type galaxies in 56 clusters Hudson et al (1999) find a
bulk flow of a similarly large amplitude of∼ 630 km/sec to Lauer & Postman on a comparable
scale, but in a different direction.
On the other hand, a survey of spiral galaxies by Courteau et al (2000) used TF rela-
tion and claimed negligible velocities (<
∼
300 km/sec) with respect to the CMB at distances
>
∼
50h−1Mpc. These results are also in agreement with the Giovanelli et al (1998a,b) extensive
compilation of the TF-based distances.
While important, such measurements are affected by complex systematics (e.g. Malmquist
bias), sparse (and inhomogeneous) sampling, do not measure velocities directly in the CMB
frame, and at times yielded discrepant results for the amplitude and direction of peculiar
flows. More critically in the context of this review, they also fail to probe scales >
∼
100 Mpc,
a particularly important range for testing the gravitational-instability paradigm for the ori-
gin of the flows. It is thus paramount to develop alternative methods that enable accurate
measurements of large-scale flows.
For a more comprehensive review of these findings see the extensive review by Strauss
& Willick (1995).
5.3. Dipoles of mass tracers and peculiar gravitational field
Since in the gravitational instability picture the velocities must trace peculiar grav-
itational potential one can and should compare the two independent measures. Within
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gravitational instability paradigm the velocity is given by:
~v(~r) =
2f(Ωm)
3H0Ωm
~g(~r) (5.5)
where the peculiar gravitational acceleration is can be derived from the observed (galaxy or
cluster) density distribution provided the sources trace the overall mass:
~g(~r) = G
∫ ∞
r
δρm(~r
′)
~r ′ − ~r
|~r ′ − ~r|3 d
3~r ′ (5.6)
It is important to emphasize that the direction of the peculiar gravitational acceleration
remains fixed in linear regime, which is described by eqs. 4.8. Thus the peculiar velocity
component produced by gravitational instability should point in the same direction as at
present. Because both the fluxes and gravity decrease with distance as r−2, then assuming
that the gravitational potential is traced by galaxies or clusters one can evaluate the ampli-
tude and convergence of the various dipoles measured in the corresponding surveys. Thus
a complementary technique aimed at constraining bulk motions reconstructs directly the
peculiar gravity of the observed galaxy distribution and uses measurements of the dipole in
the distributions of light and matter.
Very generally, existence of a statistically significant misalignment between the recon-
structed gravity dipole and the observed all-sky CMB dipole would argue for a part of the
latter being intrinsic/primordial.
5.3.1. Peculiar acceleration using galaxies
The observations of large scale streaming motions described in Sec. 5.2 were difficult
to reconcile with the biased Cold Dark Matter cosmology which was the standard model
during that period. By comparing the CMB velocity vector with the acceleration vector, it
was possible to investigate the cause of the LG motion and its cosmological implications.
The LG acceleration can be estimated using galaxy surveys that trace the matter distri-
bution. This technique was first applied by Yahil, Sandage & Tammann (1980) using the
revised ShapleyAmes catalogue and later by Davis & Huchra (1982) using the Centre for
Astrophysics (CfA) catalogue.
Analyses using optically selected galaxies were limited due to limited sky coverage,
especially at low Galactic latitude. These studies improved significantly when full-sky galaxy
samples became available. The IRAS Point Source Catalog allowed to construct full-sky
galaxy catalogs due to the large (96%) sky coverage of the satellite and the negligible Galactic
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extintion in the infrared. Yahil, Walker & Rowan-Robinson (1986), Meiksin & Davis (1986),
Harmon, Lahav & Meurs (1987), Villumsen & Strauss (1987) and Lahav, Rowan-Robinson &
Lynden-Bell (1988) used only the position and fluxes of the sources to obtain the LG dipole.
The dipole vectors derived by these authors are in agreement with each other and the CMB
dipole vector to within 10◦ − 30◦. Yahil et al (1986) and Meiksin & Davis (1986) found
that the dipoles from the optical and IRAS galaxies are nearly aligned with each other, but
are misaligned from the CMB dipole by ∼ 30◦ Furthermore, both showed that the peculiar
velocities identified by 7S were essentially absent in the IRAS accelerations (see discussion
in Gunn 1988).
Using galaxy catalogs with galaxy redhsifts allowed to estimate the scale of convergence,
i.e., the distance at which most of the peculiar velocity of the LG is generated. The earlier
work by Rowan-Robinson et al (1990) was extended by Strauss et al (1992) who used a red-
shift survey of 5288 IRAS galaxies, covering 87.6% of the sky. Their computed acceleration
of the LG pointed 18◦ − 28◦ away from the direction of the LG peculiar velocity vector,
the differences depending on the model used for the velocity field and the window through
which the acceleration was measured. Strauss et al (1992) argue misalignments of this am-
plitude were to be expected due to shot noise, finite window and nonlinear effects. They
concluded that the data were consistent with the acceleration being mostly due to galaxies
within 40h−1Mpc. However, since the peculiar acceleration of the LG was calculated using
redshifts instead of real distances it differs from the actual acceleration of the local group due
to redshift distortions (Kaiser 1987; Kaiser & Lahav 1989) Strauss et al (1992) noted that
the convergence of the acceleration vector depended on the corrections made for the motion
of the LG. Later Webster, Lahav & Fisher (1997) using IRAS galaxies, Lynden-Bell, Lahav
& Burstein (1989) with optically selected galaxies and da Costa et al. (2000) with a sample
of early-type galaxies concluded that the LG acceleration is mostly due to galaxies within
∼ 50h−1Mpc. These latter results are in contrast with those derived from cluster samples
that indicate that there is a significant contribution up to 200h−1Mpc (see Sec. 5.3.2).
Juskiewicz, Vittorio & Wyse (1990) discuss a related discriminant which would be the
misalignment angle between the peculiar velocity ~vR induced on the LG by the matter
within a sphere of radius R and the apex of the CMB dipole anisotropy. In order to test the
cosmological models popular at the time, they confronted the model predictions with the
data, provided by IRAS survey of galaxies, but found that the data sets were not deep enough
to discriminate the predictions although they did discuss the variation of the misalignment
angle between the direction of the LG velocity and the apex of the dipole anisotropy of the
CMB within cosmological models.
More recently Erdogdu et al (2006) estimated the acceleration on the LG from a sam-
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ple of 23,200 galaxies from the 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS). They computed the flux-
weighted dipole of the sample arguing that this is a robust statistic that closely approximates
the mass-weighted dipole, and so it is not affected by redshift distortions and requires no
preferred reference frame. The redshift information enabled them to determine the variation
and convergence of the dipole with distance. They found a statistically significant misalign-
ment between the LG and the CMB dipole: the misalignment angle in their compilation is
12◦ ± 7◦ at ∼ 50h−1Mpc, and increases to 21◦ ± 8◦ at 130h−1Mpc although they argue that
is within 1σ of the dipole probability distribution in a ΛCDM model with Ωm = 0.3.
5.3.2. Peculiar acceleration using clusters
Since the space density of galaxy clusters is much lower than that of galaxies, clusters
are less well suited to map the distribution of matter (or the peculiar-velocity field) on small
scales. Marking the deepest gravitational potential wells they are, however, more reliable
tracers of the mass distribution – and thus the distribution of gravitational attractors – on
large scales.
Cluster-based dipole studies suggested early on that the motion responsible for the
CMB dipole does not converge out to very large distances. Scaramella et al. (1991) used the
distribution of Abell clusters to argue that the acceleration of the LG converges at about
180 h−1 Mpc, with roughly one third of the acceleration being generated at distances greater
than 60 h−1 Mpc. The suspected source of at least part of the large-scale component of the
acceleration, the Shapley Concentration (SC) located at approximately 140 h−1 Mpc and
well aligned with the direction of the CMB dipole, was independently identified by Plionis
& Valdarnini (1991) by measuring the dipole anisotropy in the distribution of the X-ray
brightest Abell-type clusters (XBACs; Ebeling et al. 1996). Complementing the XBACs
sample with clusters at very low Galactic latitude from the CIZA sample (Ebeling et al.
2002; Kocevski et al. 2007), Kocevski et al. (2004) estimated the contribution of the Shapley
Concentration to the LG’s motion to be as high as 50%. Whether the motion really converges
at that distance remains unclear though: Raychaudhury (1989) questioned whether the SC
is in fact massive enough to account for the contribution to the local velocity field attributed
to it. The suspicion that the Shapley Concentration is not the sole large-scale contributor
to the LG’s acceleration is strengthened by the fact that back infall into the SC has yet to
be observed. Indeed, Kocevski & Ebeling (2006) find the cluster dipole amplitude to only
flatten, but not decrease at distances beyond 180 h−1 Mpc, in contrast to the signature of
(temporary) back infall observed at 50 h−1 Mpc, the distance of the Great Attractor (Fig. 9
of Kocevski & Ebeling 2006).
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Probing the mass-density or the peculiar-velocity field at distances approaching or even
exceeding 200 h−1 Mpc is currently possible only with cluster-based studies. However, even
the largest statistically complete all-sky cluster samples become increasingly sparse at these
distances, preventing a robust direct determination of the amplitude and direction of the
cluster dipole. Fortunately, clusters offer another path to measuring large-scale flows, namely
by using them as tracers of the velocity field rather than as beacons of the mass distribution.
Details of this alternative approach are provided in the following section.
6. Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect and peculiar velocity measurements
An alternative method of measuring peculiar velocities is by utilizing the Sunyaev-
Zeldovich effect produced by Compton scattering of the CMB photons by the hot X-ray
emitting gas in clusters of galaxies. In this section we provide a brief overview of the SZ
effect relevant for this discussion. Excellent review of the physics of the SZ effect is given in
Birkinshaw (1999) to which the reader is referred for additional details.
6.1. Compton/Thomson scattering and SZ effect
We begin by discussing the change in photon frequency from a single electron scattering.
When a photon is scattered by an electron, both particles exchange energy and momentum.
In the rest frame of the electron, a photon with frequency νe moving in the direction xˆe will
change its frequency to ν ′e and direction to xˆ
′
e according to the standard Compton scattering
formula:
ν ′
ν
=
[
1 +
hPν
mec2
(1− xˆe · xˆ′e)
]−1
(6.1)
Given that for clusters one reasonably expects v/c≪ 1 and CMB observations are conducted
in the microwave range of the electromagnetic spectrum, the scattering is almost elastic
(ν ≃ ν ′) and causes a considerable simplification in the physics. If the electron is moving
with velocity ~v in the reference frame of the observer, standard Lorentz transformations give:
ν ′
ν
=
1− ~v · xˆ/c
1− ~v · xˆ′/c+ hpν
γmec2
(1− xˆ · xˆ′) (6.2)
where we have dropped the subscript e to refer to quantities in the observer reference frame
(see e.g. Appendix of Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980). For the physical conditions present in
clusters of galaxies and for the range of frequencies probed by WMAP (ν <
∼
100 GHZ) and
Planck (ν <
∼
1THz), where hPν/γmec
2 ≃ 8.2 × 10−9(ν/1THz) and ve ≪ c, the denominator
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in eq. (6.2) can be expanded in Taylor series. On average, one “typical” scattering leads to
the following fractional frequency shift:
∆ν
ν
≃ −~v
c
· (xˆ− xˆ′)− (~v
c
· xˆ)(~v
c
· xˆ′)− (~v
c
· xˆ′)2 (6.3)
In this expression, the direction of the incoming photon is random, but the outgoing photon
must be in the direction of observation xˆobs = −xˆ′. When eq. (6.3) is averaged over all
possible incoming photon directions then all terms linear in xˆ are zero.
To obtain the net energy-momentum transfer between the CMB radiation and the hot
X-ray gas one needs to average over the entire electron population. On average CMB pho-
tons undergo τ scatterings, where τ is the projected cluster optical depth due to Thomson
scattering. If ne(r) denotes the number density of electrons in the cluster measured from the
center of the cluster, τ is given by
τ = σT
∫
ne(r)dl ∼ 6× 10−3 ( ne
10−3cm−3
) (
Rcluster
3 Mpc
) (6.4)
where the integration is taken along the line of sight. The averaged frequency shift induced
on a photon of frequency ν by the cluster electron population is
〈τ∆ν
ν
〉 = −〈τ ~v
c
〉xˆobs − 〈τ
(
~v
c
· xˆobs
)2
〉, (6.5)
with averages taken over the cluster distribution. The two terms on the RHS above are
different in nature. The first of these corresponds to the temperature shift due to the motion
of the cluster as a whole; it is termed the Kinematic (sometimes called kinetic) SZ (KSZ)
effect. The second term is due to the thermal motions of electrons in the cluster potential
well. It is usually expressed in terms of the electron temperature, i.e. 〈(~vxˆobs)2〉 ∝ kBTe/mec2
and is commonly known as the Thermal SZ (TSZ) effect.
The KSZ effect has a clear physical interpretation. If we neglect the random motion of
the electrons in the potential well of the cluster, and consider only their motion due to the
peculiar velocity ~vcl of the cluster, then 〈~v〉 = τ¯~vcl. If in the observer rest frame the CMB
photons are isotropic, in the cluster rest frame the radiation field will have a dipole pattern.
At the velocities and frequencies involved, Compton scattering is elastic, and there is no net
transfer of energy. Scattering produces only a change in the direction of the photons. The
effect on the observer reference frame is different, however. For example, if the cluster is
moving away along the direction of observation xˆobs, photons coming towards the observer
are blue-shifted in the reference frame of the cluster as they are scattered off their trajectory
while other photons, less energetic, are scattered back towards the observer. The net effect
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is to change the radiation temperature in the direction of the cluster. This change will
appear as a decrement (negative temperature) for clusters moving away (receding) from the
observer.
This effect also occurs if cluster and observer are at rest with respect to each other and
the CMB dipole is intrinsic, or primordial. We can define two different reference frames: the
matter rest frame (MRF) and the isotropic CMB frame (ICF). If the CMB dipole is intrinsic,
these two sets of observers do not coincide and both assign a peculiar velocity vCMB to each
other. In this case, in the cluster rest frame the photon distribution will not be homogeneous
but will have a distribution pattern ν[1 + (vcmb/c) cos θ] where θ is the angle with respect to
the direction of observation xˆobs. Then
ν ′[1− ~vcmb · xˆ′/c]
ν[1− ~vcmb · xˆ/c] =
(
1− hpν
γmec2
(1− xˆ · xˆ′)
)−1
≈ 1 (6.6)
and the average frequency shift adding the contributions of photons incoming from all di-
rections is: ∫
dωxˆ
(
∆ν
ν
)
=
~vcmb
c
xˆ′ = −~vcmb
c
xˆobs (6.7)
i.e., identical result to eq. (6.3). In both cases, the radiation field has a dipole pattern in
the cluster rest frame and Compton scattering removes photons from its initial trajectory
and adds them from other directions, altering the initial dipole pattern in the frames of the
cluster and of the observer.
6.2. Spectral dependence of the TSZ and KSZ effects.
The undistorted CMB blackbody spectrum is given by the Planck function. Its spectral
intensity in terms of the dimensionless frequency x = hν/kTCMB is given by
ICMB(x) =
2(kBTCMB)
3
(hP c)2
x3
ex − 1 = Ioi(x), (6.8)
where TCMB is the CMB temperature. In the last expression, Io ≡ 2(kBTCMB)3/(hP c)2 and
i(x) = x3/(ex − 1) gives the spectral frequency dependence of the CMB. This spectrum is
distorted when CMB photons are scattered by the free electrons residing in the potential
wells of clusters of galaxies (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972, 1980a, 1980b)
Commonly, CMB measurements are presented as temperature anisotropy maps. If we
denote by x′ = hν/(kBT ′) with T ′ = TCMB+∆T , ∆T being a temperature fluctuation, then
the spectral distortion produced by a small change in temperature can be derived by Taylor
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expansion around x = hν/(kBTCMB):
ICMB(x
′) = ICMB(x) +
(
dICMB
dx
(x′ − x)
)
= Io
(
i(x)−H(x) ∆T
TCMB
)
(6.9)
with H(x) = x4ex(ex − 1)−2. In the cluster direction the temperature anisotropy has two
additional contributions: the KSZ and TSZ components (see eq. 6.5).
Since the cluster peculiar velocity is uncorrelated with cluster properites such as mass,
temperature, electron distribution, etc, then the KSZ contribution of eq. (6.5) is
〈τ(~v/c)〉xˆobs = 〈τ〉〈~v
c
〉xˆobs = τ¯(vcl,r/c) (6.10)
where vcl,r is the component of the peculiar velocity along the line of sight. The sign of
the KSZ effect depends on the direction of the peculiar velocity and is chosen such that, as
indicated in the previous section, the effect would give rise to a temperature decrement for
receding clusters of galaxies. In non-relativistic limit, the KSZ effect induces a thermody-
namic temperature shift on the incoming CMB photons that is independent of the photon
frequency. Therefore, for the incoming CMB spectrum, the frequency shift will be common
to all scattered photons and the black-body temperature will be shifted by
(
∆T
TCMB
)
KSZ
≡ −〈τ ~v · xˆ
c
〉 = −τ¯ vcl,r
c
. (6.11)
The contribution of the TSZ component is not as simple. The average frequency shift
will, in this case, depend on the incoming photon frequency. The scattering of an isotropic
and unpolarized radiation with a thermal distribution of electrons changes the photon num-
ber density n = c2I(ν)/2hPν
3 in a rather complex way. In the limit of the temperatures
being negligible with respect to the electron rest mass, the evolution of the photon occupation
number can be described by the Kompaneets equation
∂n
∂t
=
σTNehP
mec
1
ν2
∂
∂ν
[ν4(
kBTe
hP
∂n
∂ν
+ n+ n2)] (6.12)
One can define the Comptonization parameter
y =
σTkB
mec2
∫
dlTe(r)ne(r) ≈ kBTe
mec2
τ¯ , (6.13)
where r is the direction to the center of the cluster. The y-parameter provides a measure of
the electron pressure integrated along the line of sight. The last approximation in eq (6.13)
is correct if the intergalactic gas in the cluster is isothermal. In the limit of y ≪ 1 and for
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the initially black-body radiation, n = 1/[exp(x) − 1], eq. 6.12 specifies the change in the
photon spectrum as (e.g. Stebbins 1997):
∆n ≃ y x exp(x)
[exp(x)− 1]2 [xcoth
x
2
− 4] (6.14)
Then, the change induced in the CMB black-body spectrum is:
ICMB(x
′)− ICMB(x) = ∆ICMB(x) = ∆n
n
ICMB = IoH(x)[xcoth
x
2
− 4]y (6.15)
and comparison with eq. 6.9 yields the temparature anisotropy generated by the TSZ effect
(
∆T
TCMB
)
TSZ
= yg(ν) (6.16)
where g(x) = [xcoth(x/2)− 4]. This expression leads to g ≃ −2 in the Rayleigh-Jeans part
(x < 1 or ν ≃ 60 GHz), crosses zero at ∼ 220 GHz, but formally diverges as x2 at higher
frequencies. The (formal) divergence arises because of the paucity of CMB photons at the
Wien part of the spectrum and their repopulation by Thomson scattering from the CMB
photons at initially lower frequencies.
Note that, while the KSZ effect corresponds to a frequency-invariant thermodynamic
temperature change leaving its energy spectrum identical to that of primary CMB anisotropies,
the TSZ effect changes the amplitude and sign in CMB maps of different frequencies as g(x)
(in brightness as G(x) = g(x)H(x)). This behavior is different from that of any known fore-
ground and makes the TSZ a very useful tool to detect clusters in CMB data by comparing
its brightness at different frequencies. Also, being a distortion of the CMB spectrum, once
imprinted, it will not be thermalized and, due to adiabatic expansion of the ambient space-
time, its ∆T will decay with redshift in the same way as the CMB temperature, making the
SZ signature independent of redshift.
In the Rayleigh-Jeans regime g(ν) is close to −2, vanishes near 217 GHz and be-
comes positive at higher frequencies. For the WMAP Q, V, W bands one gets g(x) ≃
−1.84,−1.65,−1.25. Additionally, there may be non-thermal components and relativistic
corrections (Birkinshaw 1999). The spectral dependence of the TSZ effect is shown in Fig.
6.1.
It is illustrative now to provide, from eqs. (6.11), (6.13) and (6.16), an estimate of the
relative amplitudes of the KSZ and TSZ effects over a given aperture θap:
KSZ
TSZ
∼
(
Vbulk
1, 100 km/sec
) (
kB〈TX(θ)〉|θap
1 KeV
)
(6.17)
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Fig. 6.1.— Frequency dependence of temperature anisotropies, g, due to TSZ effect is shown
with solid line. Dotted line corresponds to the spectral dependence if measured by the
effective antenna temperature, which is still occasionally used in CMB studies. WMAP
frequency bands are also shown.
This estimate shows that, while KSZ is small compared to TSZ in central regions of X-ray
luminous cluster where TX ∼ 10KeV, the two contributions may become comparable as soon
the X-ray temperature drops to the value expected in poor and/or outer parts of luminous
clusters.
6.3. Relativistic Effects.
The original Sunyaev-Zeldovich formula of the TSZ effect (eq. [6.16]) was derived using
the Kompaneets equation, a non-relativistic diffusion approximation to the full kinetic equa-
tion describing the change of the photon distribution due to scattering. This approximation
may be insufficient for massive clusters due to the high electron velocities and the low scat-
tering probability of photons in the intracluster medium. The first relativistic treatment of
the scattering process was given by Wright (1979). Rephaeli (1995) showed the effect to be
more significant in the Wien part of the spectrum, where deviations of the spectral shape of
the intensity I(x) from eq. 6.15 could reach a factor of 20% at 300 − 400GHz for a cluster
with TX ≃ 15KeV at the same time also increasing the cross over frequency to 223GHz from
217GHz in the non-relativistic limit. Nozawa et al (1996) presented analytic fitting formulae
which are accurate for TX
<
= 25KeV. Itoh et al. (1998) adopted a relativistically covariant
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formalism to describe the Compton scattering process obtaining higher-order corrections in
the form of the Fokker-Planck expansion showing excellent agreement with numerical results
for clusters with Te
<
= 15KeV.
Fig. 6.2.— (a) Spectral intensity distortion in units of the Comptonization parameter as a
function of frequency for 4 cluster temperatures Tx = 0, 5, 10 and 15KeV, represented by the
black, blue, green and red curves, respectively. (b) Frequency dependence g(ν) of the TSZ
spectrum as a function of frequency for the same cluster temperatures and the same line
conventions as in (a).
In Fig 6.2 we show the relativistic corrections obtained using Itoh et al (1998) formula
up to 3rd order in the cluster temperature expressed in units of the electron mass θe =
kBTx/mec
2. In Fig 6.2a we represent the corrections to the spectral intensity distortion
of the CMB spectrum in units of the Comptonization parameter defined in eq. (6.13). In
Fig 6.2b, the corrections to the frequency dependence of the temperature anisotropies g(ν)
(see eq. 6.16). The black solid line corresponds to the SZ non-relativistic formula, while the
blue, green and red solid lines represents the corrections for clusters with X-ray temperature
TX = 5, 10, 15KeV, respectively. The Itoh (1998) series expansion converges very quickly in
the Rayleigh regime but shows a much slower convergence in the Wien part of the spectrum.
The approximation is valid for all temperatures and for frequencies up to ν ≃ 450GHz. At
WMAP frequencies, the corrections are 7-8% for clusters with temperature Tx = 15KeV.
At 217GHz, one of the Planck/HFI channels, the corrections are relatively very large since
the relativistic corrections shifts the zero cross frequency. In the Wien part of the spectrum
the relativistic corrections are more important, about 20% at 353Gz, also one of PLANCK
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frequencies of operation, for a cluster of TX = 15KeV.
The KSZ effect is also affected by relativistic corrections. Sazonov & Sunyaev (1998)
and also Nozawa, Itoh and Kohyama (1998) computed the corrections which make the KSZ
depart from the frequency scaling of the primary CMB temperature anisotropies, but the
differences were smaller than 8% for a cluster of TX = 10KeV moving at 1000km/s, with the
correction being largest at the cross over frequency. The relativistic correction introduces
cross terms between the kinematic and thermal effects. In the present context, the most
interesting term is the first order correction to the dipole given by Nozawa et al (1998)
∆T
T0
= τ
~v · xˆ
c
[1 + C1θe] (6.18)
where θe ≡ kBTXmec2 , C1 = −10 + (47/2)X˜ − (7/5)X˜2 + (7/10)S˜2 with X˜ = x cosh(x/2),
S˜ = x/ sinh(x/2) and x is the frequency of observation in units of the CMB temperature,
x ≡ hPν/kBTCMB.
Fig. 6.3.— Frequency dependence of the KSZ-TSZ cross term induced by relativistic cor-
rections for 4 different cluster temperatures. Line colors follow the same conventions as in
Fig 6.2.
In Fig 6.3 we show the relativistic corrections to the dipole induced by the TSZ-KSZ
cross term of eq. 6.18. Lines represent different cluster temperatures, with Tx = 0, 5, 10 and
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15KeV represented by the black (no correction), blue, green and red curves, respectively. At
WMAP frequencies the correction is small, at the few percent level for the hottest clusters.
In the Wien part of the spectrum, eq. 6.18 is no longer sufficiently accurate and higher order
terms need to be taken into account.
6.4. SZ observations and prospective measurements.
Early measurements of the TSZ effect carried out since 1970’s concentrated on targeting
known X-ray clusters. Existing all-purpose radio telescopes were used, but few detections
were obtained despite considerable observational effort (Birkinshaw 1999). Capability to
observe the SZ effect has improved in recent years thanks to improvements both in low-
noise detection systems and in observing techniques (Carlstrom et al 2002). At present,
dedicated instruments provide high resolution images of individual clusters (Kitayama et al.
2004, Halverson et al. 2009, Nord et al. 2009). Very recently, large scale blind surveys of
clusters of galaxies using dedicated telescopes like the South Pole Telescope (SPT, Lueker
et al 2010), the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT, Dunkley et al 2010) from the ground
and the PLANCK satellite from space have started to produce the first discoveries of clusters
through their SZ signature (Plagge et al 2009, Staniszewski et al. 2009, Ade et al 2011).
The TSZ effect, being a spectral distortion of the CMB, does not suffer from cosmological
surface-brightness dimming as has been recently demonstrated by the PLANCK mission
which detected a cluster at redshift z = 0.94 (Aghanim et al. 2011).
Prior to the Planck, ACT or SPT instruments which enabled a direct detection of
SZ clusters, WMAP allowed statistical determination of the SZ effect by cross-correlating
WMAP data with the location of known clusters of galaxies (Fosalba et al. 2003, Rubin˜o
Mart´ın & Herna´ndez-Monteagudo 2004, Herna´ndez-Monteagudo et al 2004, Myers et al 2004,
Afshordi et al 2007, AKKE). Herna´ndez-Monteagudo et al (2004) cross-correlated a template
of projected galaxy density constructed from the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog with the
first year data from WMAP and found a temperature decrement of −35 ± 7µK over 26
deg2, this measurement having the highest S/N at the time. The decrement was associated
with the clusters of galaxies within the 2MASS galaxy catalog. Atrio-Barandela et al (2009,
AKKE) carried out a similar analysis but used the positions of identified X-ray clusters to
measure the SZ signal using WMAP 3 year data. The measured temperature decrement in
the central cluster regions was −28.5±2.3µK for all clusters with redshift z<= 0.2, in agreement
with the Herna´ndez-Monteagudo et al (2004) result, and −72.2 ± 4.8µK for clusters with
X-ray luminosity LX(0.1 − 2.4keV )>=3 × 1044 erg s−1. The high statistical significance of
these measurements, close to 15σ, were obtained in the central cluster regions enclosing 99%
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of the X-ray emitting flux. The SZ emission was found to be significant out to ≃ 3−4 times
this identified X-ray extent, with no statistically significant TSZ signal detected at larger
apertures. Due to the high level of significance of the AKKE measurement, we were able
to measure the average pressure profile of the cluster population. The implications of these
results and their connection with the DF measurement are deferred to Sec. 9.
The CMB distortions generated by the unresolved cluster population give rise to an
extra anisotropy component whose power spectrum has been determined analytically (Cole
& Kaiser 1988; Bartlett & Silk 1994) and from simulations (Refregier et al. 2000). The TSZ
power spectrum is challenging to model accurately because it includes significant contribu-
tions from galaxy clusters spanning a wide range of masses and redshifts, and encompassing
systems in various dynamical states. The earlier calculations showed it to be sensitive to
the gas distribution (Atrio-Barandela & Mu¨cket 1999; Herna´ndez-Monteagudo et al. 2000;
Molnar & Birkinshaw 2000) and σ8, the amplitude of the matter density fluctuations over the
8h−1Mpc radius (Komatsu & Kitayama 1999; Komatsu & Seljak 2002; Bond et al 2005). Nu-
merical simulations have been carried out to make more accurate predictions but at present
the differences in treatment of the cluster gas physics result in predictions differing in am-
plitude up to 50% for a given cosmology (Shaw et al 2010; Trac et al 2011; Battaglia et al
2010). Komatsu et al (2011) carry out systematic analysis of the SZ signal measured by
WMAP 7yr data. By stacking the data over 29 nearby clusters, they found that the univer-
sal cluster profile of Arnaud et al (2010) and the Komatsu & Seljak (2002) profile agree in
general with the profile derived from the data, although the difference was up to ∼ 30% for
the Arnaud et al (2010) profile. By fitting the TSZ power spectrum templates to the data,
they found that both profiles over-predicted the unresolved SZ contribution to WMAP data
by ∼ 30%− 50%.
Recently, direct determination of the SZ power spectrum has been carried out by Lueker
et al (2010) using the SPT instrument. Improved measurements over an area of 200deg2 by
Shirokoff et al (2011) indicated the amplitude of the SZ power spectrum was 4.5±1.0µK2 at
multipole ℓ = 3000 and frequency 152 GHz. This result is consistent with the measurement
obtained with the ACT at the same multipole which measured the power of 6.8 ± 2.9µK2
at 148 GHz (Dunkley et al 2011), both being consistent with the earlier WMAP results of
Komatsu et al (2011). This discrepancy between the measured spectrum and the predictions
derived using universal electron pressure profiles or obtained from numerical simulations
indicate that systematically these calculations over-predict the TSZ power spectrum or σ8 is
significantly smaller than the preferred value of ∼ 0.8 derived from WMAP 7yr data (Larson
et al 2011). Recently, Efstathiou & Migliaccio (2011) developed a model for the unresolved
contribution of clusters of galaxies, which included parameters to describe departures from
self-similar evolution, and was compatible with the low TSZ amplitude inferred from those
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observations.
Cluster atmospheres are not the only objects to contain electron populations with sig-
nificant energy content to produce CMB spectrum distortions. The ionized gas content of
the Universe as a whole and the hot gas within our Galaxy are two other important sources
of SZ effect. Hydrodynamical simulations predict that a large fraction of all baryons re-
sides in mildly nonlinear structures that are partly shock-confined gas filaments heated up
to temperatures of 105 − 107K, called the warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM). Atrio-
Barandela & Mu¨cket (2006) and Atrio-Barandela, Mu¨cket & Ge´nova-Santos (2008) discussed
the possible contribution of the TSZ and KSZ effects due to the WHIM to CMB temperature
anisotropies. Ge´nova-Santos et al (2009) deduced that this component could represent a 3%
of the total power measured by the WMAP 5-yr data. Herna´ndez-Monteagudo et al. (2004)
searched for this diffuse component by cross-correlating templates of projected galaxy den-
sity with the WMAP 1-yr data, but found no evidence of any contribution outside known
galaxy clusters.
The KSZ effect observations are still in their infancy. While recent experiments have
been able to offer high resolution images of the TSZ distortion induced by clusters, no de-
tection has been reported on the measurement of individual clusters. This is no surprising
since, as indicated by eq. (6.17) the amplitude of the KSZ effect is much weaker than the
TSZ in the central regions of highly luminous (and hot) clusters, which are the easiest targets
to observe. As remarked in Sec. 6.2, the KSZ effect has the same spectral dependence as
the primary CMB temperature anisotropies and so frequency information is not useful to
disentangle this component from the cosmological contribution. Haenhelt & Tegmark (1996)
suggested to use the statistical properties of the intrinsic CMB signal to design filters that
could remove the cosmological contribution at cluster locations and discussed the perfor-
mance of different filters. Filtering out the intrinsic CMB contribution is the basis of the
KA-B method which we discuss in Sec 6.5.
6.5. KA-B method and CMB filtering
6.5.1. Method and filtering
If a cluster at angular position ~y has the line-of-sight velocity v with respect to the
CMB, the SZ CMB fluctuation at frequency ν at this position will be δν(~y) = δTSZ(~y)G(ν)+
δKSZ(~y)H(ν), with δTSZ=τTX/Te,ann and δKSZ=τv/c. Here G(ν) ≃ −1.85 to −1.35 and
H(ν) = 1 over the range of frequencies probed by the WMAP data, τ is the projected optical
depth due to Compton scattering, TX is the cluster electron temperature and kBTe,ann=511
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KeV.
For a typical individual cluster the KSZ-induced fluctuation is of order
δT ∼ 10
( τ
10−3
)( V
1, 000 km/sec
)
µK (6.19)
which is small compared to the typical microwave signal from primary CMB, foregrounds
and/or instrument noise. However, if averaged over many isotropically distributed clusters
moving at a significant bulk flow with respect to the CMB, the kinematic term may dominate
enabling a measurement of Vbulk. Thus KA-B suggested measuring the dipole component of
δν(~y).
When computed from the total of Ncl positions the dipole moment of δν(~y) also will
have positive contributions from 1) the instrument noise, 2) the cosmological/primary CMB
fluctuation component arising from the last-scattering surface, 3) the thermal SZ (TSZ)
component, and 4) the various foreground components at the WMAP frequency range. The
latter contribution can be significant at the two lowest frequency WMAP channels (K &
Ka) and, hence, we restricted our analysis to the WMAP Channels Q, V & W which have
negligible foreground contributions.
For Ncl ≫ 1 the dipole of the observed δν becomes:
a1m ≃ aKSZ1m + aTSZ1m + aCMB1m +
σnoise√
Npix
(6.20)
Here aCMB1m is the residual dipole produced at the cluster positions occupying Npix pixels by the
primordial CMB anisotropies. The amplitude of the dipole power is C1 =
∑m=1
m=−1 |a1m|2. We
use the notation for C1,kin normalized so that a coherent motion at velocity Vbulk would lead
to C1,kin = T
2
CMB〈τ〉2V 2bulk/c2, where TCMB = 2.725K is the present-day CMB temperature.
While the noise term integrates down as 1/
√
Npix with the increasing cluster sample,
the situation with primary CMB anisotropies is more complex because they are significantly
correlated on sub-degree scales due to the Doppler peaks. However, the power spectrum
of the primary CMB is now accurately known and KA-B proposed to reduce the primary
contribution to the dipole by utilizing this information. One has to be careful with filtering
though, because the goal of filtering is to reduce the contribution of primary CMB to the
dipole while not affecting as much the KSZ signal which is proportional to the (filtered)
projected optical depth. Not every filter can achieve this. The filter designed for this purpose
in KABKE1,2 proved to work remarkably well and was shown in AKEKE to remove the
primary CMB down to the fundamental limit of cosmic variance while preserving much of
the KSZ amplitude.
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TSZ component presents another obstacle to isolating the KSZ dipole term in eq. 10.14.
In our analysis it was reduced to negligible levels by measuring the final dipole over an aper-
ture containing vanishing monopole. This presents an important cornerstone in applying the
KA-B method. The decrease in the TSZ terms then occurs because of the X-ray temperature
decreasing toward cluster outskirts as was demonstrated by AKKE phenomenologically to
occur in our clusters. This too is discussed at length below and in KABKE1,2 and later DF
papers.
Additional contributions to eq. 10.14 come from non-linear evolution/collapse of clusters
(Rees & Sciama 1968), gravitational lensing by clusters (Kashlinsky 1988), unresolved strong
radio sources (present, for instance, in WMAP 5 year data, Nolta et al 2008) and the
Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect from the cluster pixels. All these effects have a dipole signal
only when clusters are inhomogenously distributed on the sky and is in turn bounded from
above by the amplitude of the monopole. The magnitude of these contributions is at most ∼
10µK2 in power (see Aghanim, Majumdar & Silk 2008 for a review on secondary anisotropies)
a factor of 10 smaller than the TSZ monopole amplitude. Moreover, as we discuss below, we
find a dipole signal when the monopole vanishes, so our measurements can not be significantly
affected by all these effects.
In the following sections we detail out the process that enabled us to isolate the KSZ
term in eq. 10.14.
6.5.2. Statistics of the measured quantities
In order to properly interpret the measurement one has to understand the underlying
statistical distribution of the determined quantities and how - or whether that distribution
differs from similar quantities determined with alternative methods. This is briefly addressed
below inasmuch as may be required later.
It is important to emphasize in this context that the method determines cluster ve-
locities directly with respect to the CMB rest frame defined by its dipole component. In
the KA-B method one requires a cluster catalog with a (quasi-)isotropic coverage on the
sky. The determined quantities are the three dipole components of the CMB temperature
field evaluated at cluster positions and for a quasi-isotropic spherical distribution of clusters
these components are statistically independent, i.e. 〈a1ma1n〉 ≃ 0 for m 6= n. Thus the
overall probability of measuring the three dipole components is the product of the individual
probabilities.
It is important to emphasize for comparison to other measurements that the KA-B
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method measures the full 3-D velocity, Vbulk, whose rms value in the gravitational instability
picture is given by eq. 4.4 and whose individual components are statistically independent
to good accuracy. At the same, the measured signal is the CMB dipole and additional
calibration steps coupled with good understanding of the cluster properties are required to
convert the measured CMB signal into an equivalent velocity.
The measured dipole is little affected by relativistic corrections. To be of any signifi-
cance, massive clusters need to be aligned with the direction of the flow to induce a correction
of ∼ 5%. Since clusters are randomly distributed on the sky, the effect of the cross-term of
eq. 6.18 can be absorbed into the monopole term and does not affect the residual dipole at
cluster locations and measured by us at zero monopole.
6.5.3. Higher moments
Can the KA-B method be used to constrain the shear of the flow? Here the situation
is less clear for the following reason: the KSZ induced temperature fluctuation induced at
each cluster position is ∆TKSZ ∝ τv. Since each cluster’s optical depths vary, we expand
τ = 〈τ〉+δτ . The velocity can be expanded as in eq. 4.5 as v = Vbulk cos θ+(shear terms)+....
Thus the multipoles resulting from the KSZ contributions at cluster positions would be:
aKSZℓm ∝
∫
(〈τ〉+ δτ)[Vbulk cos θ + (shear terms) + ...]Y ∗ℓmdω (6.21)
This expression shows that the dipole terms are cleanest in the sense that the measured
signal is directly proportional to 〈τ〉Vbulk. On the other hand, if one wants to measure the
shear of the flow directly from the quadrupole (or higher) moments, one needs to know the
cluster catalog properties very accurately in order to subtract the contribution from the
cross-terms
∫
δτVbulk cos θY
∗
ℓmdω.
6.6. Other KSZ methods.
Measuring peculiar velocities for individual clusters of galaxies is difficult since primary
CMB anisotropies have the same spectral dependence as the KSZ effect. Several other
methods have been proposed for this measurement in addition to KA-B.
Haenhelt & Tegmark (1996) suggested to filter the intrinsic CMB temperature anisotropies
using statistical properties of the CMB temperature field. If clusters are approximately
Poisson distributed on the celestial sphere, while temperature anisotropies are correlated on
angular scales of θ ∼ 1◦, a Wiener-type filter can be constructed to remove the intrinsic
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CMB in the neighborhood of each cluster. The residual CMB and noise would allow to mea-
sure peculiar velocities of individual clusters with an estimated error bar of 1− 2× 103km/s
depending on cluster mass.
This was used by Aghanim, Gorski & Puget (2001) to suggest that by directly averaging
the measured CMB signal over a cluster sample could allow to determine the bulk velocity
of the cluster population. Since clusters can be detected up to z ∼ 1 using the redshift-
independent SZ effect, this allowed the possibility of measuring bulk flows up to that redshift.
Atrio-Barandela, Kashlinsky & Mu¨cket (2004) suggested to cross-correlate CMB tem-
perature anisotropies with cluster redshift information to obtain peculiar velocity of shells
of clusters and to determine the Mach number of the velocity field at different redshifts.
A direct attempt at the measurement of peculiar velocity of a cluster sample was tried
by Benson et al (2004). They averaged the peculiar velocity of six clusters between z ≃ 0.22
and z ≃ 0.55 observed with the SuZie telescope and set a 95% confidence limit of 1410kms−1
to the bulk flow in the direction of the CMB dipole on a poorly determined scale.
In addition to statistical uncertainties, astrophysical contaminants are also a source
of error on SZ measurements in such measurements. Aghanim, Hansen & Lagache (2005)
analyzed the effect of residual contamination by astrophysical sources radiating at SZ fre-
quencies such as dust emission, infrared galaxies and radio sources. They showed that for
PLANCK and ACT type of experiments the systematic errors due to contamination by fore-
ground emissions can be significantly larger than systematic errors, making the measurement
of peculiar velocities exceedingly difficult. This shows the limitations of straight averages
of individual cluster peculiar velocities. In contrast, the KA-B method computes the CMB
dipole at the cluster locations on the sky. While this limits the method to determine the
immediate bulk flow of a region surrounding the Local Group, it strongly reduces the effect
of astrophysical foregrounds since dust or infrared galaxies do not correlate with cluster lo-
cations and their contribution to the error bar can be estimating by computing the dipole
at the position of clusters placed randomly on the sky but outside the location of known
clusters. Radio galaxies within clusters can reduce the Compton parameter of individual
clusters, but their contribution to the dipole is bounded from above by the amplitude of
its monopole. Therefore, while astrophysical foregrounds can be a severe problem for the
Aghanim et al (2001) method, it is not nearly as significant for the KA-B method, as we
discuss in Sec. 10.
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7. Instruments used
The KA-B method requires an all-sky catalog of X-ray clusters as well as all-sky CMB
maps. The cluster catalog used in the DF studies was compiled from ROSAT All-Sky Survey
detections (RASS; Voges et al. 1999) with additional cluster characteristics derived from
deeper Chandra (and XMM?) observations. The CMB maps used thus far were collected
by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP); future applications of our method
proposed and planned by us will use CMB data currently being gathered by Planck. In this
section we describe the surveys and instruments used to obtain these datasets.
7.1. X-ray missions relevant to the DF project
In the following we provide technical information on the two X-ray missions that have,
so far, been most important for the measurements discussed in this review. The first one,
ROSAT, provided the wide areal coverage that allowed the compilation of the required all-
sky cluster sample. The second one, Chandra, performed a large number of deep follow-up
observations of individual clusters from this sample, thereby enabling precise measurements
of the physical characteristics of the X-ray emission.
7.1.1. ROSAT
Carrying two imaging Wolter-type X-ray telescopes, ROSAT (from the German “Ro¨nt-
gensatellit”; Fig. 7.2) covered both the EUV and X-ray passband. In the soft X-ray regime
ROSAT provided a choice of two detectors in the focal plane: the High Resolution Imager
(HRI), which provided high angular resolution (5′′) but no spectral information, and the
Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC), which provided modest spectral resolution
and 20′′ angular resolution in pointing mode. With the PSPC at the telescope focus, ROSAT
offered a circular field of view of 1 deg radius, a peak effective area of 240 cm2 at 1 keV, and,
in scan mode, an effective angular resolution of roughly 45′′. The latter characterizes the
data obtained in 1990 during the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS), conducted in great circles
through the ecliptic poles and providing a median exposure of 390 seconds in the soft X-ray
band (0.1–2.4 keV). Although this median exposure time can be taken as representative
of the depth of the RASS on the whole, significant deviations from the median do occur.
Specifically, 12% of the sky (mainly in the areas of the South-Atlantic Anomaly and the
Magellanic Clouds) were observed for less than 200 s, while the accumulated exposure time
exceeded 1,000 s for a few percent of the sky around the ecliptic poles. The RASS data
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remained proprietary and access restricted to collaborations approved by MPE (Max Planck
Institute for Extraterrrestial Physics) until their public release in 1999. The catalogue of over
150,000 X-ray sources resulting from the RASS enabled detailed statistical studies of nearly
all classes of astrophysical objects, from comets through neutron stars to galaxy clusters. As
of 2012, i.e., over 20 years after its completion, the RASS remains the only all-sky survey
conducted with an imaging X-ray telescope.
Fig. 7.1.— THE FILE WITH THE FIGURE IS AVAILABLE FROM
http://www.kashlinsky.info/bulkflows/physicsreport. – The ROSAT satellite.
The X-ray telescope, surrounded by the satellite electronics, dominates the central body;
the Wide-Field Camera, a much smaller extreme UV telescope, rides on top of the array in
this representation.
After the end of the 6-month all-sky survey, ROSAT continued to operate as an observa-
tory, available to researchers from the entire astronomical community, until the end of 1998.
The much deeper, pointed observations conducted in this mode were almost equally divided
between the PSPC and the HRI, with clusters of galaxies constituting about 10% of the over
6,000 unique targets. The resulting data were instrumental for more quantitative studies
of the X-ray properties of clusters (such as the temperature and density of the intra-cluster
gas) and also proved a valuable resource for the compilation of samples of serendipitously
detected clusters. A more detailed discussion of the resulting cluster samples is provided in
Section 8.
ROSAT re-entered the atmosphere on Oct 23, 2011, over 10 years after the end of the
satellite’s science mission.
7.1.2. Chandra
The Chandra X-ray Observatory, launched into a highly elliptical orbit from the Space
Shuttle Columbia in 1999, opened a new era in imaging X-ray astronomy. A nested set of
four Iridium-coated Wolter Type-I (paraboloid / hyperboloid combination) mirrors provide
an unprecedented (and presumably for several more decades unequalled) on-axis resolution
of better than 0.5′′at the focal plane.
In addition to two transmission-grating spectrometers, Chandra carries two imaging
detectors, one of which (the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer, ACIS) also provides
modest energy resolution. With ACIS in the focal plane, Chandra offers an effective area
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Fig. 7.2.— The Chandra X-ray Observatory. A focal length of 10m and extremely smooth
iridium-coated mirrors provide high angular resolution up to 10 keV. Chandra’s two detec-
tors, the High Resolution Camera (HRC) and the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer
(ACIS) are mounted at the far end of the spacecraft.
of almost 500 cm2 at 1 keV (roughly twice that or the ROSAT PSPC) and still more than
200 cm2 at 6 keV. The most commonly used energy band for Chandra data is 0.5 to 6 keV,
although the telescope offers some effective area up to 10 keV. ACIS consists of two arrays of
CCD detectors each of which covers an area of 8×8 arcmin2 on the sky. The first one, ACIS-
S, combines six CCDs in a linear arrangement. Although mainly used in combination with
the transmission gratings, ACIS-S is occasionally also selected for non-grating observations.
Only the back-illuminated S3 CCD of the ACIS-S array is used in this case, because of
its higher sensitivity at low energies and better energy resolution compared to the front-
illuminated devices making up ACIS-I. The latter is a square array of four CCDs covering
16.9 × 16.9 arcmin2 and Chandra’s primary imaging spectrometer. Although less sensitive
to low-energy photons than the back-illuminated S3 chip of ACIS-S, the front-illuminated
CCDs of ACIS-I are usually preferred for observations of extended sources (such as galaxy
clusters) because they feature only about half the quiescent background rate.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the difference in angular resolution and throughput by comparing
images of A 1689, a very X-ray luminous cluster at z = 0.18, as obtained during the RASS,
with the ROSAT PSPC in pointed mode, and with Chandra / ACIS.
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Fig. 7.3.— The massive cluster A 1689 (z = 0.183) as observed in the RASS (left; 0.1–2.4
keV, average exposure time 280 s, pixel size 45′′), in a pointed observation with the ROSAT
PSPC (center; 0.1–2.4 keV, on-axis exposure time 14 ks, pixel size 15′′), and in a pointed
observation with Chandra / ACIS-I (right; 0.3–10 keV, on-axis exposure time 20 ks, pixel
size 0.5′′). The shown images cover 1.1 h−1 Mpc on the side at the cluster redshift. Their
angular size of 8.5 × 8.5 arcmin2 exceeds only slightly the area of a single WMAP pixel in
CMB maps with HEALPix Nside = 512, rendering A1689 barely resolvable with WMAP
instruments.
7.2. CMB
The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) was launched by NASA in Sum-
mer 2001 with the goal to map the all-sky CMB anisotropies and polarization with sub-degree
angular resolution. The satellite observations have been stopped in Aug 2010 and the 9-yr
CMB maps should be made publicly available in 2012. As of this review writing, the 3-yr,
5-yr and 7-yr integration maps have been released and are used below.
WMAP uses HEMT amplifiers to make differential observations in 5 frequency channels,
K, Ka, Q, V, W. The two shortest frequency channels, K and Ka, are used to isolate and
subtract the foreground emissions at the Q, V, W channels and are not used in our studies.
The three longest frequency channels have two differential assemblies (DAs) at Q and V
channels and four DAs at the W channel with the best angular resolution. Table 7.1 gives
Table 7.1. WMAP instrumental characteristics.
Band Frequency (GHz) # of DA’s Beam (arcmin) σnoise(WMAP7) (µK·√yr)
Q 41 2 30 ∼ 170
V 61 2 20 ∼ 210
W 94 4 13 ∼ 360
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the WMAP instrumental characteristics relevant to this study. More information on the
WMAP instrumentation is given the mission website http://wmap.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
Fig. 7.4.— Comoving scales subtended by the WMAP beams. Blue, green, red lines cor-
respond to Q, V, W bands respectively. Black vertical line shows the current (pre-2011)
redshift limit of the DF studies.
The limited angular resolution of the WMAP coupled with the higher instrument noise
for the four W-band, where the angular resolution is finest at ∼ 12′, makes it necessary
to stack galaxy clusters for any meaningful SZ cluster studies (cf. Komatsu et al 2011).
Fig. 7.4 shows the comoving linear scale subtended at a given z by the WMAP beams for
each frequency channel. The figure clearly shows that individual clusters are unresolved and
mostly undetected (because of noise) by WMAP at the cosmological distances of interest.
We can now illustrate with selected - for this purpose - well-studied hot and reasonably
relaxed X-ray clusters the limitations of the WMAP instruments for this measurement. The
clusters we select for this are listed in Table 7.2 and cover the redshift range in Fig. 7.4.
The table lists the mean CMB temperature decrement within a given radius aperture of the
clusters after averaging it over the four W-channel DA’s, which were selected because of their
finest angular resolution. The approximate estimate of the instrument noise contribution is
shown in the last row of the table. The TSZ component is identifiable by a negative CMB
temperature decrement over a given aperture around the cluster centers.
It is now obvious from the numbers in Table 7.2 that:
1. One needs to stack many clusters in order to identify robustly any possible, but nec-
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essarily faint, KSZ contribution.
2. Whereas nearby bright clusters, such as Coma, are resolved well by the WMAP W-
channel, by z ∼ 0.2 even clusters as bright as A1689 are undetected individually
with the WMAP best resolution channel. At the intermediate redshifts the extended
clusters, such as A478 at z ≃ 0.09, are only partially detectable. Thus the larger
apertures are critical for detection. (Note that the inner parts of A478 lie within
the KP0 CMB mask although its TSZ component is clearly detectable). This clearly
defines the limits beyond which adding more (unresolved by WMAP) clusters will not
add to the S/N of any KSZ measurement with WMAP.
3. The primary CMB is highly correlated on sub-degree scales which is seen explicitly by
the CMB temperature remaining positive out to the ∼ 0.5◦ aperture at the location of
A1689. This correlated component with dispersion around ∼ 80µK creates significant
noise in the KSZ measurements of the type discussed in KA-B. It is thus critical to be
able to filter it out while leaving the KSZ component intact. This can be achieved with
certain, but not any, filters as we discuss below.
4. The numbers in the table demonstrate that it is critical to increase the cluster aperture
in order to decrease the noise and encompass the entire X-ray gas extent of the clusters.
5. At the same time, the clusters are clearly diluted by the beam and so even clusters
as bright in X-rays as A1689 at z ∼ 0.2 become unresolved with their entire hot
gas content concentrated in just a few WMAP pixels. Thus adding more clusters
at z>
∼
0.2 − 0.3, for the WMAP instrument resolution and noise, may not increase
dramatically the S/N of the measurement.
6. We also note a relative robustness to aggressive CMB masking (the central pixel of the
A478 lies within the KP0 mask, yet the negative temperature decrement, as required
by the TSZ effect is apparent).
Table 7.2. Selected X-ray luminous relaxed clusters as seen by WMAP7 - W-band
z kTX (l, b) 〈δT 〉 (W-band) 〈δT 〉 (W-band) 〈δT 〉 (W-band)
KeV deg central pixel aperture radius 15′ aperture radius 30′
Coma 0.023 8.2 (58.08, 87.96) −235 µK −268 µK −206 µK
A2029 0.078 8.2 (6.47, 61.13) 6 µK −34 µK −9 µK
A478 0.088 8.0 (182.43,−28.29) −9 µK −78 µK −35 µK
A1689 0.183 9.2 (313.36, 61.13) −57 µK 97 µK 103 µK
σnoiseN
−
1
2
pixels
∼ 65 µK ∼ (16 − 17) µK ∼ (8.3 − 8.6) µK
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8. X-ray cluster catalog(s)
8.1. X-ray detections of clusters: a brief history
First studies of celestial X-ray sources were performed in the early 1960s using rocket-
borne detectors. They led to the discovery of the diffuse X-ray background as well as of Sco
X-1, a low-mass X-ray binary that is the brightest source in the X-ray night sky (Giacconi
et al. 1962). Subsequent balloon and rocket experiments employing proportional as well as
scintillation counters added supernova remnants, black-hole binaries, and the Galactic center
to a rapidly growing list of discrete cosmic X-ray sources (Clark 1965; Bowyer et al. 1965).
The first detections of extragalactic sources, M87 and Cygnus A, followed soon after (Byram
et al. 1966).
The first X-ray detection of a cluster of galaxies was claimed by Boldt et al. (1966)
for the Coma cluster. Although the detection was soon shown to be spurious (Friedman &
Byram 1967) it prompted Felten et al. (1966) to propose that the origin of such emission
would have to be bremsstrahlung from a diffuse plasma at roughly 108 K. Extended X-ray
emission from the intra-cluster gas in Coma was indeed detected shortly thereafter, and
independently, by Meekins et al. (1971) and Gursky et al. (1971), causing astronomers to
realize that clusters in general should be extended, highly luminous X-ray sources (Cavaliere
et al. 1971; Gursky et al. 1972).
The first all-sky survey in hard X-rays (2–10 keV), conducted by the Uhuru satellite
from 1970 to 1973, confirmed this suspicion when 45 of the 339 X-ray sources detected were
identified as galaxy clusters (Forman et al. 1978). More quantitative studies of the X-ray
emission from clusters became possible with the advent of imaging X-ray telescopes, an era
that began in 1978 with the launch of the Einstein Observatory (Giacconi et al. 1979). Like
all imaging X-ray telescopes since, the Einstein Observatory’s telescope used Wolter-type
nested mirrors that combine parabolic and hyperbolic profiles to focus X-rays at grazing
incidence (Wolter 1952). With the Imaging Proportional Counter (IPC) in the focal plane,
the Einstein Observatory’s telescope offered an effective area of 100 cm2 in the soft X-ray
regime (0.4–4 keV), a field of view of 75′ × 75′, and a spatial resolution of about 1′, enough
to allow a classification of the X-ray morphology and modeling of the gas density profiles
of nearby clusters (Jones et al. 1979; Jones & Forman 1984). Although groundbreaking
in many ways, the mission was devoted entirely to targeted observations and thus did not
improve dramatically upon the census of X-ray sources from the Uhuru and Ariel-V large-
area surveys.
Prior to the 1990s, X-ray satellite missions had thus opened a new window to the sky
by identifying a wide range of celestial X-ray sources and by characterizing the origin and
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nature of their emission through spectroscopy and resolved imaging of selected targets. The
next milestone, the first all-sky survey with an imaging X-ray telescope, was achieved by
ROSAT, described in more detail in Section 7.1.1. Owing to the huge solid angle covered,
the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) allowed, for the first time, the compilation of sizable
samples of even the rarest, most massive clusters of galaxies (e.g., Ebeling, Edge & Henry et
al. 2001) and the study of correlation functions on very large scales. The two-decade reign
of the RASS is destined to come to an end with the launch of eROSITA, another German
satellite, currently scheduled to commence a vastly deeper all-sky survey in 2013.
8.2. The X-ray advantage
Until X-ray astronomy had reached a sufficient level of maturity, visual searches for
overdensities of galaxies on optical plates were the most effective way to compile large cluster
catalogs, the most widely used ones being the compilations of Zwicky, Herzog & Wild (1961-
1966), Abell (1958), and Abell, Corwin & Olowin (1989). While large, these samples of
optically selected clusters had the disadvantage of suffering from significant projection effects
(van Haarlem, Frenk & White 1997; Hicks et al. 2008).
A nearly unbiased way of selecting statistical cluster samples is through X-ray surveys, as
the X-ray emission, which originates from the diffuse intra-cluster gas trapped in the clusters’
gravitational potential well and heated to virial temperatures of typically 107−8 K, represents
direct proof of the existence of a three-dimensionally bound system (see Section 8.1). Also,
the X-ray emission is much more peaked at the cluster center than is the projected galaxy
distribution, making projection effects in X-ray selected cluster samples highly improbable.
The advantage of X-ray cluster surveys over optical surveys is illustrated in Fig. 8.1
which compares the redshift histograms of the nine optically selected systems of the Palomar
Distant Cluster Survey (PDCS; Oke, Postman & Lubin, 1998) with those of the twelve
most distant X-ray selected clusters from the Massive Cluster Survey (MACS; Ebeling et
al. 2007). The severe contamination by fore- and background structures seen in projection
in the PDCS is endemic in optically selected cluster samples. Pure projection effects like,
e.g., CL0231+0048 (Fig. 8.1, left) can be largely eliminated by including information on
galaxy colors or redshifts (photometric or spectroscopic) in the original cluster detection
phase. However, even the latest, state-of-the-art optical cluster samples remain biased, as
they are prone to select intrinsically poor systems whose apparently compact cluster core,
high optical richness, and high velocity dispersion are inflated by line-of-sight alignment and
infall (“orientation bias”; Hicks et al. 2008; Horesh et al. 2010). By contrast, X-ray selected
cluster samples such as those compiled by the BCS or MACS are almost entirely free of
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Fig. 8.1.— Histograms of galaxy redshifts in the fields of the nine optically selected systems
of the PDCS (left; Oke et al. 1998) and the twelve most distant X-ray selected MACS clusters
(right; Ebeling et al. 2007). For ease of comparison the MACS data are shown over the same
redshift range and with the same binning as used in the published PDCS figure. Note that
both surveys used similar criteria to select galaxies for spectroscopic follow-up observation.
(Reproduced from Ebeling et al. 2010.)
projection effects since they, by virtue of the X-ray selection criteria, comprise exclusively
intrinsically massive, gravitationally collapsed systems.
8.3. All-sky versus serendipitous cluster surveys
Already prior to the advent of ROSAT and the RASS in the 1990s, samples of X-ray
luminous clusters were being compiled in two complementary ways. Although limited in
depth, the enormous solid angle covered by wide-angle (ideally: all-sky) surveys allowed
the detection of the rarest most massive clusters at low to moderate redshift. By contrast,
pointed observations of individual targets (most of them not galaxy clusters) probed deeply
over small areas, enabling the serendipitous detection of clusters of low to average mass out
to much higher redshift. The dichotomy of the resulting samples is clearly visible in Fig. 8.2
which illustrates the effect of depth and breadth of an X-ray cluster survey on the mass
range of the clusters discovered.
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Fig. 8.2.— Selection functions of all major X-ray cluster surveys of the 1990s. The red lines
indicate the solid angle required at a given flux limit to (statistically) detect a given number
of X-ray luminous clusters within different redshift regimes. Note how large-area surveys
are uniquely suited to finding the most X-ray luminous systems, while serendipitous surveys
such as the 160-deg2 survey or WARPS sample the cluster population primarily at low to
intermediate luminosity. (Reproduced from Ebeling et al. 2001).
The availability of large, representative, X-ray selected samples compiled from RASS
data (Ebeling et al. 1996, 1998, 2000; De Grandi et al. 1999; Ebeling, Mullis & Tully 2002;
Cruddace et al. 2002; Bo¨hringer et al. 2004; Kocevski et al. 2007) has allowed greatly im-
proved, unbiased measurements of the properties of clusters in the local universe (z<=0.3).
Especially the ROSAT Brightest Cluster Sample (BCS, Ebeling et al. 1998, 2000) and the
REFLEX sample (Bo¨hringer et al. 2004) have been used extensively for studies of the local
cluster population from groups to extremely massive systems. More recently, the Massive
Cluster Survey (MACS; Ebeling et al. 2001), also compiled from RASS data, extended the
redshift baseline for evolutionary studies of very X-ray luminous systems to z ∼ 0.6 (Ebel-
ing et al. 2007, 2010). The LX − z distribution of RASS-based cluster samples is shown
in Fig. 8.3 and compared to that of the EMSS, WARPS, 400-sq.-deg., and 2XMMi/SDSS
cluster samples (Gioia & Luppino 1994; Perlman et al. 2002; Burenin et al. 2007; Horner et
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al. 2008; Takey et al. 2011), where all of the latter are serendipitous cluster surveys. Note
the striking difference in the X-ray luminosity ranges of these samples: while serendipitous
cluster surveys excel at finding clusters of low to intermediate X-ray luminosity out to sig-
nificant redshifts, their small solid angle (typically a few 100 square degrees, comparable to
the largest deep optical cluster surveys; see Fig. 8.2) unavoidably prevents them from finding
the rare extreme systems.
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Fig. 8.3.— LX-z distribution of clusters from various X-ray selected samples. Note how
large-area cluster surveys, such as the eBCS and MACS, contain a significant number of
systems that are about 10 times more X-ray luminous, and thus much more massive, than
the most extreme clusters found in deeper serendipitous cluster surveys such as the EMSS,
WARPS, 2XMMi/SDSS, or the 400 sq.-deg. project.
8.4. The DF cluster catalogs
Any experiment attempting to measure a large-scale flow across distances of, potentially,
hundreds of Mpc will benefit from the availability of a set of probes that is as uniformly
distributed as possible over the largest possible volume. Ideally this means a large, deep
(in redshift space), and homogeneously selected all-sky sample of tracers. For applications
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of the K-AB method, these tracers are clusters of galaxies, and the databases of choice for
their selection are the source lists of all-sky X-ray or SZ surveys.
The DF cluster catalog was compiled with two main considerations in mind: a) the
cluster sample had to be as homogeneous and isotropic as possible and, ideally, cover the
entire sky, and b) it should contain as many truly massive clusters as possible, as they will
produce the strongest SZ signal in the CMB maps. With all-sky SZ-selected cluster catalogs
unavailable at the time3, these criteria were best met by cluster compilations based on RASS
data (cf. Figs. 8.2 and 8.3).
The original DF cluster catalog used by KABKE was thus created by combining the
three largest RASS-based cluster samples published at the time: the eBCS covering the
northern extragalactic sky (Ebeling et al. 1998, 2000), the REFLEX sample covering the
southern extragalactic sky (Bo¨hringer et al. 2004), and the CIZA catalog covering the Galac-
tic plane (Ebeling et al. 2002; Kocevski et al. 2007). Although all of these three samples are
X-ray selected, they differ in the way cluster fluxes are measured and also adopt different
X-ray flux limits. In order to create a homogenous combined catalog, fluxes were recomputed
from the RASS raw data as detailed in Kocevski et al. (2006). Removal of duplicate entries
(the solid angles of the three samples overlap slightly) and application of a global flux limit
of 3× 10−12 erg s−1 (0.1–2.4 keV) then resulted in an all-sky sample of 782 clusters4.
Figure 8.4 (left) shows the projected surface density of clusters in the KABKE sample as
a function of celestial, ecliptic, and Galactic latitude. No significant variations are observed
in the celestial and ecliptic coordinate frames. However, absorption of soft X-rays by neutral
hydrogen in the Galactic plane, compounded by the challenge of optical identification of
X-ray selected cluster candidates in regions of very high stellar densities, causes the KABKE
sample to be significantly incomplete at low Galactic latitude. As the areas of most severe
incompleteness also feature strong foreground emission in the CMB maps (the unmasked
area at |b| < 10 deg amounts to less than 15% of the sky), they are largely masked out,
greatly reducing the impact of this incompleteness on the DF analysis.
In order to test the importance of homogeneously computed fluxes for the design of
the DF cluster catalog, KAE repeated the KABKE analysis on a cluster catalog obtained
simply by merging the eBCS, REFLEX, and CIZA samples as published. Combined with
7-year WMAP data, this cluster sample is found to exhibit a large-scale flow that is fully
3In 2007, large-area SZ surveys were still in their infancy, and even in 2012 they are only beginning to
provide cluster samples of competitive size.
4The KABKE sample thus constructed is slightly larger than that of Kocevski et al. (2006) because it
includes clusters from the unpublished third release of the CIZA sample (Kocevski et al. 2012).
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Fig. 8.4.— The projected surface density of clusters in the DF catalogs as a function of ce-
lestial (black, solid histogram), ecliptic (blue, dotted histrogram), and Galactic (red, dashed
histrogram) latitude for the samples used by KABKE (left) and KAEEK (right). Both cata-
logs are significantly incomplete at |b| < 10 deg, reflecting the challenges of securely detecting
extragalactic X-ray sources behind the plane of the Galaxy and of obtaining robust optical
identifications, including spectroscopic redshifts. Mild incompleteness is observed near the
celestial poles, most likely because very high declinations are hard to reach from optical
observatories in either hemisphere. Finally, the longer accumulated exposure times of the
RASS at high ecliptic latitudes results in an increased detection efficiency near the poles;
this effect is beginning to become significant for the larger cluster sample used by KAEEK
(right panel).
consistent with the earlier DF measurements in both amplitude and direction, although the
correlation of the SZ amplitude with cluster X-ray luminosity (an important diagnostic) is,
unsurprisingly, less clear than for the more carefully compiled KABKE sample (see Section
10.3.2 for details). The latitude distribution of the clusters in the KAE sample is, within the
errors, consistent with that used by KABKE (Fig. 8.4, left). The anisotropies of the cluster
samples on the robustness of the DF results is addressed via different error calculation
methods in Section 10.
The SCOUT project, finally, aims to extend the aforementioned catalogs significantly,
both in terms of X-ray flux limit and redshift range covered. SCOUT uses and expands
the list of identifications obtained during the compilation of the MACS sample (Ebeling et
al. 2001) without adopting a priori constraints regarding redshift or X-ray flux for sources
detected in the RASS. Complementing the MACS identifications, which are limited to the
extragalactic sky (|b| > 20 deg) and δ < 80 deg, SCOUT also draws from the source list
established by the CIZA team at low Galactic latitude. A first version of the SCOUT cluster
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catalog was used by KAEEK. Almost doubling the median redshift of the KABKE sample,
the new catalog, in conjunction with 5-year WMAP data, enabled KAEEK to trace the DF
to at least 800 Mpc h−170 , although its significance decreases after peaking at 500 Mpc h
−1
70 .
The completeness of the KAEEK catalog as a function of celestial, ecliptic, and Galactic
latitude can be assessed from Figure 8.4 (right), which shows the respective distributions for
all 1144 RASS-selected clusters in the catalog that meet the requirements of fX ≥ 1× 10−12
erg s−1 cm−2, LX ≥ 5× 1043 erg s−1, and z<= 0.25 (985 of these fall within the WMAP CMB
map). The incompleteness at low Galactic latitude remains; its impact on the DF study
is, however, mitigated again by the large overlap between the areas of incompleteness and
those eliminated by the CMB mask because of strong foreground emission. As before for the
KABKE sample a slight deficiency of clusters is noted near the celestial poles, made more
prominent in the northern hemisphere by the limitation of the MACS database to δ < 80
deg. The improved statistics also increase the significance of the excess cluster detections
near the ecliptic poles, facilitated by the greater effective exposure times accumulated there
during the RASS.
9. Establishing cluster SZ properties
Clusters are extended objects and models based on observations or N-body simulations
have been used to parametrize their electron density and pressure profiles. These are the
two basic quantities relevant for our study since determine the amplitude of the KSZ and
the TSZ effects, respectively. In Section 6.4 we briefly discussed the observations of the TSZ
and KSZ effect. Following this we now expand the previous discussion, and in connection
with our most relevant finding needed for the DF measurement: clusters of galaxies are not
isothermal and their temperature drops with increasing distance from the center.
9.1. SZ cluster radial profiles.
Much of the work on TSZ has used radial profiles modeled on their X-ray proper-
ties. Most commonly, clusters were assumed to be isothermal β models (Cavaliere & Fusco-
Femiano 1976, 1978) where the electron density is described as
ne(r) =
nc
[1 + (r/rc)2]3β/2
. (9.1)
In this expression, nc is the electron central density, rc is the core radius of the cluster and
β is a free parameter chosen to fit the cluster profile. For most clusters, the observed value
falls in the range 0.5<=β
<
= 0.7 (Markevitch et al, 1998). The functional form of this model can
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be derived from a parametrization of the density assuming clusters to be isothermal. Strictly
speaking, isothermality and hydrostatic equilibrium are incompatible for β models, but they
are compatible for a large range of radius when β ≈ 2/3 (Lancaster et al 2005). For this
reason, and also for mathematical convenience, this value has been widely used. However,
isothermality is a poor assumption for many clusters, in particular for merging and cooling
core systems. Measurements of the X-ray temperature profiles of 15 nearby clusters, carried
out by Pratt et al. (2007) using XMM-Newton data and numerical simulations showed
significant departures from the β model outside the cluster core (Vikhlinin et al. 2005;
Hallman et al. 2007). Different generalizations of the original β-model have been considered:
a double β model with a common value of β and a cusped β-model (Pratt & Arnaud 2002;
Lewis et al. 2003) designed to account for the sharply peaked surface brightness in the
centers of relaxed X-ray systems. LaRoque et al. (2006) examined two extensions of the
β-model using a sample of 38 clusters with both X-ray and SZ data. They found that a
nonisothermal model fit the gas distribution out to r2500, the radius where the mean density
of the cluster is 2,500 times the critical density. Nevertheless, all these generalizations do
not provide a good description in the outskirts of clusters, regions where departures from
the X-ray measured profiles are expected to be most pronounced.
A different set of profiles were derived assuming the gas to be in hydrostatic equilibrium
within the potential wells of Dark Matter (DM) haloes (Komatsu & Seljak 2001). Numerical
simulations suggest that the DM distribution in galaxy clusters is described by a universal
density profile (the Navarro-Frenk-White [NFW] profile; Navarro et al. 1997)
ρdm(x) =
ρs
x(1 + x)2
, (9.2)
where x = r/rs and rs and ρs are the characteristic scale radius and density, respectively.
Usually, the scale radius rs is expressed in terms of the concentration parameter c = rvir/rs,
where rvir is the halo virial radius. This parameter depends only weakly on mass, with
less massive systems being more concentrated, and thus having larger c. While the electron
density for the β = 2/3 model scales as r−2 at large radii, the NFW model is much steeper,
scaling as r−3.
The Komatsu-Seljak (KS) model assumes a constant polytropic equation of state for
the gas, Pgas = Aρ
γ
gas. Their model contains two parameters, the polytropic index γ and the
normalization constant A. Further, they fix the index γ by taking the same slope around
the virial radius for the gas and DM density profiles. The KS gas pressure profile is given
by (see Komatsu & Seljak 2002 and Komatsu et al. 2011 for details):
Pgas(x) = Pgas(0)y
γ(x), (9.3)
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where distances are measured in units of the scale radius rs: x = r/rs. The function y(x) is
defined by
ygas(x) =
[
1− B(1− x−1 ln(1 + x))]1/(γ−1) (9.4)
with
B = 3η−1(0)(γ − 1)γ−1[c−1 ln(1 + c)− (1 + c)−1]−1, (9.5)
γ = 1.137 + 0.0894 ln(c/5)− 3.68× 10−3(c− 5), (9.6)
η(0) = 2.235 + 0.202(c− 5)− 1.16× 10−3(c− 5)2, (9.7)
where c is the concentration parameter defined above. For a hydrogen mass fraction of
X = 0.76, the electron pressure profile is given by Pe(x) = 0.518Pgas(x) and
ρgas(x) = ρgas(0)y(x), Tgas(x) = Tgas(0)y
γ−1
gas (x) (9.8)
The central gas density ρgas(0) is fixed by assuming that the gas density at the virial radius
is equal to the cosmic mean baryon fraction, f = Ωb/Ωm, times the dark mater density at
the same radius. Then
ρgas(0) = 7.96× 1013
(
Ωb
Ωm
)
Mvir/(10
15M⊙/h)
[rvir/(1Mpc/h)]3
c2(1 + c)−1y−1gas(c)
(1 + c) ln(1 + c)− c
[
M⊙/h
(Mpc/h)3
]
, (9.9)
where Mvir is the virial mass of the cluster. The central gas temperature and density are
respectively given by
kBTgas(0) = 8.8 η(0)
Mvir/(10
15M⊙/h)
rvir/(1h−1Mpc)
[KeV], (9.10)
Pgas(0) = 55.0
ρgas(0)
1014h2M⊙Mpc−3
kBTgas(0)
8KeV
[
eV
cm3
]
. (9.11)
Finally, the concentration parameter can also be expressed in terms of the virial mass.
Recently, Duffy et al (2008) derived the following fitting formula from N-body simulations
c =
5.72
(1 + z)0.71
(
Mvir
1014M⊙/h
)−0.081
(9.12)
This formula predicts that clusters of galaxies with massesM <=10
14M⊙ are more concentrated
than in Komatsu & Seljak (2002).
Nagai et al. (2007) proposed a generalization of the NFW model that is expected to
describe the cluster pressure out to a significant fraction of the virial radius. The model
has been investigated by Mroczkowski et al. (2009). Arnaud et al. (2010) rescaled by mass
and redshift the measured pressure profile of 33 clusters observed with XMM-Newton and
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Fig. 9.1.— Compasion of Komatsu & Seljak (2002) (solid lines) and Arnaud et al (2010)
3-D profiles which are seen to be rather different in their properties. In this plot, concentra-
tion is: c=[5,10,15] corresponding to the solid black, blue and green lines and the Arnaud
models correspond to: (α, β, γ, c500) = ([1.05,5.45,0.31,1.18] -black-; [1.0,5.5,0.5,1.0] -blue-;
and [1.05,5.0,0.4,1.3] -green-) dashed lines, corresponding to the data derived Arnaud et al
(2010), Plagge et al (2010) and Nagai et al (2007), respectively. For simplicity we took
rvir = 2r500.
produced a “universal pressure profile” after taken the median of the scaled profiles. This
phenomenological electron pressure profile is given by
Pe(r) = 3.37h
2E8/3(z)
[
M500
2.1× 1014M⊙/h
]2/3+αp
p(r/r500)
[
eV
cm3
]
. (9.13)
In this expression E(z) = H(z)/H0, r500 is the radius at which the mean overdensity of the
cluster is 500 times the critical density of the Universe and M500 is the mass enclosed within
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r500: M500 = (4π/3)[500ρc(z)]r
3
500 and ρc(z) = 2.775 × 1011E2(z)h2M⊙Mpc3. The slope is
αP = 0.12 and shows a small decrease with radius (see Arnaud et al. 2010, for details). The
function p(x) is defined by (Nagai et al 2007)
p(x) =
4.92h3/2
(c500x)γ [1 + (c500x)α](β−γ)/α
, (9.14)
where the parameters (α, β, γ, c500) = (1.05, 5.49, 0.31, 1.18) were derived from the X-ray
observations. The slopes α, β, γ in eq. 9.14 are not independent but are strongly correlated
with rs = r500/c500. Of those three parameters, β is unconstrained by data in the central
parts of the cluster (r<= r500). Then, using only X-ray data will result in large uncertainties in
β and, consequently, in the profile beyond r500 and in the integrated SZ signal. To overcome
this difficulty, Arnaud et al (2010) determined β by using the results of numerical simulations
in the region (1− 4)r500.
In Figure 9.1 we compare the profiles of Komatsu& Seljak (2002) with those of Arnaud
et al (2010). The electron pressure profile have been normalized to unity at the center
of the cluster. This normalization makes more evident the difference in slope of the two
profiles. Since the KS profile is given in terms of the virial radius Rvir, for the purpose of
comparison we have taken Rvir = 2r500. Without a thorough statistical analysis, Komatsu
et al (2011) used WMAP 7yr data to compare both profiles with the data and found them
to be consistent.
9.2. Observed Pressure Profiles
The first determination of the TSZ profile of clusters of galaxies was carried by us
and presented in AKKE, using WMAP 3yr data. We derived the average TSZ profile of
a set of 661 clusters by stacking the radial temperature anisotropy of WMAP data at the
locations of the X-ray clusters cataloged for this project. The catalog used in AKKE listed
the position, flux, luminosity, X-ray temperature, redshift, angular and physical extent of the
region containing the measured X-ray flux. Positions, fluxes and luminosities were measured
directly from the ROSSAT All Sky Survey (RASS). Electron temperature derived from the
Lx − Te scaling relation of White et al (1997). Redshifts were measured spectroscopically,
while the angular extent was determined directly from the RASS imaging data using a
growth-curve analysis. For each cluster, central density and core radii were determined
by fitting to the data a β-model profile (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976) convolved with
the RASS point-spread function. To avoid the uncertainties associated with the correlation
between rc and β, the latter was held at the canonical value β = 2/3 (Jones & Forman 1984).
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Fig. 9.2.— Measured and predicted electron-pressure profile vs. angular clustercentric
radius. The filled circles and open diamonds correspond to the measured profile and the
profile predicted for the isothermal β model, respectively. The solid lines correspond to
the β model (upper solid line) and the NFW model (lower solid line), assuming a single
cluster at z ∼ 0.12. We show results for two cluster subsamples: (a) z<= 0.2 and (b) LX [0.1−
2.4keV ]>= 3× 1044ergs/s. In (a),the best fit corresponds to c = 8 and rs = 350kpc/h, and in
(b), the to c = 15 and rs = 250kpc/h.
The stacking of the cluster signal in WMAP 3yr data was carried out in units of the
X-ray extent θX , the angular size of the cluster emitting 99% of the total X-ray flux in
RASS data. The TSZ amplitude was detected at the the 15σ level, the highest statistical
significance reported at the time. Thanks to the large number of clusters, we measured the
TSZ profile out to large cluster-centric radii and found them to be in good agreement with
the KS profile. The region over which the TSZ signal was detected was, on average, ∼ 4
times larger in radius than the X-ray emitting region, extending to 2− 3h−1Mpc. Figure 9.2
shows the measured cluster profile, and the KS prediction compared with an expectation
for an isothermal β = 2/3 model, in units of θX . Error bars were computed by generating
1000 cluster templates with clusters randomly placed outside the measured region. While
more massive clusters are less concentrated, our results indicated that the concentration
parameter was larger for the more rather than the less massive clusters, but the data for
subsets of clusters was not good enough to quantify the statistical significance of this result.
Since AKKE, deep observations of SZ effect in 11 clusters selected from the highest
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luminosity REFLEX clusters in the range of elevation angles accessible to the SPT allowed
Plagge et al. (2010) to make a model independent estimate of the radial profile for each
individual cluster and place constraints on the pressure profile out to large radius. The
β-model and universal pressure profile fit the SPT data comparably well. The β-model
parameters that were consistent with the average SZ profile out to the virial radius were
β = 0.86, rcore = 0.2r500, corresponding an electron density scaling as ne ∼ r−2.6, steeper
than r−2 of the X-ray data and closer to r−3 of AKKE. For the universal pressure profile,
the parameters were [α, β, γ, c500] = (1.0, 5.5, 0.5, 1.0), consistent with the values found by
Nagai et al (2007) and Arnaud et al (2010).
9.3. Cluster temperature radial decline
Komatsu & Seljak (2001) discussed that when the gas density follows the NFW dis-
tribution (eq. 9.2), hydrostatic equilibrium was inconsistent with the gas being isothermal
in the outer parts of clusters. The universal gas temperature profiles of Komatsu & Seljak
(2001) was found to fit WMAP 3yr data in AKKE. Consequently, the central temperature
must decrease by a significant factor at the virial radius, this decrease being steeper for
the more concentrated (less massive) clusters. This result is in agreement with an earlier
analysis of X-ray temperature profiles of 15 nearby clusters, carried out by Pratt et al (2007)
using XMM-Newton data. They measured temperature profiles declining by a factor ∼ 2
at half the virial radius, in good agreement with numerical simulations outside the core re-
gion. In Fig 9.3 we plot the variation of the electron temperature as a function of radius for
three concentration parameters c = (4, 7, 12) corresponding to black, blue and green lines,
respectively and also reproduce the results from the compilation by Pratt et al (2007, Fig.
5 there).
The decline of the electron temperature with distance from the cluster center is very
relevant in the context of the DF measurement. In Section 10 we discuss that the DF ap-
pears as a dipole at cluster location measured at zero monopole. That would be impossible
if clusters were isothermal since then the TSZ and the KSZ effects would be proportional to
one another and a TSZ dipole, generated from the inhomogeneity of the cluster distribution
in the sky, could not be separated from a dipole generated by the bulk motion of the cluster
population. That is, while the monopole is dominated by the TSZ component the dipole has
contributions from the KSZ and the TSZ. By increasing the cluster aperture we demonstrate
that the monopole vanishes (within the noise) isolating the KSZ-produced dipole since the
monopole amplitude is an upper bound to the TSZ-produced dipole. In other words, the
CMB dipole at cluster locations computed at zero monopole is free from the TSZ contam-
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Fig. 9.3.— Left: Radial variation of the electron temperature with radius in arbitrary units.
From top to bottom, black, blue and green solid lines correspond to concentration parameter
c = 4, 7, 12. Right: Compilation of scale-projected temperature profiles of 15 well measured
X-ray clusters from Pratt et al (2007). Green/red lines correspond to BeppoSAX/Chandra
observations of cooling core systems as discussed in the original reference. Reproduced from
Fig. 5 from Pratt et al (2007) with permission.
ination. This fundamentally important fact was first established by us in KABKE1,2 and
was key to isolate the dipole due to the KSZ effect from any other contributions.
10. Measuring peculiar motion of X-ray clusters
A procedure has to be constructed such that all other contributors to the dipole at
cluster locations be reduced more than the KSZ component. This section discusses the
processing that we have developed and applied to the WMAP 3, 5 and 7-yr data in order
to achieve the measurement of the KSZ contribution with a statistically significant S/N (in
our case S/N≃ 3.5 − 4). Briefly, the steps are summed up below before we delve into the
technical details. The potential obstacles to isolating the KSZ contribution to the dipole
measurement proposed by KAB and the way to reduce them are:
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• Primary CMB - has been removed by filtering which is demonstrated to work down to
the fundamental limit imposed by cosmic variance; the remainder is then integrated
down over many clusters as N
− 1
2
cl .
• Foreground emissions - have been removed by the WMAP processing at the frequencies
used by us; additionally our signal will be restricted to clusters, whereas foreground
should produce dipoles across the entire sky.
• Instrument noise - is reduced by stacking many pixels as N−
1
2
pix .
• Cluster TSZ contributions - are removed by increasing the cluster aperture to produce
zero monopole at cluster positions.
10.1. Procedural steps to measurement
The process that enabled us to isolate the kSZ term is described in detail in KABKE1,2.
Briefly:
1. An all-sky catalog of X-ray selected galaxy clusters was constructed using available
X-ray data extending to z ∼ 0.3.
2. As indicated, we only used WMAP Q, V and W bands, where the foreground contam-
ination is smallest. We applied the 3- and 5-yr version of the Kp0 mask to remove
those pixels where galactic or point source contributions dominate. Next, to prevent
any power leakage from the dipole generated by our peculiar velocity, it was removed
from the pixels that survived the mask. Furthermore, KAEEK explicitly removed
dipole and quadrupole from the original maps and demonstrated that the quadrupole
did not contribute to the results. This removes vlocal down to O[(vlocal/c)
3] contribution
to the octupole.
3. The cosmological CMB component is removed from the WMAP data using the Wiener-
type filter, eq. 10.1, constructed using the ΛCDM model that best fit the data. It is
designed in order to minimize the difference 〈(δT −noise))2〉. Next, filtered maps were
constructed using all multipoles with ℓ>= 4 and keeping the same phases as in the original
maps. Modes with ℓ<=3 were not included to avoid any possible contributions that could
be introduced by the alignment of those low order multipoles and also because those
modes would potentially be the most affected by any hypothetical power leakage.
4. The Wiener filter is constructed (and is different) for each DA channel because the
beam and the noise are different. This prevents inconsistencies and systematic errors
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that could have been generated if a common filter was applied to the eight channels of
different noise and resolution.
5. In the filtered maps, the monopole and dipole are computed exclusively at the clus-
ter positions, using Healpix remove dipole routine ascribing to each cluster a given
circular aperture. Due to the variations of the Galactic absorbing column density and
ROSAT observing strategy, cluster selection function and X-ray properties may vary
across the sky introducing possible systematics. In KABKE1,2 we used the measured
X-ray extent of each cluster, θX and computed the dipole for different apertures, in
multiples of θX and, to avoid being dominated by a few very extended nearby clusters
like Coma, we introduced a cut so the final extent of any cluster was always smaller
than 30′. There we computed core radii directly from the data and from an LX − rc
relation. Analyses using both sets gave consistent results, consistent with the X-ray
systematic effects not affecting our results significantly. More important, variations
in the final aperture were already tiny in the KABKE1,2 analysis and KAEEK used
altogether a fixed aperture were the mean monopole vanishes. The KAEEK results are
consistent with the previous (KABKE1,2) measurements. Fixing the same aperture
for all clusters simplifies the statistical analysis and this is the approach taken in our
post-KABKE measurements.
6. We compute the monopole and dipole for different angular apertures. At small aper-
tures (∼ 10′), clusters show a clear TSZ decrement, but the amplitude of the signal
falls off with increasing angular aperture. The final dipole is computed at the aperture
where the mean monopole of the clusters vanishes. This ensures that the TSZ contri-
bution to the measured dipole is negligible and does not confuse the KSZ component.
7. Our final result is a dipole measured in units of thermodynamic CMB temperature.
To translate the three measured dipoles into three velocity components, we need to
determine the average cluster optical depth to the CMB photons, 〈τ〉, on the filtered
maps. Since filtering reduces the intrinsic CMB contribution, it also modifies its optical
depth, τ . In KABKE1,2 we introduced a calibration factor C1,100 that gave the kSZ
dipole in µK of a bulk motion of amplitude Vbulk = 100km/s. The calibration factor
depends both on the filter and on the cluster profile. In KABKE1,2 and KAEEK it was
estimated using a β model and the angular X-ray extent of the cluster. This procedure
is still deficient in the sense that our current cluster modeling is i) inadequate for
high-precision calibration (it is accurate to within 20-30%) and ii) more importantly,
a change of sign in the KSZ term can occur because we measure the dipole from the
filtered maps, and the convolution of the intrinsic KSZ signal with a filter with wide
side-lobes (as in KABKE) can change the sign of the KSZ signal for NFW clusters.
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While there is indeed evidence for this sign change in the KSZ signal which affects the
direction of the KAEEK-measured dipole, we emphasize again that a definitive answer
will have to await a more complete, expanded and recalibrated SCOUT catalog.
We now move on to technical discussion of the procedure along with the estimates of
the residual systematics and then present the results and compare them to other data.
10.2. CMB datasets, (required) filtering and data processing
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Fig. 10.1.— Original masked (KP0) WMAP7 CMB maps.
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Fig. 10.2.— Filtered maps using the KABKE1,2 filter.
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Fig. 10.3.— Same as in Fig. 10.2 but the original maps had their quadrupole subtracted
outside the mask prior to filtering.
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Fig. 10.4.— Spatial spectrum of the KABKE-filtered 7-year WMAP maps. Left: monopole
and dipole subtracted maps. Right Monopole, dipole and quadrupole-subtracted maps.
Adapted from KAE.
Because the primary CMB is spatially highly correlated, a filter needs to be designed
that removes this component without significantly attenuating AKSZ; clearly not every filter
will achieve this.
KABKE1,2 defined a filter, described in detail in KABKE2 and AKEKE, which belongs
to a Wiener variety and removes the primary CMB fluctuations from the concordance ΛCDM
model by minimizing the mean squared deviation of the CMB measurements from noise,
〈(δCMB − n)2〉. In multipole ℓ-space it is given by:
Fℓ =
(Cℓ − CΛCDMℓ )
Cℓ
(10.1)
where Cℓ, C
ΛCDM
ℓ are the power spectra of the CMB map and the theoretical model convolved
with the beam, respectively.
AKEKE develop a formalism to quantify the errors in the resultant dipole determination
that can be applied to any filtering scheme and show that the KABKE filter removes the
primary CMB fluctuations down to the fundamental limit of the cosmic variance. This is
discussed with extra details below.
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10.3. Statistical uncertainties
We now turn to estimating - and understanding - the statistical uncertainties of the
dipole measurement in the KA-B method by analytical and numerical means and verify
the developed formalism empirically from the observed CMB data. This subsection is thus
structured as follows: first, we present an analytical discussion of estimating the errors in
the measurement, which can be applied to any filtering scheme. Following this, we show
- analytically and empirically - that the filter employed by us in KABKE1,2 removes the
primary CMB down to the fundamental limit imposed by cosmic variance. Then we present
results of results of Monte-Carlo type simulations employing several (four, in fact) methods
to estimate the errors. We show that they all agree to within a few percent, demonstrate
the diagonality of the dipole covariance matrix and finish this subsection by presenting an
analytical approximation for the errors expected in the post-5yr WMAP CMB integrations.
10.3.1. Analytical evaluation and empirical confirmation
Our dipole is measured at cluster pixels, so the error on this measurement is determined
by the distribution of the random dipoles in the CMB maps away from the actual clusters.
Outside of the cluster pixels the diffused microwave emissions in WMAP maps are composed
of two dominant terms: primary CMB and instrumental noise. In what follows we will ignore
contribution from foregrounds of various kinds since it will be shown that there remains little
trace of them after accounting for primary CMB and noise. The instrument noise in unfiltered
CMB WMAP7 maps is given by (Jarosik 2011):
σnoise =
[
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)Nℓ
] 1
2
=


65 µK Q− band
80 µK V − band
130 µK W − band
(10.2)
There is no convolution with the beam in the above sum. The noise is independent from
pixel-to-pixel and between the different DA’s. Thus the dipole contribution supplied by this
term decreases as N
− 1
2
pix N
− 1
2
DA when evaluated over Npix independent pixels and NDA DA’s.
The contribution from primary CMB behaves differently: its multipoles are convolved
with the beam and the temperature field correlates between adjacent pixels and different
DA’s. This term presents a major obstacle in measuring the KSZ dipole in the KA-B method
and has to be filtered out. The filtering has to preserve (at least much of) the KSZ terms
intact or at least attenuate the KSZ term in a way that does not decrease the signal-to-noise
of the bulk flow measurement.
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AKEKE have developed a precise analytical and numerical formalism to understand
the errors and applied it to the KABKE filtering scheme which we review below. Their
formalism can be applied to any filtering. We revisit the AKEKE discussion as applied to
the KABKE filter, eq. 10.1.
The standard deviation of any filtered map is given by eq. 3 of AKEKE:
σ2map =
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)F 2ℓ Cℓ (10.3)
Here Cℓ = C
ΛCDM
ℓ +Nℓ is the power spectrum of the original map containing the primary
ΛCDM signal (convolved with the beam) and instrument noise, Nℓ. The uncertainty in
measuring the monopole and three dipole terms from such maps is then ≃ σmap
√
1/Ncl and
σmap
√
3/Ncl respectively. Equation 10.3 can be applied to any filtering scheme and is the key
to estimating the uncertainties of the eventual measurement using the KA-B methodology.
Because of the cosmic variance, the power spectrum of the CMB sky at the particular
realization in our Universe, CLOCℓ , differs from the theoretical model C
th
ℓ and so a residual
CMB signal from primary anisotropies is left in the filtered maps. To estimate the contribu-
tion of noise and the CMB residual to the total power in these maps, we expand the filtered
temperature field as δT (nˆ) =
∑
FℓaℓmYℓm(nˆ). The variance of any filtered map is given by
the middle term below with the RHS valid for our filter:
σ2fil =
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)F 2ℓ Cℓ =
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)
(C2ℓ − Cthℓ B2ℓ )2
C2ℓ
. (10.4)
As indicated, δT (nˆ) contains the cosmological CMB signal and noise, Cℓ = C
LOC
ℓ B
2
ℓ +Nℓ.
The power spectrum of our C¡B realization differs from the underlying power spectrum by a
random variable of zero mean and (cosmic) variance ∆ℓ = (ℓ+
1
2
)Cthℓ /fsky, where fsky is the
fraction of the sky covered by the data (Abbot & Wise 1984). Then, the cosmic variance
leads to CLOCℓ = C
th
ℓ ±∆1/2ℓ . The above limits on Cℓ bound the range of σfil, eq. (10.4), to:
σ2fil =
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)
[
∆2ℓ
Cthℓ +∆ℓ +Nℓ
+
N 2ℓ
Cthℓ +∆ℓ +Nℓ
]
= σ2CV,fil + σ
2
N ,fil(tobs) (10.5)
In this last expression, the variance of the filtered map depends on two components: 1) the
residual CMB left due to cosmic variance σCV,fil and 2) the noise σN,fil, that is not removed
by the filter. The latter component integrates down with increasing observing time tobs
as t
−1/2
obs and N
− 1
2
DA when several DA’s are used. It becomes progressively less important in
WMAP data with longer integration time. The first component, however, does not decrease
with longer integration time and remains present at all FA’s. It then presents a fundamental
floor which limits the S/N of the measurement which can be lowered only by increasing the
number of clusters used in the measurement.
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We can now study the two terms in the RHS of eq. 10.5 separately. Since all the terms
in the denominators are positive, the upper limits on them become:
σ2CV,fil ≡
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)
[
∆2ℓ
Cthℓ +∆ℓ +Nℓ
]
< 261µK2 (10.6)
σ2N ,fil ≡
1
4π
∑
(2ℓ+ 1)
[ N 2ℓ
Cthℓ +∆ℓ +Nℓ
]
< σ2noise (10.7)
The upper limit on the first of these terms was evaluated assuming concordance ΛCDM
model for WMAP7 data and zero instrument noise (Nℓ = 0). Thus the cosmic variance
from the CMB field realized in our Universe (in which the KSZ dipole is measured) adds up
to σCV,fil ≃ 15 − 16µK. Its contribution to the dipole/monopole integrates down as 1/Ncl
independent of the integration time and the aperture size.
Fig. 10.5.— Cumulative rms deviation as a function of multipole. Solid line and shaded area
show mean and rms of 4,000 simulated Q1 filtered maps. Dashed lines represent the residual
CMB component of the filtered maps due to cosmic variance, computed using eq. (10.5) and
the residual CMB plus the noise components. The dot-dashed line corresponds to the actual
Q1 band of WMAP 5-yr data. Adapted from AKEKE.
Consider now the contribution to the total variance in the filtered maps from noise,
σN ,fil. The uncertainty in measuring the monopole and three dipole terms from such maps
will then integrate down with the number of pixels (fixed by the aperture size), Npix, and
integration time, tobs, as N
−1/2
pix t
−1/2
obs . We use the WMAP data pixelized with ≃ 7′ pixels, so
the number of pixels subtended by a given aperture of radius θA is Npix = πθ
2
A/(7
′)2Ncl ≃
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58Ncl(θA/30
′)2 where everything is normalized close to the final aperture used. For W-band
there are NDA = 4 DA’s and Q, V bands have two DA’s each. Thus for the parameters in
table 7.1 the combined 7-yr CMB data in each band will lead to:
σN ,fil <
(
30′
θapp
)
×


6 µK Q− band
7 µK V − band
9 µK W− band
(10.8)
When added in quadrature to σCV,fil this term - for post 7-year WMAP data and the final
cluster apertures - gives a negligible contribution (<
∼
15%) to the overall error budget in each
band of σfil given by eq. 10.5. If analysis is performed in each DA, the noise may still
contribute even in the final 9-yr WMAP dataset.
Thus in post-WMAP5 CMB maps, the cosmic variance contribution, eq. 10.6 dominates
the error budget. To better understand this term’s role we follow AKEKE and denote by
σ2q ≡ 14π (2q + 1)(∆2q + N2q )(Cthq + ∆q + Nq)−1 and let σ2(ℓ) =
∑ℓ
q=4 σ
2
q be the cumulative
variance of the residual map. With these definitions, the total variance of the filtered map is
σ2fil = σ
2
fil(ℓmax). For Healpix maps with Nside = 512 the maximal multipole is ℓmax = 1024
(Gorski et al 2005). In Figure 10.5 we plot this cumulative contribution of each multipole ℓ,
σfil(ℓ), to the total rms of the map. The solid lines represent the mean and rms σfil(ℓ) of
filtered maps of 4,000 realizations of the Q1 DA; the shaded area represents the dispersion of
those realizations, the dot-dashed line is the same quantity but for the filtered Q1 WMAP 5-
year data. The lower dashed lines represent σCV,fil, the residual CMB component, and upper
dashed line, the total variance of the map [eq (10.5)]. The dot-dashed line also contains any
contributions from foreground emissions; the fact that it lies so close to the to the region
expected from simulating CMB sky implies that foreground emission contributions to σfil are
small. Figure 10.5 clearly shows that for multipoles below ℓ ∼ 200 the cumulative variance
of the 5-year WMAP maps σ2(ℓ) is dominated by the residual primary CMB signal from the
cosmic variance, even though the total variance of the filtered maps is dominated by noise.
For the Q1 WMAP channel, the mean variance of our simulations was σ2fil ∼ 2000(µK)2 out
of which ∼ 200(µK)2 come from the residual primary CMB signal.
An important self-consistency check, which also serves as a diagnostic of the accuracy of
any pipeline, is to understand a connection between the monopole and dipole uncertainties.
The filtered maps have no intrinsic monopole or dipole by construction. Since we measure
these two moments from a small fraction of the sky, our limited sampling generates an error
due to (random) distribution of these quantities around their mean zero value. The sampling
variances of 〈a0〉 and 〈a1i〉 are V ar(〈a0〉) = 〈a20〉/N , V ar(〈σi〉) = 〈a21i〉/N , where N is the
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number of independent data points. Direct computation shows that:
σ20 ≡ 〈a20〉 = 〈(∆T )2〉 σ2i ≡ 〈a2i 〉 =
〈(∆T )2〉
〈nˆ2i 〉
, i = (x, y, z) (10.9)
In this expression, nˆi are the direction cosines of clusters. If clusters were homogeneously
distributed on the sky then 〈nˆ2i 〉 = 1/3 and one should recover the dipole errors of
σi =
√
3σ0 (10.10)
Thus the error on the monopole serves as a consistency check in any such computation. If
one does not recover the above scaling between the two, then there are either problems with
the catalog used or errors in the analysis (we discuss such cases in Sec. 10.12).
Finally, Figure 10.5 indicates that our filter removes the intrinsic CMB down to the
fundamental limit imposed by cosmic variance. In this sense the filter is close to optimal,
since it minimizes the errors contributed to our measurements by primary CMB. In principle,
one can define a more aggressive filter that, together with the intrinsic CMB, also removes the
noise leaving only the SZ signal. But filtering is not a unitary operation and does not preserve
power. Such a filter would then remove an important fraction of the SZ component and would
probably reduce the overall S/N. In general, a different filter would give different dipole
(measured in units of temperature) and would require a different calibration. Discussion
of filtering schemes that maximize the S/N ratio and minimize the systematic error on the
calibration will be given elsewhere (Atrio-Barandela et al 2012, in preparation).
10.3.2. Directly evaluated uncertainties
We have used four methods to evaluate the errors directly. We emphasize that for correct
error analysis it is important to estimate the errors in the CMB realization of our Universe,
the only one where we determine the dipole at the cluster locations. With some 99% of
the maps pixels left outside the clusters this is straightforward and doable. To account for
the correlations between the different DA’s (Keisler 2009, KAEEK, AKEKE) all the results
presented below are shown after selecting the same cluster positions in every DA and then
averaging over all the eight DA’s to produced the final distributions. The four methods are
(Method II is subdivided into IIa and IIb):
• Method I: we estimate error bars by placing random clusters in the real filtered maps
outside clusters in the catalog and outside the CMB mask. Errors estimated using
Method I include any contribution originated by foreground residuals. This method
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also accounts for the mask effects. The distribution of the dipole components for
various values of Ncl is shown in Fig. 10.6. The distribution is Gaussian with the
width shown in the rightmost panel of the Figure. The width of that distribution
scales as N
− 1
2
cl to a very good accuracy. As expected and as explained in this section
the error is largest for the X-component and smallest for the Z-component, but the
differences are small at the levels below ∼ 10%.
Fig. 10.6.— The errors on the dipole components using Method I. Left panels show his-
tograms for the distribution of randomly place pseudo-clusters with different colors corre-
sponding to Ncl shown in the rightmost panel (adapted from KAEEK). The histograms are
to a high accuracy Gaussian. The rightmost panel shows that the dispersion of the distribu-
tion, which is the error on our measured dipole, scales to a good accuracy as N
− 1
2
cl . Pluses,
diamonds and triangles correspond to X, Y, Z components respectively.
• Method II: Here the cluster template is fixed and the sky is simulated; the spectrum
are gaussian realizations of the measured power of the filtered maps. The method is
then applied to:
IIa - the CMB sky is simulated from random realizations of the CMB power spectrum
given by the concordance ΛCDM model, and
IIb - the CMB sky is simulated from random realizations of the CMB power spectrum
given by the observed CMB anisotropies in our Universe.
This method accounts for the geometric irregularities of the cluster catalog. Method
IIa has an upward bias since Fig. 10.5 shows that in our Universe the CMB realization
happens to be on the low side of the cosmic variance. Thus Method IIb is a more
correct approximation for the error budget using simulated maps. Fig. 10.7 shows the
quantities relevant here and illustrates the errors recovered in applying this method.
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Fig. 10.7.— Dipole to monopole error bar ratio. (a) (Black) circles, (blue) diamonds and
(red) circles correspond the the ratio of the (x,y,z) component of the dipole to the monopole,
respectively. Monopole and dipole were computed using Method I. (b) Same as (a) but
monopole and dipoles are computed using Method IIa. (c) Ratio of the dipoles to monopole
error bars for our cluster catalog. The horizontal axis, bcut indicates that clusters with
|b|<= bcut are excised from the catalog. In all three plots, the dotted line represents the ratio
for a perfectly isotropic cluster catalog. Adapted from AKEKE.
• Method III: Here for each cluster configuration given by the LX and z limits contain-
ing Nclus clusters in total, we select many smaller subgroups of clusters with N1 < Nclus
chosen at random. We then study the distribution of the measured dipole for many
such realizations as function of N1. This method accounts for the masking, the av-
erage effects of geometries of the cluster samples, and - additionally - it enables to
check whether various randomly chosen subgroups of clusters participate - on average
- in the same motion. Fig. 10.8 shows the distribution of the dipoles for clusters with
LX ≥ 2 × 1044erg/sec at z ≤ 0.25 corresponding to one configuration of KAEEK, Ta-
ble 1 (see also Table 10.1 below, last row). That configuration was selected for display
because it has sufficiently large overall numbers of clusters (322) enabling a reliable
subselection with at least > 100 cluster subsamples. For this configuration the dipole
measurements are (3.7±1.8,−4.1±1.5, 4.1±1.5)µK in the (X, Y, Z) directions. Figure
10.6 shows that the distribution of the dipoles, evaluated from 1,000 random selections
each for various N1, is in good agreement with that derived in Methods I and II and
also with the analytical insight developed above.
Since the final error is dominated by the cosmic variance terms in eq. 10.5, as realized
independently by Keisler (2009), KAEEK and AKEKE, when computing the errors in the
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Fig. 10.8.— Method III for clusters at z ≤ 0.25, LX>2× 1044erg/sec. Leftmost panels show
the histograms for N1 = 150, 200, 250, 300 clusters subselected at random out of the total
322 available in that configuration. The distribution of the dipoles is to a good accuracy
Gaussian. The average of each histogram is shown with vertical bars of the corresponding
color; the overall configuration leads to the dipole shown in Table 10.1 gives (a1x, a1y, a1z) =
(3.7 ± 1.8,−4.1 ± 1.5, 4.1 ± 1.5)µK. The rightmost panel shows the scaling of the standard
deviation determined in this way vs the N1.
above prescriptions one needs to assign pseudo-clusters to the same locations in each of the
eight DA’s (KAEEK). All of the methods lead to only small variations in the errors of up to
∼ 10− 15% which testifies to the robustness of the measurement.
10.3.3. Diagonality of the dipole error matrix
One of the strengths of the KA-B method is that it determines directly (albeit within
the current calibration uncertainties discussed below) the full 3-dimensional bulk velocity of
the cluster sample with each component determined independently at least for the cluster
catalogs and the filtering scheme used in our studies. The latter is an important advantage
over the galaxy distance indicator determinations where the errors between the different
component can have significant coupling (Kaiser 1988, Watkins et al 2009). This can be
seen empirically from the fact that the cross-correlation matrix, Amn = 〈a1ma1n〉 evaluated
over the CMB filtered with the KABKE filter is to good accuracy diagonal. The following
equation shows that it is indeed diagonal using the 5-yr W-band filtered CMB maps:
Nclus=200
Amn =

 5.99 0.36 0.490.36 4.62 −0.31
0.49 −0.31 4.34

µK2 ;
Nclus=400
Amn =

 2.88 0.09 0.180.09 2.23 −0.13
0.18 −0.13 2.21

µK2 (10.11)
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In evaluating the matrix we used each of the four W-channel maps separately placing the
(pseudo)-clusters randomly outside the CMB mask and the cluster pixels from our catalog.
4,000 realizations of the cluster positions were used with the pseudo-clusters occupying the
same pixels in all four W1-W4 DA’s thereby accounting for the correlation between the DA’s
from the residual primary CMB. The pseudo-clusters were all taken to have a fixed aperture
of 30′ radius. The dipoles in each DA from the pixels associated with the pseudo-clusters in
each realization were then averaged to give the combined W-band realization and the above
matrix is evaluated over 4,000 such realizations. Note that 1) the non-diagonal terms do not
exceed (5 − 7)% of the diagonal terms, 2) the terms scale to good accuracy as 1/Ncl, and
3) the diagonal Amn terms are well described by the eq. 10.12 below with the slight excess
(<
∼
10%) arising from the contribution due to the instrument noise in the 5-yr WMAP data
(which would be negligible in the upcoming 9-yr WMAP release).
10.3.4. Approximations for errors in post WMAP5 CMB data
Finally we note that the following approximations are valid for the errors in post-5yr
WMAP maps using eq. 10.5, and assuming 1) the concordance WMAP5 ΛCDM model, 2)
an isotropic X-ray cluster catalog, and 3) a KP0 CMB mask:
σmon ≃ 15√
Ncl
µK ; σx,y,zdip ≃ (15− 18)
√
3
Ncl
µK (10.12)
The factors for the dipole errors span the three components with the largest error describing
σx and the smallest corresponding to the z-component of the dipole; these approximations
are good to about ∼ 10% for the methods above. In addition, the ratio of the dipole-to-
monopole errors serves as an important self-consistency check.
10.4. Isolating/removing the TSZ contribution by aperture increase
As discussed above, we demonstrated in AKKE that our cluster catalog applied to
the unfiltered CMB data indicates that the gas in X-ray clusters is well described by the
Navarro-Frenk-White (1996, NFW) density profile theoretically expected from the non-linear
evolution of the concordance ΛCDM model. Because in the NFW-type models the hot gas
X-ray temperature must decrease with increasing cluster-centric radius in order to maintain
hydrostatic equilibrium (Komatsu & Seljak 2001), we can expect that the TSZ component
produced by such clusters would decrease with increasing aperture. This was indeed found
by us to be the case for clusters in our catalog and this property can be - and should be in
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any other attempt to reproduce the DF measurement at the frequency bands of the WMAP
- used to reduce the TSZ contribution to the dipole and isolate the dipole produced by the
KSZ from cluster bulk motions.
In the left panel of Fig. 10.9 we show the mean TSZ decrement at the cluster positions
evaluated from the WMAP maps for the various total cluster extent limits. The mean
temperature decrement from each of the eight DA’s were averaged with their corresponding
uncertainties to give the final 〈δT 〉 shown in the figure. The strong decrease in the mean
TSZ decrement with the increasing angular size is apparent from the figure.
Fig. 10.9.— Left: The mean CMB temperature decrement averaged over the Q, V, W channels.
The results are for unfiltered maps with 0.5◦ cut in cluster extent/aperture shown for the outer
z-bins for progressively increasing α = θSZ/θX−ray. Filled circles from bottom to top correspond
to α = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Right: Solid circles show the mean TSZ decrement profile in the unfiltered
CMB data vs α for three farthest z-bins. Open circles correspond to the isothermal β = 2/3 model
evaluated as described in Sec. 6. Adapted from KABKE2.
The middle panel of the figure shows the mean CMB temperature profile of the TSZ
decrement in the unfiltered maps for three outer redshift bins from KABKE2. The expecta-
tion from the isothermal β-model for these bins is shown with the open circles. It fits well
the data at the cluster inner parts, but deviates strongly from the measurements at larger
radii. The fits from the NFW profiles using a method similar to Komatsu & Seljak (2001)
are shown with solid lines for two concentration parameters (see AKKE for details). These
profiles provide a good fit to the data.
We emphasize again in this context that the gas with the NFW profile which is in
hydrostatic equilibrium with the cluster gravitational field must have the X-ray temperature
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decreasing with radius (Komatsu & Seljak 2001). This is confirmed by numerical simulations
of the cluster formation within the ΛCDM model (Borgani et al 2004) as well as by the
available observations of a few nearby clusters (Pratt et al 2007). The latter cannot yet
probe the TX profile all the way to the virial raidus, but do show a decrease by a factor of
∼ 2 out to about half of it (see e.g. Fig. 5 of Pratt et al 2007). In the NFW profile the
gas density profile in the outer parts goes as ne ∝ r−3 with the polytropic index which is
approximately constant for all clusters at γ ≃ 1.2 (Komatsu & Seljak 2001). Thus the X-ray
temperature must drop at least as TX ∝ r−0.6 at the outer parts and for larger values of γ
the drop will be correspondingly more rapid. The temperature profile implied by the NFW
density profile normalized to the data in the middle panel is shown in the right panel of Fig.
10.9.
10.5. CMB dipole
We now move to the measurements of the bulk flow using the KA-B method, having
1) discussed the processing of the data required for this analysis, 2) laid foundation for
understanding the error budget in this measurement (which any filtering scheme must satisfy
or else it has errors in the pipeline and/or implementation), and 3) addressed the filtering
requirements and expectations.
The original study of KABKE, first released in 2008, used a flux-limited all-sky sample
of ∼ 700 X-ray clusters from Kocevski & Ebeling (2006). KABKE1,2 have developed the
machinery for the application of the KA-B method to the cluster sample and, at the time the
best available, 3-yr WMAP data. They detected, for the first time, the (unexpected) dipole
signal located at high significance exclusively at cluster pixels, which remained at apertures
containing zero monopole. At smaller apertures the CMB monopole was robustly negative
a clear sign of the presence of hot X-ray gas there producing the SZ effect. The flow in
that study extended to ∼ 300h−1Mpc and within the errors the dipole pointed in the same
direction for all cluster z-bins. In this way, they identified the signal as arising from the KSZ
effect produced by clusters moving coherently in the same direction. Within the bounds of
their (admittedly imperfect) calibration, the measured velocity field was highly coherent and
well above that expected on these scales from gravitational instability due to the established
ΛCDM model. Thus KABKE1 proposed that the origin of the flow results from the tilt
which extends across the entire cosmological horizon, dubbing it “the dark flow”.
A later reanalysis by KAEEK and AKEKE revised the statistical treatment of KABKE1,2,
correcting for correlations between the signals in different DA’s due to the primary CMB
remaining from cosmic variance. AKEKE have also developed a precise formalism to un-
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derstand, and predict, the errors of such measurements analytically. Keisler (2009) also has
independently noted these correlations, but has overestimated the errors as pointed out in
AKEKE and Sec. 10.12. With the revised statistical treatment, the signal measured in
KABKE1,2 was still statistically significant, albeit at a reduced level of S/N ≃ 3. (Clearly
the effect of correlations between CMB in NDA = 8 WMAP DA’s used can at most increase
the errors quoted in KABKE2 by
√
NDA; so in reality the errors should be multiplied by a
constant factor of ≃ 2.6).
The KABKE analysis has been now superseded by an improved study of KAEEK which
used 5-yr WMAP data with lower noise and a much larger cluster catalog, binning it by the
cluster luminosity. The latter step allowed to identify the flow better and to larger scales, and,
equally importantly, the correlation with the LX-threshold identified in KAEEK shows that
the signal very likely originates from the KSZ effect, rather than some putative systematics
from primary CMB and/or noise.
We discuss below the results from the KAEEK analysis below; these results supersede
KABKE, but at the same time are fully consistent with our original 2008 detection. We
also discuss then the results from a recent study by KAE that showed how to uncover - and
verify - the DF results with data which is publicly available at this time.
10.5.1. Using early SCOUT X-ray cluster catalog
To improve upon the all-sky cluster catalogue of Kocevski & Ebeling (2006) used by
KABKE1,2, for KAEEK we have screened the ROSAT Bright-Source Catalogue (Voges et
al. 1999) using the same X-ray selection criteria (including a nominal flux limit of 1× 10−12
erg/sec, 0.1–2.4 keV) as employed during the Massive Cluster Survey (MACS, Ebeling et al.
2001), as well as the same optical follow-up strategy. These tasks were performed by the
DF collaborator, Harald Ebeling. As a result, the interim all-sky cluster catalogue used in
KAEEK comprised in excess of 1,400 X-ray selected clusters, all of them with spectroscopic
redshifts. X-ray properties of all clusters (most importantly total luminosities and central
electron densities) were computed as described in KAEEK. Within the same z-range (z .
0.25), where clusters can still be (at least partially) resolved, that catalog comprised 1,174
clusters outside the KP0 CMB mask. To eliminate low-mass galaxy groups KAEEK required
that clusters feature LX ≥ 2× 1043 erg/sec; 985 systems met this criterion.
Fig. 10.10 shows the distribution of the X-ray clusters used in KAEEK. The improved
cluster catalog allowed KAEEK to extend our study to higher z, and to further test the
impact of systematics. Thus KAEEK created LX-limited subsamples which achieves two
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Fig. 10.10.— Plotted is the z-distribution of clusters in the LX -bins used in the KAEEK
analysis. Black, blue, green and red colored dots correspond to LX = (0.2−0.5, 0.5−1, 1−2, >
2)× 1044 erg/sec respectively. The vertical dotted lines show the redshift bins in Table 10.1.
Adapted from KAEEK.
important objectives. 1) As the LX threshold is raised, fewer clusters remain and the sta-
tistical uncertainty of the dipole increases (∝ 1/√Ncl(L > LX)). If, however, all clusters
are part of a bulk flow of a given velocity Vbulk, very X-ray luminous clusters will produce a
larger CMB dipole (∝ τVbulk), an effect that might overcome the reduced number statistics,
giving a higher S/N in the measured dipole. 2) Since, as outlined under (1), the dipole
signal should increase with cluster luminosity, whereas systematic effects can be expected to
be independent of LX, an actual observation of such a correlation would lend strong support
to the validity of our measurement and the reality of the ”dark flow”. Fig. 10.10 shows that
indeed the depth to which we probe the flow increases dramatically as the LX -threshold is
raised.
Table 10.1 (reproduced from Table 1 of KAEEK) shows the dipole results for each
subsample. The dipole is shown at the aperture where monopole vanishes. Of the three
dipole components, the y-component is best determined, its value always remaining negative
and its S/N increasing strongly with increasing LX .
As shown in Fig. 10.11 the amplitudes of all the dipole components and of the monopole
in the central parts are strongly, and approximately linearly, correlated. This correlation
provides strong evidence against unknown systematics causing our measurement.
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Fig. 10.11.— From KAEEK. Correlation between the three dipole components and the
central monopole from Table 10.1. Both quantities increase in amplitude with LX because
the optical depth and central temperature increase for more massive clusters: KSZ dipole
scales as τ and the monopole as τTX . The linear correlation coefficient for the circles is
shown in the lower left.
Fig. 10.12 plots the values of the dipole amplitude from Table 10.1 vs the mean central
monopole from all DA’s measured in filtered maps (left) and vs the mean monopole measured
in unfiltered maps in the four W-band DA’s. The figure shows the correlation between the
dipole from filtered maps evaluated at zero monopole and the central monopole in W-band
from unfiltered maps. The latter is a more accurate measure of the TSZ component owing
to the finer resolution of the W-band.
In addition Fig. 10.6 demonstrates that on average and within the statistical uncertain-
ties all subsets of clusters participate in the same flow.
10.5.2. Using public X-ray cluster data
To facilitate independent tests of the intermediate results of our data-processing pipeline
as well as of our final results concerning the presence and properties of the Dark Flow, we
provided in KAE step-by-step instructions on how to compile a basic version of a cluster
catalog from public data prior to completion of the SCOUT catalog. The data produced
there have been made publicly available while the work on the SCOUT catalog continues
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Fig. 10.12.— Correlation between the total dipole ampltiude and the central monopole
from Table 10.1. Left panel shows the central monopole at cluster positions in the filtered
maps after averaging over all eight DA’s. Right panel shows the correlation with the central
monopole at cluster positions in the original foreground subtracted WMAP CMB maps after
averaging over four DA’s of the W-band, which has the best angular resolution.
at http://www.kashlinsky.info/bulkflows/data_public encouraging the community to
test our findings using the tools provided there. (They have been verified “exactly” by
numerous colleagues).
This verification can be achieved using three publicly available catalogues of X-ray
selected clusters compiled from ROSAT All-Sky Survey data (RASS, Voges et al. 1999)
which are 1) the extended BCS sample (Ebeling et al. 1998, 2000) in the northern equatorial
hemisphere, 2) the REFLEX sample (Bo¨hringer et al. 2004) in the southern equatorial
hemisphere, and 3) the CIZA sample (Ebeling, Mullis & Tully 2002; Kocevski et al. 2007) in
the regions of low Galactic latitude (|b| < 20◦) excluded from both of the first two samples.
All data contained in these catalogues can be obtained in electronic form at:
http://vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/MNRAS/301/881/ (206 clusters)
http://vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/MNRAS/318/333/ (99 clusters)
http://vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/A+A/425/367/ (447 clusters)
http://vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/ApJ/580/774/ (73 clusters)
http://vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/ApJ/662/224 (57 clusters)
More details are given in KAE and in Sec. 8. Fig. 10.13 illustrates the differences in
cluster X-ray luminosity (scaled to the concordance ΛCDM model) between the KABKE
sample and a simple cluster catalogue compiled from literature sources as described. While
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the impact of the corrections applied for KABKE (and KAEEK) are obvious, the good
overall agreement supports our notion that the existence of a statistically significant bulk
flow can be successfully tested from immediately available public cluster data.
Fig. 10.13.— KAEEK vs the X-ray luminosities available from public compilations (such as in
Osborne et al, 2011)for the broad ROSAT band. Green vertical lines correspond to the LX bins used
in dipole computations. Black dots correspond to clusters at z ≤ 0.16, blue dots to 0.16 < z ≤ 0.25
and red dots to z > 0.25. At z = 0.25 the radius subtended by the W-channel WMAP beam (13′′
radius) corresponds to 3 Mpc. Adapted from KAE.
We binned the resulting cluster sample as shown by the green lines in Fig. 10.13
and evaluated the dipole at the constant aperture corresponding to zero monopole for each
subsample. As discussed throughout the W-band present the best channel for resolving the
clusters and isolating the KSZ component. Hence, in KAE the results were computed for
each W DA and averaged; errors are computed as discussed above (accounting for residual
primary CMB correlations). They are shown in Fig. 10.14 taken from KAE where, for each
subsample, we plot the final dipole against the central monopole in the unfiltered maps.
The results are clearly statistically significant and fully consistent with those of KAEEK.
In addition, there is a clear correlation with the LX threshold, as expected if the signal
is caused by the KSZ effect (the dipole is computed at zero monopole; hence the TSZ
contribution is small). For clusters with LX ≥ 2×1044 erg s−1, the value of the y component
of the dipole obtained with this catalog in the W band is for 7-yr[5-yr] WMAP W-channel
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Fig. 10.14.— The values of the X,Y,Z dipole evaluated at constant aperture of zero monopole
for each sample marked with green lines in Fig. 10.13. The horizontal axis shows the value
of the central (10′ radius aperture) monopole in the unfiltered W-band maps which is a
reflection of the LX -threshold imposed. WMAP5 data are used; our WMAP7 pipeline is not
yet finalized, but the differences should be small since primary CMB residuals dominate the
errors. The last two points at the largest negative a0 correspond to z ≤ 0.16 (142 clusters)
and z ≤ 0.25 (281 clusters). Red circles correspond to 5-yr WMAP maps. Black triangles are
for 7-yr WMAP data: filled are for monopole and dipole subtracted maps; open triangles
correspond to maps where quadrupole outside the mask was subtracted as well prior to
filtering. Adapted from KAE.
data:
a1y = −(8.3[9.0]± 2.6) µK ; z ≤ 0.16 ; zmean/median = 0.115/0.125 ; (l0, b0) = (278± 18, 2.5± 15)◦(10.13)
a1y = −(5.6[4.9]± 1.6) µK ; z ≤ 0.25 ; zmean/median = 0.169/0.176 ; (l0, b0) = (283± 19, 20± 15)◦
Here (l0, b0) is the direction of the dipole in Galactic coordinates, and the results on the y-
component represent 3- to 4-sigma detections using 142 and 281 clusters, respectively. The
errors are evaluated from eqs 4,6 of AKEKE. The decrease in amplitude between z ≤ 0.16
and z ≤ 0.25 is consistent with the effects of beam dilution decreasing the optical depth of the
more distant clusters. For comparison, for the same configuration KAEEK obtain with 5-yr
WMAP data and the first version of the SCOUT catalog the y-component and the direction
as a1y = (−8.0±2.4) [(−4.1±1.5)]µK and (l0, b0) = (292±21, 27±15)◦ [(296±29, 39±15)◦]
for z ≤ 0.16 [0.25].
Comparison with Table 1 of KAEEK and Table 10.1 here and Figs. 10.11,10.12 shows
that the publicly available cluster sample used here is adequate to verify the basic dark flow
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result. However, the same comparison also demonstrates a clear superiority already of the
preliminary SCOUT cluster sample (used in KAEEK) for a more accurate measurement of
the components and properties of the dark flow.
10.6. Quadrupole and higher moments of the velocity field
Is the detected flow dipolar or is its shear significant? It is hard to answer this important
question decisively within the framework of the KA-B method unless the cluster catalog
properties are known to high accuracy as demonstrated by eq. 6.21. Nevertheless, it is
important to pursue this subject which we have done thus far by computing the quadrupole
of the CMB field at cluster positions after binning by LX as in the dipole computation.
Fig. 10.15 shows the quadrupole computed over cluster apertures containing zero
monopole (≃ 30′) vs the central monopole derived from the W-band DA’s, which have the
most suitable angular resolution. The figure shows the absence of any significant quadrupole
and - unlike for the dipole measurement - the measured quadrupole amplitudes do not cor-
relate with LX . The absence of any measurable quadrupole here also shows that the cluster
catalog assembled for this measurement is highly uniform resulting in no significant cross-
terms between the dipoles of optical depth of the catalog prepared for KABKE and KAEEK
analysis and the bulk flow (eq. 6.21).
Fig. 10.15.— Quadrupole in filtered WMAP5 data vs central values of the monopole in the
original unfiltered maps. The data represent the W-band averages. Errors are estimated as σ2m ≃
16
√
5/NclusµK.
This coupled with the fact that all subsets of clusters appear to be moving - on average
and within the uncertainties - in the same direction (as demonstrated in Figs. 10.6,reffig:method3)
argues for a dipolar flow with no detectable shear across the scales probed (more detailed
discussion will be given in Kashlinsky et al 2012, in preparation).
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10.7. Calibration: from µK to km/sec
The measured signal in the KA-B method is the dipole in temperature units of µK,
whereas the velocity has to be deduced in km/sec. Hence, the need to calibrate our mea-
surements, a procedure which is still in progress. While this problem is still not resolved
satisfactorily leading to a systematic uncertainty in the measured velocity, we note that, as
discussed in KABKE2, the calibration deficiencies do not not affect the fact of the signifi-
cant and coherent large-scale motion out to the largest distance probed. Rather, within the
limits of this systematic uncertainty (∼ 20 − 30%, KABKE2), which arises due to our cur-
rent modeling of clusters as isothermal β-models, this calibration uncertainty merely affects
the amplitude of the velocity of the motion which is then determined (likely overestimated)
within these limits. However, more importantly, the current cluster calibration also leads to
ambiguity in the sign of the KSZ effect in the filtered maps.
10.7.1. Current calibration: C1,100
KABKE2 and KAEEK presented the current estimates of the calibration of the mea-
sured dipole in terms of the equivalent velocity. This has been accomplished - with a system-
atic bias (upward) in the conversion to velocity - using the calibration factor C1,100 introduced
in KABKE2 and revisited below.
In order to translate the CMB dipole in µK into the amplitude of Vbulk in km/sec,
KABKE2 proceeded as follows. First, we verified that our catalog reproduces accurately the
measured TSZ properties of the measured CMB parameters: Table 3 of KABKE2 compares
the directly determined TSZ contributions in the redshift bins with those determined from
the parameters in the catalog used in KABKE1,2. The latter was constructed for each cluster
from a TSZ map in each WMAP channel/DA using the catalog values for the electron density,
core radius, X-ray temperature and total extent, and assuming an isothermal β-model with
β = 2/3. The agreement was demonstrated to be fairly good for the apertures corresponding
to the X-ray cluster extent (θX), which demonstrated the good accuracy of the assembled
catalog.
Since the cluster properties in the catalog are determined reasonably well (at least out
to θX), one can use the current catalog to estimate the translation factor between the CMB
dipole amplitude and the bulk flow velocity. To account for the attenuation of the clusters’
τ values by both the beam and the filter, the gas profile of each cluster was evaluated
using the current (β-model) catalog parameters and then convolved with the beam and the
filter over the WMAP pixels associated with each cluster. Each cluster was then given
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a bulk flow motion of 100 km/sec in the direction of the measured dipole, so that each
pixel of the i-th cluster has δT = TCMBτi(θ)Vbulk/c, with θ being the angular distance to
the cluster center. We then computed the CMB dipole of the resulting cluster map and
averaged the results over all channel maps. This allowed us to estimate the dipole amplitude,
C1,100, contributed by each 100 km/sec of bulk-flow. In general, the C1,100 would be a
matrix coupling cross-directional terms, but in reality the cross-terms are small in the dipole
determination, consistent with eq. 10.11 and Fig. 10.20, and the diagonal terms vary less
than the systematic uncertainty of this calibration procedure. For the overall current catalog,
the calibration leads to
√
C1,100 ≃ 0.3muK pr each 100/km/sec.
KAEEK have further modified the calibration procedure to account for the luminosity
binning. There we generated CMB temperatures from the KSZ effect for each cluster and
estimated the dipole amplitude, C1,100, contributed by each 100 km s
−1 of bulk-flow in
each LX , z-bin. Since the β-model still gives a fair approximation to cluster properties
around ΘX , we present in Table tab:calibration the final calibration coefficients evaluated
at apertures of 5′ and ΘX in radius. When averaged over clusters of all X-ray luminosities
the mean calibration is
√〈C1,100〉 ≃ 0.3µK in each of the z-bins as in KABKE2. Within
the uncertainties, the dependence of the calibration on LX is in good agreement with the
measured dipoles, particularly for the most accurately measured y-component. Table 10.2
also shows the mean central optical depth, 〈τ0〉, evaluated from the cluster catalog. Its
variation with LX is also in good agreement with that of the measured dipole, which indicates
that the clusters can indeed be assumed to have similar profiles.
Both
√
C1,100 and 〈τ0〉 scale approximately linearly with the better measured dipole
coefficient, a1,y, as they should in case of a coherent motion; the linear correlation coefficients
are r =0.92/0.93 for correlation of −a1,y with columns 7/8. This then can allow for a
translation of the measured dipole into an equivalent velocity.
10.7.2. Sign of the filtered KSZ dipole
A potentially more serious and still unresolved problem is as follows: the dipole is
measured from the maps produced by DA’s at different angular resolution (and noise) that,
in addition, are individually filtered in order to reduce the primary CMB contribution to
the dipole at cluster positions. The former determine whether, and with what LX , clusters,
located at different z, contribute as resolved or point sources. The latter affects not only the
final cluster optical depth profile, but in filtered data, also the sign of it and the KSZ term
as the different LX-clusters contribute to the measured KSZ signal.
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Table 10.1. CMB DIPOLE RESULTS from KAEEK
z ≤ LX -bin Ncl zmean/zmedian a¯1,x a¯1,y a¯1,z
√
C1
1044 erg/s µK µK µK µK
0.12∗ 0.2–0.5 142 0.061/0.060 −4.2± 2.7 −0.7± 2.3 0.5± 2.3 4.3± 2.7
0.12 0.5–1 194 0.081/0.082 −2.7± 2.3 −2.3± 2.0 1.4± 2.0 3.9± 2.2
0.12 > 1 180 0.083/0.086 4.9± 2.4 −4.5± 2.1 1.5± 2.0 6.8± 2.2
0.16 0.5–1 226 0.089/0.087 −1.5± 2.2 −0.6± 1.9 2.1± 1.8 2.7± 1.9
0.16 1–2 191 0.106/0.107 1.9± 2.3 −2.8± 2.0 −0.5± 2.0 4.1± 2.2
0.16 > 2 130 0.115/0.125 4.2± 2.8 −8.0± 2.4 4.9± 2.4 10.3± 2.5
0.20 0.5–1 238 0.093/0.089 −2.5± 2.1 −1.3± 1.8 1.0± 1.8 3.0± 2.0
0.20 1–2 248 0.122/0.123 0.1± 2.0 −1.8± 1.8 −0.3± 1.7 1.8± 1.8
0.20 > 2 208 0.140/0.151 3.6± 2.2 −5.8± 1.9 4.5± 1.9 8.1± 2.0
0.25 0.5–1 240 0.094/0.090 −2.3± 2.1 −1.1± 1.8 0.9± 1.8 2.7± 2.0
0.25 1–2 276 0.133/0.133 −0.2± 2.0 −1.4± 1.7 0.7± 1.6 1.6± 1.7
0.25 > 2 322 0.169/0.176 3.7± 1.8 −4.1± 1.5 4.1± 1.5 6.9± 1.6
Note. — Adapted from KAEEK, Table 1.
Table 10.2. Calibration parameters derived from KAEEK.
z ≤ LX -bin 〈τ0〉
√
C1,100 (µK)
√
C1,100 (µK)
×1044 erg/s ×10−3 at 5′ at ΘX
0.12 0.2–0.5 2.8 0.2301 0.1942
0.12 0.5–1 3.5 0.2989 0.2561
0.12 > 1 5.4 0.4610 0.3496
0.16 0.5–1 3.5 0.2843 0.2363
0.16 1–2 4.4 0.3480 0.2894
0.16 > 2 6.8 0.4930 0.4238
0.20 0.5–1 3.5 0.2828 0.2390
0.20 1–2 4.4 0.3231 0.2835
0.20 > 2 6.6 0.4644 0.4218
0.25 0.5–1 3.5 0.2848 0.2444
0.25 1–2 4.4 0.3162 0.2806
0.25 > 2 6.6 0.4434 0.4160
Note. — Calibration of the entire catalog in KABKE2 gives√
C1,100 ≃ 0.3µK.
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Because of it has the best angular resolution, the W channel four DA’s are most suitable
for calibrating the measured dipole from the filtered maps. Fig. 10.16 shows the central
monopole (with a 10′ radius aperture) in filtered vs. unfiltered maps for the various LX-
bins (denoted by the different size symbols) considered in KAEEK. The figure demonstrates
explicitly that in the Q-band DA’s even the largest LX -clusters remain unresolved. On the
other hand, in the four DA’s at W-band most of the clusters are at least partially resolved
and this band presents the best dataset for calibrating the measured dipole signal.
Fig. 10.16.— Central monopole in filtered maps is plotted vs that in the original unfiltered
WMAP data. Blue triangles correspond to the average of two Q-band DA’s, green diamonds
to the average of two V-band DA’s and red circles correspond to the average of four W-
band DA’s. Open squares show the mean of all WMAP bands. The size of the symbol is
proportional to the LX -bin from Table 1 of KAEEK.
The change of sign in the KSZ term can occur because we measure the dipole from the
filtered maps, and the convolution of the intrinsic KSZ signal with a filter with wide side-
lobes (as in KABKE) can change the sign of the KSZ signal for NFW clusters. The TSZ
signal, which is more concentrated towards the inner cluster regions, will be less susceptible
to this effect. The maps we use include SZ clusters and are convolved with the filter Fℓ in
(ℓ,m) space. This is equivalent to a convolution in the 2-D angular space (θ, φ). After this
convolution, the cluster properties clearly depend on the intrinsic profile of the clusters. As
shown by AKKE, the latter are well described by an NFW model and are poorly matched
by an isothermal β model. Convolution will thus lead to different behavior of the SZ profiles,
including the sign of the convolved SZ terms. In a measurement of the SZ signal from filtered
maps, the intrinsic properties of clusters are first convolved with the beam (Bℓ in ℓ-space) and
then with the filter. Fig. 10.17 (from KAE) shows this filtering function, F(θ) ≡ ∑ℓ(2ℓ +
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1)FℓBℓPℓ(cos θ)/
∑
ℓ(2ℓ+1)Bℓ, where Pℓ are Legendre polynomials. Because the convolution
is performed in two dimensions, F(θ) is multiplied by θ in the figure. The significant side-
lobes of the filter can affect the sign of the KSZ term in the outer parts differently than
the more concentrated (for NWF profiles) TSZ terms. Because of the particular form of the
KABKE filter, the sign of the KSZ dipole measured from the inner parts (< 10′ − 15′ in
angular radius where F remains positive) would be the opposite of the one of the signal we
measure from the final apertures (≃ 30′). Clearly, the sign of the KSZ dipole term would
then depend on the cluster aperture at which the final signal is measured.
Fig. 10.17.— F(Θ) ≡∑(2ℓ+1)FℓBℓPℓ(cosΘ)/∑(2ℓ+1)Bℓ. Black, blue, green, red correspond
to the W1, W2, W3, W4 DA channels respectively. Adapted from KAE.
Do the data support this interpretation? The 7-yr WMAP data have sufficiently low
instrument noise to probe the SZ signal in the inner parts of the (stacked) clusters. Using
data restricted to the W channel four DAs, which provide the best angular resolution, we
have evaluated the dipole in increasing cluster-centric apertures. The results are shown in
Fig. 10.18 where we plot the monopole and the dipoles against the aperture size for each of
the four W DAs. We used the same cluster catalog as KAEEK but limited to systems with
LX
>
= 2×1044 erg s−1 which yield the highest S/N. Even though the TSZ contributions can not
be subtracted until we have recomputed fundamental cluster properties for an NFW model,
the data, if noisy, indeed suggest a sign change as the aperture is increased. Note that the
zero-crossing is consistent for the Y, Z components where the measurement is statistically
significant.
In this context we stress again (see also KABKE) the importance of using the entire
aperture containing the full extent of the X-ray emitting gas that gives rise to the SZ effect,
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Fig. 10.18.— Monopole (left) and dipole components plotted vs the aperture radial size for
the 7-year WMAP W band data. The numbers are evaluated at the positions of LX
>
= 2×1044
erg/sec and z ≤ 0.2 clusters of the catalog used in KAEEK. Black, blue, green, red circles
correspond W1, W2, W3, W4 DA channels respectively. Adapted from KAE.
if one is to measure a statistically significant signal.
While there is thus indeed evidence for a sign change in the KSZ signal which affects the
direction of the KAEEK-measured dipole, we emphasize again that a definitive answer will
have to await a more complete, expanded and recalibrated SCOUT catalog. Mathematically,
the sign-change scale is very sensitive to the polytropic index (or its effective equivalent) of
the compiled cluster sample and their distribution. The flow direction can, however, be
determined from applications of the KA-B method to Planck data, taking advantage of
Planck’s angular resolution of 5′ — a good match to the inner parts of clusters out to the
limit of the SCOUT catalog — and of the mission’s 217 GHz channel for which the TSZ
component vanishes. Since Planck (as well as Chandra on the X-ray side) will resolve SCOUT
clusters all the way out to z ∼ 0.6, modelling of cluster properties with NFW profiles will
be possible specifically for the most X-ray luminous systems which contribute most strongly
to the dipole signal. This measurement was already proposed by us to the Planck mission
and will be performed when the Planck data become public and the final SCOUT catalog is
assembled.
With this caveat in mind, the tentative evidence of the sign flip from filtering, allows to
constrain the direction along the axis of motion determined in KAEEK.
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10.7.3. Systematic bias in the current calibration
In addition to the sign, there is a problem of systematic uncertainty induced by the cali-
bration using the current cluster catalog based on the parameters evaluated for an isothermal
β-model. In the calibration, when evaluating C1,100 we restricted our calculation to the cen-
tral 1θX−ray where the β-model and NFW profiles differ by 10-30% and where the central
values of the measured dipole are similar to the values measured at the final aperture extent.
In other words, we assume that for each cluster all pixels measure the same velocity (in
modulus) across the sky, so the calibration constant, measured from any subset of pixels is
the same, irrespective of the signal (in µK) measured at their location.
Filtering reduces the effective τ by a factor of ≃ 3. As mentioned above, since a β-model
provides a poor fit to the measured TSZ component outside the estimated values of θX−ray,
we computed C1,100 with the total extent assumed to be θX−ray. Owing to the large size
of our cluster sample, the random uncertainties in the estimated values of C1,100 should be
small, but there would be a systematic offset related to the difference between the filtering
of NFW and β-modeled clusters. Since the filtering effectively removes the profile outside,
approximately, a few arcmin (typical value of θX), it removes a more substantial amount of
power in the β-model when the cluster SZ extent is increased beyond θX−ray, than in the
steeper NFW profile measured by us. Therefore, the effective τ is underestimated by using
a β-model. Nevertheless, the calibration factor cannot exceed
√
C1,100 ≃ 0.8µK given by
that of the unfiltered clusters. The above number for the calibration is lowered by filtering.
Filtering removes somewhat more power in the NFW clusters than in the β-model, so the
value of
√
C1,100 = 0.3µK for filtered clusters appears to be a firm lower limit. We also note
that they only affect the accuracy of the determination of the amplitude of the bulk flow,
but cannot put its existence into doubt which is established from the CMB dipole detected
at the cluster locations.
Table 10.2 illustrates further the systematic calibration uncertainty. Each of the quan-
tities listed there (the mean central optical depth, 〈τ0〉, and the two sets of values of C1,100
evaluated at 5′ and at θX using the β-modeling) can be used equally plausibly (at this
stage) for calibrating the dipole in terms of the equivalent velocity. Yet the spread in the
values of these quantities is such that, while the fact of the large scale coherent motion in
excess of the prediction of gravitational instability remains, the exact value of that velocity
is systematically uncertain by perhaps as much as ∼ 30%.
While the above already limits calibration to a relatively narrow range, a more accurate
determination of C1,100 would require an adequate knowledge, not yet available, of the NFW
profile of each individual cluster. It is not sufficient to know the average profile of the cluster
population (AKKE). Filtering acts differently on the NFW-type clusters depending on their
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angular extent and concentration parameter, i.e., the filtered mean profile is not the same as
the mean of all filtered profiles. However, since C1,100 was computed using the central pixels,
the region where the filter preserves the signal most and where both profiles differ less, we
believe that our estimate of C1,100 ≃ 0.3µK is fairly accurate, at least in the sense that our
overall cosmological interpretation holds within the remaining uncertainties.
10.8. CMB dipole and cluster motion
Bearing in mind the approximate nature of the current calibration scheme, we can
now move to evaluating the velocity field implied by the measurement. The data strongly
suggest a dipole flow as evident by the quadrupole (null) measurment shown in Sec. 10.6.
The calibration results will follow the KAEEK presentation.
Since the different cluster subsamples probe different depths (zmean/median), KAEEK
proceeded as follows to isolate the overall flow across all available scales: for the flow which
extends from the smallest to the largest z in each z-bin, we model the dipole coefficients
(e.g. y) as an1y = αnVy, where αn is the calibration constant for cluster in n-th luminosity
bin in Table 10.2. Table 10.3 shows the bulk velocities recovered from this fit by KAEEK.
The derived velocity field is consistent with a coherent flow pointing in the same direction
out to the depth of ∼ 800 Mpc.
Fig. 10.22 plots the velocity components obtained from this calibration and compares
the derived velocity field with that from the CMB dipole anistropy converted into equivalent
velocity. The CMB dipole has been corrected for the Local Group motion as described in
Kogut et al (1993). Even within the systematic uncertainties (overestimate) of the current
calibration, the agreement between the two dipoles is remarkably good and is consistent with
the CMB dipole not converging until at least ∼ 800 Mpc. If the β-modeling of the clusters
Table 10.3. BULK FLOW RESULTS from KAEEK.
Scale (h−170 Mpc) VX VY VZ Vtotal (lGal, bGal)
∼ 250 − 370 174± 407 −849± 351 348± 342 934± 352 (282 ± 34, 22± 20)◦
∼ 370 − 540 410± 379 −1, 012 ± 326 566± 319 1, 230± 331 (292 ± 21, 27± 15)◦
∼ 380 − 650 213± 341 −872± 294 529± 287 1, 042± 295 (284 ± 24, 30± 16)◦
∼ 385 − 755 313± 308 −707± 265 643± 259 1, 005± 267 (296 ± 29, 39± 15)◦
Note. — Velocities are in km/sec assuming the motion in the direction of the dipole measured from
the filtered maps and using calibration from KAEEK.
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Fig. 10.19.— Three bulk velocity components from KAEEK vs CMB dipole. Error bar
shows the 2-σ range from Feldman et al (2010), thick horizontal line shows the CMB dipole
velocity after correcting for local motions from Table 3 of Kogut et al (1993). Colors are
from KAEEk as per Table 10.3. Note that the Feldman et al (2010) and Watkins et al (2009)
derived flow does not account fully for the overall CMB dipole.
in the catalog indeed produced an upward bias in the derived velocities of ∼ 20 − 30% the
agreement with the overall CMB dipole will be even more remarkable.
10.9. Further tests of ”systematics”
We have shown that our signal (a) is present exclusively at cluster locations, (b) is
measured at zero monopole and (c) correlates with cluster X-ray luminosity so clusters with
the largest TSZ effect at the center show the largest dipole. If our measurement is due to a
systematic effect, it will have to display the three properties. Any systematic coming from
instrumental noise (not necessarily white noise) or intrinsic CMB will not correlate with
cluster luminosity. This systematic must necessarily come from the TSZ component. Given
that we evaluate the dipole at the aperture where the monopole vanishes, there are three
ways that could potentially confuse the measurement: 1) Systematic effects that could fold
the Doppler shift of our local motion into the tSZ contributions, 2) cross-talk effects between
the tSZ monopole and dipole terms in sparse/small samples (Watkins & Feldman 1995); and
3) inner motions of the intracluster medium (ICM) as opposed to the coherent flow of the
entire cluster sample. We now proceed to demonstrate that any systematic that might arise
due to either of this effect is negligible. Foremost, let us remark that any TSZ induced dipole
will be frequency dependent. However, given our error bars and the small variation of the
TSZ at WMAP frequencies for the Differencing Assemblies (DA) Q, V and W we can not
use this frequency dependence to discriminate a TSZ origin of the measured dipole.
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10.9.1. Dipole induced by a Doppler shift of the TSZ signal.
The motion of the Sun with respect to the CMB frame has been accurately determined
to be: u⊙ = 370±3km/s in the direction (l, b) = (2640, 480). close to the direction (276◦, 30◦)
of the Local Group with respect to the same reference frame (Kogut et al, 1993). It is also
close to the direction of the dark flow (see Table 10.3). If a small systematic effect in the
construction of CMB maps from the Time Ordered Data (TOD) couples the TSZ cluster
and the kinematic solar dipole, it could produce a residual dipole that would verify the
three properties described above. First, this residual dipole (∆T )res would be bound by
(∆T )res < (∆T )TSZ(u⊙/c). In AKKE we measured (∆T )TSZ ∼ −30µK for our cluster
sample and this amplitude is reduced a factor ∼ 3 due to filtering, then (∆T )res < 10−2µK,
more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the measured sample.
A different kind of systematic could come from the calibration of the time-ordered data
(TOD). The CMB monopole and the velocity dipole resulting from WMAP orbit around
the solar system are used in the calibration algorithm (Jarosik et al 2011). After one year
of integration, the velocity dipole will trace the CMB dipole. Any undetected offset that
couples with the measured the measured CMB anisotropies could have a larger offset at
cluster locations, larger for the more massive clusters, that would be dipolar in nature. If
our dipole had this origin, then it will show a dependence in frequency, that at present we
can not established, but also will increase in time. Any systematic effect will increase when
adding data for several years. Comparing the measured dipole for our original analysis of
WMAP 3, 5 and 7 years of data, our dipole would be a factor
√
7/3 ≈ 1.5 times larger, going
from ∼ 3µK to ∼ 4.5µK. There was no increase in the dipole we measured in the different
WMAP data releases, so we can also disregard that our measurement is due to a systematic
of this type.
10.9.2. Cross-talk between monopole and dipole terms.
Since clusters are not randomly distributed on the sky, the TSZ signal will give rise
to a non-trivial dipole signature that, in principle, may confuse the KSZ dipole. The TSZ
dipole for a random cluster distribution is given by atSZ1m ∼ 〈(∆T )tSZ〉(3/Ncl)−1/2 decreasing
with increasing Ncl. This decrease could be altered if clusters are not distributed randomly
and there may be some cross-talk between the monopole and dipole terms especially for
small/sparse samples (Watkins & Feldman 1995). As discussed in KABKE2, the dipole
from the TSZ component varies with the cluster sub-sample, contrary to measurements, and
also has negligible amplitude because it is bound from above by the remaining monopole
amplitude of 〈(∆T )TSZ〉 ≪ 1µK measured at the final aperture.
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In order to assess that there is no cross-talk between the remaining monopole and dipole
which may confuse the measured kSZ dipole, KABKE2 and AKEKE conducted the following
experiment: 1) The TSZ and KSZ components from the catalog clusters were modeled using
cluster parameters derived for our current catalog. To exaggerate the effect of the cross-
talk from the TSZ component, the latter was normalized to 〈(∆T )TSZ〉 = −1µK, a value
significantly larger than the monopoles in Table 1 of KAEEK at which the final dipole was
measured; the results for even larger monopoles were also computed and can be scaled as
described below. For the KSZ component each cluster was given a bulk velocity, Vbulk, in the
direction specified in Table 1 of KAEEK, whose amplitude varied from 0 to 2,000 km/sec in
21 increments of 100 km/sec. The resultant CMB map was then filtered and the CMB dipole,
a1m(cat), over the cluster pixels computed for each value of Vbulk. 2) At the second stage
we randomized cluster positions with (l, b) uniformly distributed on celestial sphere over the
full sky for a net of 500 realizations for each value of Vbulk. This random catalog keeps
the same cluster parameters, but the cluster distribution now occupies the full sky (there is
now no mask) and on average does not have the same levels of anisotropy as the original
catalog. We then assigned each cluster the same bulk flow and computed the resultant CMB
dipole, a1m(sim), for each realization. The final a1m(sim) were averaged and their standard
deviation evaluated.
Fig. 10.20 shows the comparison between the two dipoles for each value of Vbulk for the
most sparse sub-samples from Table 1 of KAEEK. In AKEKE we also made the computations
at TSZ monopole values still larger than above (see upper left panel for one such example).
The overall contribution from the TSZ component to the dipole is ∝ 〈∆TTSZ〉, so in the
absence of cross-talk effects the amplitude of the scatter in the simulated dipoles is made of
two components: 1) remaining TSZ ∝ 〈∆TTSZ〉 and 2) genuine KSZ dipole with amplitude
∝ Vbulk to within the calibration. One can see that there is no significant offset in the CMB
dipole produced by either the mask or the cluster true sky distribution. The two sets of
dipole coefficients are both linearly proportional to Vbulk and to each other; in the absence
of any bulk motion we recover to a good accuracy the small value of the TSZ dipole marked
with filled circles. As discussed in KABKE2, since the bulk flow motion is fixed in direction
and the cluster distribution is random, one expects the calibration parameterized by C1,100 to
be different from one realization to the next, e.g. in some realizations certain clusters may be
more heavily concentrated in a plane perpendicular to the bulk flow motion and the measured
C1,100 would be smaller. In our case, the mean C1,100 differs by . 10% suggesting that our
catalog cluster distribution is close to the mean cluster distribution in the simulations. This
difference in the overall normalization would only affect our translation of the dipole in µK
into Vbulk in km/sec, but we note again the systematic bias in the calibration resulting from
our current catalog modeling clusters as isothermal β-model systems rather than the NFW
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profiles required by our observations . In addition we note also the diagonality of the dipole
covariance matrix, Amn, in the filtered maps.
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Fig. 10.20.— The dipole coefficients for simulated cluster distribution (random and, on
average, isotropic) are compared to that from the true catalog. (See text for details). Each
cluster in each catalog is given bulk flow of Vbulk from 0 to 2,000 km/sec in increments
of 100 km/sec towards the apex of the motion from Table 1 of KAEEK. The results from
500 simulated catalog realizations were averaged and their standard deviation is shown in
the vertical axis. Dotted lines mark the zero dipole axis of the panels. The four most
sparse samples from Table 1 of KAEEK are shown which correspond to the largest LX -bins
giving the best measured S/N. Black/blue/red colors show the x/y/z components of a1m.
Filled circles of the corresponding colors show the dipole components due to the modelled
tSZ component. The upper left panel shows the results for two values of the monopoles:
in the case of 〈∆TtSZ〉 = −3µK the results are shown as individual error bars; the case
of 〈∆TtSZ〉 = −1µK is shown with filled contours. All other panels show the results for
〈∆TtSZ〉 = −1µK and our simulations find good scaling with higher monopole values as
described in KABKE2 and AKEKE. Adapted from AKEKE.
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10.9.3. Directly measured dipole over cluster pixels
As shown in KABKE2, the reality of the measured dipole can also be seen in from
the following test: In Fig. 10.21 we show present the measured signal of the entire cluster
sample (z ≤ 0.3) plotted against X , the cosine of the angle between the detected dipole
and the cluster itself for three channels at three different frequencies (Q1, V1, W1). The
figure is reproduced from KABKE2 who used WMAP 3yr data. For each cluster the CMB
temperature was averaged over the cluster pixels out to the fixed aperture corresponding to
zero monopole. Results from linear fits (thick solid lines) to the data and their uncertainties
are displayed in each panel. As expected there is a statistically significant dipole component
in the cluster CMB temperatures. In each of the eight channels the significance is > 2σ
already for WMAP 3 yr data leading to the overall result.
Fig. 10.21.— CMB temperature averaged over the final 30′ aperture (blue plus signs) for
each of 674 clusters out z ≤ 0.3 is plotted vs X , the cosine of the angle between the dipole
apex and each cluster. The plots are shown for one DA channel at each frequency. The
linear fit to the data is shown with thick red line; its parameters and their uncertainties are
displayed at the top of each panel. The uncertainties in the displayed fits were computed
using uniform weighting. Adapted from KABKE2 who used WMAP 3yr data.
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10.9.4. Inner motions of the Intra-Cluster Medium.
The intra-cluster medium (ICM) may not be at rest in the cluster potential wells as
a result of mergers during cluster formation process. In principle, our measurement and
interpretation then may be affected by turbulent motions that give rise to a kSZ effect that
would be larger for the more massive clusters. However, since the motions are randomly
oriented with respect to the line of sight, they will not produce a significant effect. In order,
to reach the value comparable to Vbulk ∼ 1, 000km/s. In a sample of Ncl, a typical cluster
would need to have thermal motions of an amplitude ∼ VbulkN1/2cl , to produce an effect. This
random velocities are about one order of magnitude larger than the velocity dispersion of
Coma-type clusters and would preferentially give rise to a monopole contribution. Rather,
these motions will enter the overall dispersion budget (noise, gravitational instability and
this component) around the measured coherent bulk flow.
10.10. Comparison with post-DF distance indicator results: an overall
consistency or conflict?
We now turn to discuss comparison of our measurements with other post-DF studies
which used alternative methods of velocity determination. We will try to follow the discussion
chronologically, whenever possible.
Watkins, Feldman & Hudson (2009) developed a method to minimize the variance be-
tween the measured line-of-sight flow velocity and the flow, Uα, when combining data from
many surveys of different selections and geometries and measuring the resultant bulk flow
with minimal sensitivity to small scale power:
〈[
∑
wαi (~vp,i · rˆi)− Uα]2〉 = min (10.14)
The weights for the bulk velocity determined in this way depend on the underlying power
spectrum of the velocity flow (Watkins et al use ΛCDM model with standard cosmological
parameters). In their post-KABKE1, but independent, study Watkins et al (2009) combined
the data from nine velocity surveys available to-date, demonstrated their mutual consistency
(except for the Lauer & Postman (1994) sample) and measured a bulk flow at the level
407 ± 81 km/sec at scale ∼ 50h−1Mpc in the direction of only ≃ 6◦ away from the central
dipole direction of KABKE1. They suggested that the flow they measured results “from the
local density field” and did not consider the tilt possibility.
Lavaux et al (2010) generate the peculiar velocity field for the 2MASS Redshift Survey
(2MRS) catalog using an orbit-reconstruction algorithm based on the Zeldovich (1970) ap-
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proximation. Their reconstructed velocities of individual objects are well correlated with the
peculiar velocities obtained from high-precision distance measurements within 3,000 km/s.
The reconstructed motion of the Local Group in the rest frame established by distances
within 3,000 km/s agrees with the observed motion and is generated by fluctuations within
this volume. They also analyze the velocity field in successively larger radii, to study its
convergence towards the CMB dipole. They found that while most of the amplitude of the
CMB dipole seems to be recovered by 120 h−1Mpc, its direction is more than 50◦ away the
CMB dipole direction. The misalignment angles are significantly larger than anticipated by
the ΛCDM model on scales larger than 50-60 h−1Mpc. Contrary to Erdogdu et al. (2006)
but more in agreement with Pike & Hudson (2005), they show that the depth of the conver-
gence in 2MRS lies beyond 120 h−1Mpc. Due to severe incompleteness of the 2MRS catalog
beyond 120Mpc/h, they could only place a lower limit on the value of the convergence depth.
For instance, at 150 h−1Mpc, the amplitude was 35% smaller than the CMB dipole and di-
rection is almost 600 away, with no sign of convergence. The Shapley concentration is not
well sampled in 2MRS, so the authors conclude that deeper redshift surveys are required to
see if the Shapley concentration around 150 h−1Mpc is enough to reach convergence or one
has to go well beyond that distance.
Feldman et al (2010) extended the Watkins et al (2009) analysis to include measurement
of higher moments of the velocity field they detected earlier, such as shear. They find from
their method that the flow is driven by mass concentration(s) more distant than the Great
Attractor, in the same general direction, and conclude that the absence of any detectable
shear in their flow implies that the attractor is at least 300h−1Mpc away and the data
are consistent with it being at infinity. The results of their bulk-flow measurement (which
supersedes the earlier Watkins et al result from the same group) are shown in Fig. 10.22.
Note that, unlike the KAEEK results, the flow derived from Feldman et al (2010) (and
Watkins et al 2009) does not account fully for the overall CMB dipole.
The result of Watkins et al. (2009) claiming a bulk flow of amplitude 407 ± 81kms−1
within R = 50h−1 Mpc, has been challenged by the re-analysis of the same data by Nusser
& Davis (2011). Contrary to Watkins et al. (2009) who used all the available data sets,
Nusser & Davis (2011) restrict their analysis to the SFI++ survey of spiral galaxies in the
I photometric band (Springob et al 2007) with distances estimated using the Tully-Fisher
(TF) relation. The survey has an effective depth of only ∼ 30h−1Mpc. Galaxies fainter than
M = 20 were removed to ensure the linearity of the TF relation. Nusser & Davis (2011) find
a bulk flow amplitude consistent with ΛCDM expectations and claim that their discrepancy
with Watkins et al (2009) comes from the latter combining several catalogs because minor
miscalibration errors between different catalogs could lead to large artificial flows when these
catalogs are combined. But is then hard to understand why such a bias, if it exists, would
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be aligned with the directions of the CMB dipole and/or DF.
Lavaux & Hudson (2011) have studied convergence of the velocity field i9mplied by the
peculiar gravity reconstructed from a compilation of the data from three redhsift surveys
(2MRS, SDSS and 6dFGRS). After modeling out the ZoA effects, they find that out to
∼ 200h−1Mpc the most prominent attractor is the Shapley concentration at ∼ 150h−1Mpc
away in the direction of (l, b)Shapley = (312
◦, 30◦) and it can account for about 90 km/sec of
the LG motion with respect to the CMB rest frame. The plan to continue with the compiled
catalog “in the hope that the distribution of density in [its] volume will account for the
[observed] high amplitude bulk motions on scales of 100h−1Mpc”.
Ma, Gordon & Feldman (2011) combined peculiar velocity from five different samples
containing various galaxy surveys and a SN sample containing ∼ 102 objects from the com-
pilation by Tonry et al (2001). They subtracted CMB dipole from each galaxy and then
modelled the residual line-of-sight velocity as a sum of the tilted - dark flow - velocity,
which is invariant with distance, and a random component with dispersion given by the
gravitational instability within the concordance ΛCDM model. They a statistically signifi-
cant dark flow component which is consistent between the five samples, including from their
SN-compilation. The dark flow (tilted) component for the samples used there is around
Vtilt ∼ 300 − 500 km/sec with typical uncertainty of about 30%. The direction of the flow
evaluated in each sample is in good agreement with that in KABKE1 and KAEEK. Within
their errors these numbers are consistent with our results within the systematic calibration
uncertainties of the dark flow measurement.
On the other hand, results from studies using exclusive SN samples are less in agreement
with the DF and several of these claim not to have measured any significant flow at very
large distances (>
∼
100h−1Mpc for those samples). Because of the potential promise of SNIa
samples in the DF study we devote a separate sec. 11.2 to discussion of the current SN-based
results in detail, but briefly summarize here what the various SN-based results are as of this
writing: Colin et al (2011) analyzed the Union2 SN dataset and their results are consistent
with the Watkins et al flow and with the DF on larger scales, where the errors are large.
With a smaller sample Jha et al (2007), Haugbølle et al (2007) and Weyant et al (2011)
found bulk flows of amplitude ∼ 500km/s in a direction consistent with that of the Dark
Flow. Ma et al (2011) find a statistically significant tilt velocity of ≃ 450 ± 180 km/sec in
the direction which coincides with that in Table 10.3. On the other hand, Dai et al analyzing
the same Union 2 dataset find no evidence of DF at z>
∼
0.06, although the Union 2 dataset is
highly anisotropic and inhomogeneous on the sky for these redshifts. Turnbull et al (2011)
use a larger compilation of SNIa sources, compare their bulk velocity to the gravitational
acceleration from the IRAS PSCz source catalog and find only a small, but statistically
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significant, excess velocity of ≃ 150 ± 43 km/sec in the direction which is only marginally
consistent with that of Table 10.3. We note that such modeling involves reconstruction of
the gravitational field from regions (and depths) which are not the same where the SNIa
sources have been measured. The situation from the SNIa measurements is thus confusing
and the two recent results claim to be in disagreement with our measurement, although the
methodology there is not without assumptions as we discuss in more detail in sec. 11.2.
Abate & Feldman (2011) used luminous red galaxies from the SDSS as probes of peculiar
flows. They argued that, because these systems present a isolated set of passively evolving
populations, one can such magnitude fluctuations in these objects as distance indicators.
After calibrating to the nearby luminous red galaxies, Abate & Feldman find a statistically
significant residual flow at z>
∼
0.08 in the same direction as Table 10.3. With the current
calibration of this novel method the flow appears to be (unrealistically?) large at ∼ 4, 000
km/sec, although this may be a result of the imperfection of their calibration or an artifact
of systematics, as they discuss.
Also, the recent study of Wiltshire et al (2012) with over 4,500 galaxy distances out to
∼ 100h−1Mpc provides support for the DF by finding that the Hubble flow is significantly
more uniform and isotropic in the reference frame of the Local Group motion as opposed to
that of the CMB dipole (see more discussion in Sec. 11.
In summary, we note that the DF, if reflective of the primordial CMB dipole, does not
generate the Kaiser (rocket) effect of distortions of the measured galaxy clustering in the
z-space and cannot be probed analyzes such as Song et al (2011). Rather, these distortions
would constrain the gravitational instability component of the peculiar flows and their low
limits on this component could directly imply that the flow measured by Watkins et al has
its origin in the tilt consistent with the measurement and origin in KABKE1.
10.11. Summary: the ”dark flow”
We now summarize the evidence for a coherent flow of galaxy clusters with respect to
the CMB dipole frame which extends to at least ∼ 800 Mpc. The evidence is summed up
below and is based on interpreting the measurement of a statistically significant dipole at
cluster locations; no alternative explanation for the measurement has been suggested as of
now. The reasons for this conclusion are as follows:
1. Dipole appears only at cluster positions at high significance (∼ 4σ for the brightest
clusters).
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Fig. 10.22.— The bulk flows per Table 10.3. Shaded grey region shows the velocity that
95% of cosmic observers would measure in the standard ΛCDM model. Black and dashed
solid lines correspond to the rms expectation for top-hta/Gaussian windows assuming the
standard ΛCDM model. Reproduced from KAEEK.
2. The CMB pixels within the identified clusters display a negative monopole, 〈δT 〉 < 0
so their CMB signature arises from hot X-ray gas these clusters contain.
3. The final dipole signal is measured at zero monopole and hence the TSZ contribution
to the dipole is small (and limited in magnitude by the residual monopole).
4. The amplitude of the measured dipole correlates well with the LX-threshold of cluster
sample which is consistent with its SZ origin and is highly unlikely to have been
produced by some putative systematics.
5. The dipole disappears at larger apertures as shown in Fig. 10 of KABKE2.
6. An all-sky filter cannot imprint a dipole with the above properties whereas inappropri-
ate filtering can reduce the KSZ component enough to make the measurement (with
such a filter) statistically insignificant.
7. The direction/axis and amplitude of the flow agree remarkably well with the galaxy
distance indicator measurements on much smaller scales.
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The overall probability the signal being produced by chance appears to be low when
everything is considered: 1) the detection of the KSZ dipole for the brightest clusters is at
∼ (3.5− 4)σ level with Gaussian probability of better than P1 ∼ 10−4, 2) the probability of
the detected dipole coinciding so well with the independent measurements at small scales as
per Fig. 10.23 is P2 ∼ 10−2 given the direction errors in Table 10.1, 3) the probability of the
found amplitude agreeing with that of the CMB dipole motion is harder to quantify, but is
P3 < 1, and 4) the probability of the detected CMB dipole at cluster positions correlating
with the cluster LX -bin threshold as per Figs. 10.11, 10.12 is hard to quantify but is likewise
P4 < 1. This leads to the net probability of the detected signal being to chance of only
Ptotal = P1P2P3P4
<
∼
10−6.
Fig. 10.23.— Filled colored circles correspond to the error contours on the direction of the
flow from Table 10.3. Filled dots (each encompassing a circle of 0.5◦ radius approximately
corresponding the final aperture size) show with the same color the cluster samples that
went into each measurement. Colors match Fig. 10.22. The CMB dipole after correcting
for local motion as per Table 3 of Kogut et al (1993) is shown with black circle of 6◦ radius
(for clarity) which corresponds to approximately 2-σ uncertainty from Table 3 of Kogut et
al (1993). The direction from Watkins et al (2009) and Feldman et al (2010) at ∼ 50h−1Mpc
is shown in violet.
With the sign tentatively measured in Fig. 10.18 the bulk flow motion is roughly in
the direction of the detected CMB dipole at cluster positions; it is given in Table 1 of
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KAEEK and the present data make little difference to it. Within the errors this direction
will then coincide with the direction of the flow from Watkins et al at smaller scales (<
∼
100
Mpc) suggesting a coherent flow from the sub-100 Mpc scales to those probed in KAEEK
(∼ 800Mpc).
As mentioned above Waktins et al (2009) and Feldman et al (2010) assign the motion
to gravitational instability from structures within the observable Universe, although Feld-
man et al (2010) note that the absence of shear in their flow point to the attractor lying
at least 300h−1Mpc away. This conclusion is also reiterated by Abate & Feldman (2011),
although Feldman et al (2010) themselves admit that their results implies the attractor can
be at infinity. On the other hand, if the Watkins flow was indeed due to matter inhomo-
geneities within the observable Universe, it should give appreciable redshift distortion. No
such distortion has been observed by Song et al (2009), which then seems at odds with the
gravitational instability interpretation of the Watkins et al result and would argue for the
“dark flow” interpretation. Still, two recent analyses of the SNIa samples fail to find such
high amplitude motions, or any statistically significant motions at very large scales. This
does present a challenge to the “dark flow” interpretation of the motions, although we pro-
pose the possible reasons for this discrepancy in the following sections. (We further note
that two other SN-based analyses find results consistent with the DF as we discuss later in
Sec. 11.2).
10.12. Criticisms - addressed and resolved
Three challenges to the dark flow measurement have appeared as of this report writing:
one as unrefereed posting, and two in peer-reviewed literature (Keisler 2009, Osborne et al
2011). The unrefereed posting was fully refuted elsewhere
(http://www.kashlinsky.info/bulkflows/Wright_is_wrong) and is not addressed below.
Keisler (2009, ApJ, 707, L42) replicated the KABKE1,2 analysis using a cluster catalog
from public data. He confirmed the central dipole values measured by KABKE2, but claimed
larger errors after correctly identifying the correlations between the CMB remaining in the
different DA’s after the filtering which were addressed concurrently by KAEEK and AKEKE.
However, Keisler (2009) claimed an increase in errors by a factor of >
√
20 compared to
KABKE2. Clearly, the effect of residual CMB correlations between the NDA = 8 WMAP
channels can at most increase the KABKE1,2 errors by a factor of
√
NDA <
√
8. (In reality,
because the instrument noise is also present, the errors on individual dipole components in
Table 2 of KABKE2 would be increased for 3-year WMAP data by a factor of≃ √6 to become
. 1µK at the largest redshift bin.) A larger increase, as we have demonstrated above, cannot
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happen. AKEKE have since shown that the latter are due to Keisler not having removed
the monopole and dipole from the CMB maps outside the mask; the AKEKE identification
was confirmed by Keisler in private correspondence. This is shown in Fig. 10.24 adopted
from AKEKE.
Fig. 10.24.— Histograms of 4,000 realizations of the CMB sky using Q1 DA parameters. Solid,
dashed lines correspond S1, S2 simulations; in S1 (S2) the monopole and dipole outside the mask
are (are not) removed. The left, right rms dispersion corresponds to S1, S2, respectively. The
figures are given in micro Kelvin. Adapted from AKEKE.
Osborne et al (2011) replicated the KA-B approach using different filters, designed in
other studies to detect radio point sources rather than remove the primary CMB, the main
contaminant in the KA-B method. Since the KSZ dipole is present at cluster locations, a
fraction of less than 1% of the sky, the dipole in Fourier space is spread over all multipoles.
The filters employed by Osborne et al reconstruct the KSZ signal from ℓ>
∼
300, neglecting
the 85% of the signal present at ℓ < 300 (see their Fig. 3) and, at the same time, they boost
the power at high ℓ’s to account for the missing signal. This is demonstrated quantitatively
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in Fig. 10.25 and renders the KA-B method useless if instrument noise and primary CMB
are added since these two components, that dominate the error bar, are also boosted. As
a result, the Osborne et al filters appear to measure a KSZ dipole only when their sample
of ∼ 700 clusters is moving almost at relativistic velocities. Fig. 13 of their paper shows
that the original input velocity is recovered only at V >
∼
6, 000 or >
∼
10, 000 km/s for their
two filters. At such velocities, the KSZ signal of their clusters, with 〈τ〉 = 7 × 10−3 for
their cluster sample, is very high at δTKSZ
>
∼
500− 1, 000µK and so the KSZ should have been
measured without any filtering whereas the Osborne et al filtered maps fail to show it. [This
is also true for their Wiener filter, which does not take into account the actual realization
of the noise as our filter does, and removes all power below ℓ ≃ 200 - see their Fig 24].
Putting it differently, the Osborne et al filtering reduces the S/N of the KSZ signal. In our
studies the result is recovered at S/N ∼ 4, which is highly statistically significant. But if
filtering were to reduce the KSZ term by a mere factor of ∼ 2, the S/N would drop below
the statistically significant threshold. Fig. 10.25 demonstrates how critical it is to preserve
the contributions from low ℓ’s in filtering. This shows the problems that might arise from
using filters unsuitable for this measurement, as planned by the same group in the context
of the Planck data analysis (Mak et al 2011)5.
When using our Wiener-type filter in their final revision, Osborne et al now6 recover
our results [see their Tables 9 & 10] yet claim that their significance is, at most, “at the
2.9− σ confidence level”. While clearly a “2.9-σ” detected dipole constitutes a statistically
significant result7, other numbers point to further inconsistencies in their pipeline: in Tables
9 & 10 the error on the X component is smaller than in the Y component, when WMAP
masks remove more solid angle in the direction of the Galactic center and anticenter. This
is an indication of a numerical artifact in their pipeline. Osborne et al never present their
analysis of the errors based on eq. 1 of AKEKE given here as eq. 10.3 making it impossible
to pinpoint their pipeline artifacts. However, they compute the dipole at 15′ instead of at the
zero monopole, increasing the error bar and allowing the TSZ component to contaminate
their measurement [see their Tables 3, 4] and their errors are computed from simulations
instead of from the actual realization of the sky that, as was discussed in AKEKE and above,
5Note that the direction of the dipole measured in our analysis, and shown in Table 10.3 from KAEEK,
is misrepresented by these authors in their Fig.1.
6Their original draft was not able to recover these results pointing to flaws in their constructed pipeline.
7Their error bars are evaluated using only 100 simulations, which leads to a >
∼
10% (at one standard
deviation in their sigma’s) extra uncertainty in their error bars. In this respect, what they call a ”2.9-sigma
detection” with our filter, is easily equivalent to ∼ (3− 3.5)σ. For comparison, our errors are based on 4,000
realizations in each simulation.
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Fig. 10.25.— We measure a dipole at 600 clusters randomly distributed on the sky outside the
CMB Kp0 mask. The contribution of each ℓ-multipole to the power of the dipole S in ℓ-space is
S2(ℓ) =
∑ℓ
i=2(2i+ 1)Ci. In the plot we see how the signal builds up. Green, yellow and grey lines
correspond to clusters having 60, 30 and 15 arcmin radius. In all cases, more than 50% of the signal
comes from multipoles ℓ < 300. The filters employed by Osborne et al (2011) are lower pass filters,
effectively removing power at ℓ < 300, so these authors are dismissing a large fraction (most, in
fact) of the signal.
increases error bars by an extra 10-15%. Moreover, the X-ray properties of their clusters
were derived by combining different sources, increasing the uncertainty of their results [see
for instance Fig 2 of KAE].
Worth mentioning is also Table 8 of Osborne et al (2011) in which these authors present
a comparison between the numbers of clusters in their and in our (KABKE1,2) sample within
various redshift and X-ray luminosity ranges. The origin and validity of these numbers re-
mains a mystery though. For one, the sample used by KABKE is for the moment proprietary
and, with that in mind, we do not see how to derive Table 8 of Osborne et al (2011) from
any of the figures in KABKE, let alone identify individual clusters in any redshift or X-ray
luminosity bin for comparison with the Osborne et al sample8. Second, the X-ray luminosity
of the clusters used in KABKE1,2 are based on X-ray fluxes recomputed for KABKE1,2
directly from the RASS raw data in order to eliminate systematic biases from different mea-
8While the sample using public data used in KAE is available from us upon request, no such request has
been made by Osborne et al, so we do not understand how to derive their Table 8 comparison with the KAE
sample
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surement methods employed by the eBCS, REFLEX, and CIZA teams (see Section 8 for
details); they thus differ from the X-ray luminosities published by these three teams. Third,
KABKE1,2 apply a common flux limit to their homogenized, merged cluster sample to avoid
systematic differences in the depth of their catalog in different regions of the sky. Osborne
et al (2011) do not follow any of these procedures but, instead, simply merge the afore-
mentioned three catalogs as published. A comparison of the number of clusters in different
X-ray luminosity bins would thus be nonsensical, even if it were possible. However, with
the KABKE1,2 sample remaining unpublished, even this comparison – and thus Table 8 in
Osborne et al (2011) – becomes entirely fictitious.
11. Alternative tests of “dark flow”
If the coherence scale of the measured “dark flow” is compatible with the motion ex-
tending all the way to the last scattering surface the implication is that at least a significant
part of the CMB dipole is intrinsic and is unconnected to the local motion induced by gravi-
tational instability. One can define two sets of observers: (1) at rest with respect to average
matter distribution (MRF, Matter Rest Frame) and (b) observers that see an isotropic CMB
frame defined by its intrinsic dipole (ICF, Isotropic CMB Frame also known as cosmic rest
frame). In the standard cosmological model the ICF defines a preferred cosmic rest frame
and the inflationary paradigm predicts that temperature fluctuations should be statistically
isotropic in this frame. It is conventionally assumed that both reference frames coincide,
and all peculiar motions are due to gravitational instability. The “dark flow” measurement
provides the first observational evidence that both reference frames may differ and this may
also be reflected in a variety of other observed consequences which have been pointed out in
recent literature. In this section we review the tests that are sensitive to our peculiar motion
local - or global - origin, which have been discussed in the literature as of this review writing.
In linear theory, the irrotational component of the velocity field grows due to the grav-
itational field while the primeval (solenoidal) component decays with expansion because of
the angular momentum conservation. Then, in the gravitational instability picture, the local
peculiar velocity field must align with the peculiar acceleration. Alternative tests of the dark
flow are usually sensitive to the local peculiar velocity field and/or to the acceleration/gravity
field.
Measurements of peculiar velocities or peculiar acceleration vectors offer alternative
methods to test the dark flow motion. In this section we discuss some of the methods
which have appeared in the literature. The subsections below are ordered according to our
personal take on which tests can potentially provide the most discriminating measurement
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of the reality of the dark flow.
11.1. Diffuse Cosmic Backgrounds from collapsed objects.
Due to their origins, the various diffuse cosmic backgrounds at other wavelengths provide
important information about different aspects of the Universe’s structure and evolution.
Unlike the CMB, the cosmic infrared background (CIB) and the cosmic X-ray background
(CXB) are produced by emissions from collapsed structures and trace the evolution of the
Universe that took place at relatively low z compared to that of last scattering (see reviews
by Kashlinsky, 2005 and Boldt, 1987 for CIB and CXB respectively). Thus, if the DF extends
all the way to the last scattering, the dipole of the CMB should have a different amplitude
than and show a misalignment with that of the CIB and CXB backgrounds, whose dipole
is expected to originate entirely from the local motion with respect to the distant galaxy
frame. Note, however, that even in this case at least a substantial part of the CMB dipole
must originate from the local motions of the Sun and the Galaxy, so there should still be an
overlap between the CMB and CIB/CXB dipoles making isolation of the amplitude of the
intrinsic CMB dipole more difficult. Nevertheless, this presents a potentially testable effect
as was already appreciated in early propositions of the offset between the CMB and galaxy
expansion frames by Matzner (1980).
The motion at velocity V with respect to the background of specific intensity Iν at
frequency ν would induce a dipole of
δIν/Iν = (3− αν)(V/c) cos θ (11.1)
with θ being the angle to the apex of the motion and αν = d ln Iν/d ln ν. Here we ignored
the quadrupole, O(V 2/c2), and higher contributions resulting from the relativistic Doppler
corrections (Peebles & Wilkinson 1968). If the background and CMB dipoles are perfectly
aligned, the CIB dipole must lie in the direction of (l, b)CMB given in Table 5.1 and have the
amplitude of:
δIdipoleν = 1.23× 10−3(3− αν)Iν (11.2)
For the Rayleigh-Jeans part of the CMB spectrum αCMB ≃ 2. However, both far-IR CIB
and CXB have spectral energy distributions such that α ∼ −3 over a range of frequencies
which can be probed leading to a significantly amplified relative dipoles (Kashlinsky 2005,
Hogan, Kaiser & Rees 1982). This potentially presents a way to probe the tilt by testing
the alignment between CMB and CXB/CIB dipoles. Two problems, however, make it dif-
ficult to accomplish this test conclusively with the currently available data: 1) the two sets
dipoles (CMB and CIB/CXB) would have at least a partial overlap as both are subject to
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the local motion (Solar System, the Galaxy, LG and beyond), and 2) the uncertainties in the
foreground contributions at the relevant frequencies remain very substantial to enable any
discriminative measurement because the foregrounds are modelled from the (presently avail-
able) instruments with the relatively large noise, poor angular resolution and/or insufficient
frequency span.
In summary, in the absence of DF, the dipole of other cosmic backgrounds measured in
the Sun-rest frame should correspond with a very high accuracy to velocity of ≃ 370 km/sec
in the direction of (l, b) ≃ (264◦, 48◦). Any deviation from this could be indicative of the
DF. Two other cosmological backgrounds may prove useful in this regard in the future: the
cosmic X-ray background (CXB) and cosmic infrared background (CIB).
Galactic subtraction is difficult in the current datasets. The Galaxy in such measure-
ments is usually modelled with templates which are determined from Galactic lines or other
known Galaxy tracers (see Fixsen & Kashlinsky 2011 and references therein for discus-
sion). Given spectral templates of the CMB and Galaxy contributions (the Planck spec-
trum, B′ν(TCMB) in the case of the CMB and Gν for Galaxy template at each channel ν) one
can model any measurement with more than three frequency channels, ν, decomposing the
measured dipole, D, into the following terms:
Dmodelν = Dnoiseν + a Gν + b B′ν + d ICIB/CXBν (11.3)
The CMB dipole term (b) is, of course, vanishingly small in CXB measurements. The last
term describes the CIB (or CXB) dipole with a known from measurements spectral template.
Given the Galaxy templates, one can evaluate the CIB (or CXB) dipole after marginalizing
over a and b and summing over all the available channels. This is achieved by minimizing
χ2 =
∑
ν(Dskyν −Dmodelν )2/σ2ν with respect to (a, b, d). The solution for d and its uncertainty,
σd, is then given by standard regression and error propagation and the signal-to-noise of the
prospective measurement will be given by S/N = d/σd (Fixsen & Kashlinsky 2011).
The general rule-of-thumb for the accuracy required to make this test valuable to the
present discussion is as follows: If a background dipole is measured with signal-to-noise of
S/N , its directional accuracy would be ∆θ ≃ √2(S/N)−1 radian. Thus in order to be able
to distinguish between the, say, local peculiar acceleration direction vector and that of the
CMB dipole (currently misaligned by as much as ∼ (10−20)◦) the dipole of the background
in question should be measured with S/N > 15−20. In addition, its amplitude should agree
with motion of 370 km/sec in the CMB dipole direction.
The discussion below will show that the far-IR CIB, if measured with appropriate in-
strumentation, may well present the best alternative testing ground for the possible tilt.
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11.1.1. CXB dipole measurements
CMB dipole in eq. 11.3 is negligible in X-ray measurements. The chief, by far, impedi-
ments to accurate measurement here are 1) the Galactic foreground produced by hard X-ray
binaries and hot halo gas and 2) that source confusion dominates large angular scales, which
make the systematics and uncertainties in such measurement with CXB very high (Boldt
1987, Fabian & Barcons 1992). The situation with CXB based on HEAO measurements
is inconclusive although the results are marginally consistent with the CMB dipole (Shafer
1983, Scharf et al 2000, Boughn et al 2002). ROSAT has greater foreground problems in
such a measurement given its energy bands (Snowden, private communication) leading at
present to a similarly inconclusive situation (Plionis & Georgantopulus 1999).
The overall situation with the CXB dipole measurements, using the HEAO and ROSAT
instruments, is at present inconclusive as far as probing the tilt via the alignment between
the dipole and that of the CMB is concerned. The reason is that the present analyses can
detect the CXB dipole only at less than 2-σ significance, or signal-to-noise S/N < 2. Since
the directional accuracy of the dipole is ∆θ ≃ √2(S/N)−1 rad, the current measurements
can only constrain the direction of the CXB dipole within ∼ 30◦ − 40◦ of the CMB dipole
which is not enough to probe the possible misalignment. In addition, the magnitude of the
CXB dipole is uncertain by the seeming excess of X-ray emitters in the general direction
roughly aligning with the CMB dipole (Fabian & Barcons 1992 and references cited therein).
11.1.2. CIB dipole measurements
The far-IR CIB (Puget et al. 1996, Schlegel et al 1998, Hauser et al. 1998, Fixsen et al.
1998) has been reliably measured, both its amplitude and its spectral-energy distribution.
It is produced by emission by cold (Td ∼ 20 K) dust components in galaxies and most of
it seems to originate at early times, z & 1. Its spectral energy distribution is such that
the dipole component produced by local motion is amplified, in relative terms, over that
of the CMB (Kashlinsky 2005). This provides a potential way of isolating the CIB dipole
component from the local motion and probing its alignment with that of the CMB. Since
the dust temperature Td ≈ 18.5 K, the CIB does not reach the Rayleigh-Jeans regime, where
the spectral index αν ≃ 2, until λ & 400− 500 µm. This results in the significantly negative
spectral index of the CIB over much of the FIRAS and DIRBE probed bands.
Fig. 11.1 shows the predicted CIB dipole spectrum, using the spectral energy distribu-
tion of the far-IR CIB from Fixsen et al (1998) and assuming perfect alignment with the
CMB; the dipole must have a peak value of (3−5)×10−3 MJy/sr at 100-300 µm, or frequen-
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cies 1-3 THz. At longer wavelengths the CMB dipole would overwhelm the signal and at
λ . 100 µm the CIB dipole decreases, becoming confused with Galactic and zodiacal light
emission. In this wavelength window, however, because of the slope of its spectral energy
distribution, the dipole in the CIB becomes ∼ 10−2 of its mean level compared to ∼ 10−3
for the CMB.
Fig. 11.1.— Shaded region denotes the uncertainty contours of the spectrum the CIB dipole
assuming all of the CMB dipole is produced by motion within the local volume; its mean
value is shown with the black solid line. Dashes show the measured CMB dipole. The
continous frequency coverage of FIRAS and the two lowest frequency (broad) channels of
DIRBE are marked. Adapted from Fixsen & Kashlinsky (2011).
Fixsen & Kashlinsky (2011) have noted that this presents a potential way to constrain
the possible tilt of the Universe and attempted (unsuccessfully) to measure the CIB dipole
after noting that the FIRAS Pass 4 data noise levels could enable the measurement of the
CIB dipole at S/N∼ 2−3 if it is perfectly aligned with that of the CMB. The reason for this
potential S/N is that the FIRAS instrument onboard COBE had fine continuous frequency
resolution of 15 GHz over a wide range of frequencies covering both sides of the prospective
peak of the CIB dipole and the expected S/N was obtained after summing over all the
channels and assuming negligible Galaxy foreground contribution. Accurate modeling of the
foregrounds, however, proved crucial in this measurement.
In case of the CIB, the Galaxy emissions can be traced via its lines (Cii, Nii and CO)
which are resolved by FIRAS well enough to separate them from the dust continuum enabling
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the use of them as templates. However, the key to any successful measurement of the CIB
dipole is to break the degeneracy between the far-IR CIB energy spectrum and that of the
Galaxy over the wavelengths where the CIB dipole is near its peak. CMB dipole dominates
the long-wavelength emissions, but its energy spectrum is very accurately known and so it
can be subtracted making the residual small at wavelengths below ∼ 500µm. If one were able
to resolve galaxies out to sufficiently high z and remove them from the maps, the spectrum
of the remaining CIB would potentially be sufficiently different to allow robust removal of
the Galactic contribution to the dipole. Such experiment should be finely tuned, since at the
same time one would need to leave enough sources in the confusion to generate sufficiently
measurable levels of the far-IR CIB. Or alternatively, the low-z part of the CIB can be
removed together with the Galactic foreground, but that too requires sufficient resolution to
remove the Galaxy accurately enough.
Thus the major difficulty in this measurement is confusion with the Galactic foreground;
Fig. 11.2 shows that the CIB spectral shape (from all galaxies) is quite similar to that of
the Galaxy making the separation of the two components in eq. 11.3 degenerate. The phys-
ical reason for this degeneracy is that the CIB as determined from maps of low resolution
(∼ 7◦ for FIRAS) is dominated by low-z galaxies whose dust energy spectrum resembles
that of the Milky Way. A way to break the degeneracy would be to remove the resolved
low-z galaxies from the maps leaving behind enough CIB to be measured with a sufficiently
redshifted spectrum as discussed in Fixsen & Kashlinsky (2011). The figure shows the CIB
dipole from galaxies remaining at z > 0.5, 1 (dashed blue and green lines respectively) can
have a sufficiently different energy spectrum from the Galaxy and may have enough ampli-
tude to be measurable in specially designed experiments (see below). Fig. 11.2 shows that
CIB produced by high-z sources becomes progressively more distinguishable in spectrum at
increasing z. This still leaves the CIB dipole significantly below the foreground Galactic ra-
diation but the spectral difference allows discrimination between the bluer Galactic spectrum
and the redder CIB spectrum.
Application of this methodology to the FIRAS Pass 4 data by Fixsen & Kashlinsky
produced only upper limits on the CIB dipole which are a factor of a few higher than
the cosmologically interesting level given by eq. 11.3 because Galaxy foregrounds cannot
be isolated sufficiently accurately with the FIRAS maps. The currently flying Planck and
Herschel missions will perform even worse in this respect because with only a few frequency
bands and their broad channels, convincing separation of the Galactic foreground will be
difficult, a point also realized by Piat et al. (2002).
The recently proposed Primordial Inflation Explorer (PIXIE) space mission, or a sim-
ilarly designed future mission, (Kogut et al 2011) can, however, be significantly more suc-
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Fig. 11.2.— The solid black line is the average Galaxy spectrum for |b| > 10◦ corresponding
to the G10 template in the main text. The solid red line is the average Galactic spectrum at
|b| > 30◦ corresponding to the G30 template in the text. The dashed lines are the expected
spectra of the CIB dipole; black, blue, green line correspond to sources at z & 0, 0.5, 1
respectively. The dotted blue line shows the CMB dipole residual uncertainty (at 0.017 mK
rms uncertainty). The FIRAS noise is shown with the dotted black line. An estimate of
the Pixie noise is shown with dotted red line. Three horizontal bars with arrows show the
Planck noise limits (below the plot) at its three highest frequency channels. Adapted from
Fixsen & Kashlinsky (2011).
cessful in this measurement and may provide crucial test of the tilt’s existence (Fixsen &
Kashlinsky 2011). Fig. 11.2 shows the estimated noise levels over the continuous frequency
coverage by PIXIE; they are over two orders of magnitude better than FIRAS.
As discussed earlier, the key requirement is to break the degeneracy between the far-IR
CIB energy spectrum and that of the Galaxy over the wavelengths where CIB dipole is near
its peak. Fixsen & Kashlinsky (2011) evaluated the S/N of the CIB dipole measurements
for PIXIE parameters and have shown that CIB dipole can be measured with S/N≃ 30− 40
there. Importantly, the high S/N for the prospective CIB dipole measurement with PIXIE-
type mission would allow to also measure the dipole direction with good accuracy. The
accuracy of the measured direction for S/N ≫ 1 would be ∆θ ≃ √2(S/N)−1radian. Thus
for PIXIE the accuracy of the CIB dipole direction would be
∆θPIXIE ≃ 2◦ 40
(S/N)PIXIE
(11.4)
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The current discrepancy between the local acceleration vector direction measured from
galaxy surveys and the direction of the CMB dipole is about ∼ 15◦ − 20◦ (Sec. 5 and ref-
erences therein) presenting a challenge for the purely kinematic interpretation of the CMB
dipole. Thus a measurement with such an instrument can settle the meaning of that dis-
crepancy as the CIB is expected to be aligned with the true direction of the local motion.
11.2. Supernovae-based velocity measurements
Because of their narrow range of intrinsic luminosities, supernovae (SN) present a special
class of distant indicators of potential use in peculiar flow determinations. For instance, SNIa
based distances have statistical errors of only ∼ 6% per object and can then probe deviations
from the universal expansion to much greater distances than galaxy distance indicators.
However, because their frequency in the Universe is determined by the star formations rates,
their samples are currently sparse and their distribution on the sky is far from homogeneous.
Their potential use in these and other cosmological probes has been discussed by Davis et
al (2011). Below we discuss the theoretical aspects related to their application for peculiar
velocity measurements followed by an overview of the currently available results.
Note, however, that SN-based distances are derived from their magnitudes which de-
crease rapidly at cosmological distances (and decay with time). Thus, even with the small
uncertainty in the distance modulus this measurement becomes progressively more diffi-
cult toward higher z, where - in addition - would is biased toward brighter objects. This
is very different from the situation with the KSZ-based measurements which are redshift-
independent.
11.2.1. Theoretical prelude
Luminosity distances derived from SN type Ia (SNIa) provide an alternative useful
method of determining large scale velocity flows. At cosmological distances SN are unre-
solved sources, which leads to some significant differences in their application from galaxy
distance indicators which use well resolved sources. Below we provide the minimal theoretical
background needed in their application.
Despite significant recent progress, we feel that the technique has not yet come to
fruition since discovering of high redshift SN requires continuous monitoring of the same
field. The few patches that are being regularly observed by the same groups do not provide
for homogenous coverage of the sky and do not have enough statistical power to constraint
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velocity fields beyond ∼ 100 Mpc. Since this technique is totally unrelated to the KSZ effect,
and has different systematics, as more fields are observed by the different groups, the method
may soon provide an independent test of the dark flow.
The effect of peculiar velocities on luminosity distance estimators of point sources has
been studied extensively in the literature. Sasaki (1987) derived the general expressions for
an Einstein-de-Sitter Universe followed by Pyne & Birkinshaw (1996, 2004) who derived
expressions for more general cases, including non-flat models, as well as models with dark
energy. Hui & Greene (2006) analyzed the effect of peculiar velocities and other systematics
on luminosity distance measurements on the dark energy equation of state. Following Pyne
& Birkinshaw, Hui & Greene gave a derivation of the luminosity distance fluctuation accurate
to first order. We now briefly summarize their discussion and refer the reader to the original
references for more details.
If dωe is the solid angle subtended by a detector of projected area (along the LOS) dA0
as it is seen by a source located at redshift z, F0 is the observed flux and Le the source
luminosity, then
F0(z) =
Le
4π(1 + z)2
dωe
dA0
(11.5)
is an expression that is equally valid for a universe with or without homogeneities (Weinberg
1976). The luminosity distance is defined as
dL(z) = (1 + z)
√
dA0/dωe (11.6)
In an homogeneous universe, the redshift zH is proportional to the recession velocity due to
the Hubble expansion. If emitter and observer are affected by a peculiar velocity field the
measured redshift z would be the Hubble value zH Doppler shifted to
1 + z = (1 + zH)(1 + ~vexˆ− ~v0xˆ), (11.7)
where xˆ is the unit vector along line of sight between the emitter and the observer. The
solid angle subtended by the detector would also be affected at first order of the Lorentz
transformation while the projected area along the line of sight would be invariant, since
Lorentz transforms leave coordinates perpendicular to the motion invariant. If we use Lorentz
boosts to transform the solid angle and projected detector area from the homogeneous Hubble
expansion frame H to the observer/emitter frame, then dA0 = dAH and
dωe =
dωH
γ2(1− ~vexˆ)2 (11.8)
The luminosity distance is now
dL(z) = (1 + zH)
√
dAH/dΩH [(1 + ~vexˆ− ~v0xˆ)γ(1− ~vexˆ)] ≃ dL(zH)(1 + 2~vexˆ− ~v0xˆ) (11.9)
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In the DF context, eq. 11.9 has a very clear interpretation. If the observer and emitter are
at rest with respect to the MRF, then in the CIF they would have a peculiar velocity ~ve =
~v0 = ~vbulk. If we refer redshifts measured in the MRF z to the CIF zH , then the luminosity
distance of different objects will show a dipole pattern: dL(z) = dL(zH)(1 + vbulk cos θ),
identical to the KSZ measurement.
11.2.2. First results
Four post-DF studies have appeared in the literature as of this review writing. We
address them in chronological order:
Weyant et al (2011) measured the bulk velocity of the Local Group out to a depth
of 40h−1Mpc from a sample of 112 SN with z < 0.028 using luminosity distances from
Hicken et al (2009). Two non-parametric methods, Weighted Least Squares and Coefficient
Unbiased were used to compute the coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion of the
radial component of the peculiar velocity field. They measured velocity of 538± 86 toward
(258 ± 10, 36 ± 11) km/sec for the first method and 446 ± 101 km/sec in the direction of
(273± 11, 46± 8) using the second method. Because of the shallow depth of the data, this
result has only limited relevance for the DF measurement inasmuch as it is consistent with
the latter.
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Fig. 11.3.— Sky distribution of SNIa used in the different surveys. Left: The sample of
SN used in Ma et al (2011). Blue/red symbols correspond to outgoing/incoming sources.
The cross shows the direction measured in Watkins et al (2009). Center: The distribution
of SN from the Union 2 compilation of SDSS survey used by Dai et al (2011). The arc
shows the distribution of SN at z > 0.05 which is restricted to a narrow strip at constant
declination. Right: From Turnbull et al, Fig.1 - blue symbols are approaching objects, red
symbols denote receding sources. The size is proportional to the radial velocity component.
Colin et al (2011) have used a sample of Union 2 SNIa from Amanullah et al (2010).
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If there is a large scale flow extending to a given z, the luminosity distance should have a
dipole distribution. They designed methods to probe for anisotropy in the sky distribution
of the luminosity distance measured for these objects. They note that at z>
∼
0.06 the data
become sparse and do not provide an isotropic coverage on the sky, but conclude that the
z < 0.06 subsample is suitable for the study. At distances z ∼ 0.05, roughly coinciding
with the Shapley concentration, Colin et al find anisotropy consistent with a large-scale
flow of the amplitude comparable to the Watkins et al flow and approximately in the same
direction. (We emphasize again that the direction can be probed only to ∆θ ∼ 20◦ − 30◦
given the limited S/N of such measurements). On these scales their flow disagrees with the
ΛCDM prediction at about ∼ (2 − 3)σ. On large scales the results are inconclusive being
at ∼ 1σ level of significance. The authors conclude that convergence of the Local Group
velocity to the CMB rest-frame must occur “well beyond Shapley” concentration (distance
>
∼
160h−1Mpc).
As mentioned earlier, Ma, Gordon & Feldman (2011) used the data from 103 SN from
Tonry et al (2001). The distribution of their SN is shown in the left panel of Fig. 11.3.
They provide a self-consistent model for probing the DF (which they called “tilt velocity”):
the velocity field is modeled as having contributions from 1) thermal motion of galaxies
(including the noise), 2) component from gravitational instability with the dispersion given
by eq. 4.10 with the power spectrum given by the observationally established ΛCDM model,
and 3) a component due to tilt (DF) which is constant for all sources. Using the SNIa sample
alone they found a bulk flow vbulk = 450
+180
−190 km/sec in the direction consistent with that of
the DF motion from KAEEK.
Dai et al (2011) analyzed 557 SN from the Union2 sample and searched for the effect
of the dark flow on the luminosity distance estimates. The distribution of SN in their study
is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 11.3; it is the same sample as used in Colin et al
(2011). While Dai et al (2011) found of a bulk motion for SN with z < 0.05 of amplitude
vbulk = 188
+119
−103km/s, significantly smaller than in Watkins et al (2009). For their high
redshift (z > 0.05) they found no evidence of a dark flow and concluded the dark flow
measurement was inconsistent with SN data at the 99.7% confidence level. However, it is
worth pointing our that their high redshift data comes primarily from the Sloan slice, that
is very localized in the sky, since the telescope scans at constant declination producing a
narrow strip of ∼ 2◦ × 80◦ centered approximately in the anti-dipole direction and much of
its objects lie orthogonally to the DF plane. Second, their likelihood function is rather flat,
so a more conservative conclusion would be that they see neither the evidence of a bulk flow
nor its absence (Kinney 2011, private communication).
More recently, Turnbull et al (2011) used a compilation of 245 SNe peculiar velocities
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and use a Maximum Likelihood and a Minimum Variance methods to estimate bulk flow
velocities. Their sample was an extension of the Constitution data set of Hicken et al (2009)
and contains SN with redshifts z<
∼
0.067. The distribution of their SN is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 11.3.For these nearby SN, they confirm the results of Dai et al (2011) and find
a bulk flow amplitude consistent with the expectation of ΛCDM. However, by comparing the
SNe peculiar velocity field with the predictions of the IRAS Point Source Catalog Redshift
Survey (PSCz) galaxy density field, they show the density PSCz density field fails to account
for 150 ± 43km/s of the SNe bulk motion. We caution that the main conclusions of that
interesting study as far as DF goes are based on their eq. 7 which models the tilt (DF)
component in addition to the gravitational instability flow as predicted by the distribution
of light they adopt for the nearby Universe. Hence their derivation of the tilt component
depends on 1) the assumption that light traces mass very accurately, and 2) the distribution
of the mass thus derived reflects the overall distribution over the distances they probe. In
addition, Wilthsire et al (2012) raised another issue of whether these and other SNIa-based
results can be affected by the reddening correction used.
These are all important tests of the DF phenomenon, precisely precisely the sort of
science needed to test the latter. The current results results are still inconclusive as far as
DF goes with some being inconsistent with it and some supportive. This may be due to the
limitations of the current samples whose coverage we display in Fig. 11.3. While potentially
very promising the problems with the current SN samples are the limited coverage due to
ZoA from the Galaxy, incompleteness of the samples, inhomogeneous coverage at different
depths, and the small number of sources available in the samples. Table 11.1 illustrates the
currently conflicting results with our comments on each study.
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Table 11.1: Summary of SN-based results as of this report writing.
Source Vtilt or equivalent (l, b) Comments
km/sec deg
Weyant et al
(2011) using
a sample of
112 SN with
z < 0.028 out
to a depth of
40h−1Mpc
538± 86 (258± 10, 36± 11) Because of the shallow depth the analysis is not
suitable for probing DF and the results are only
meant to show consistency with the possible DF
motion at much larges distances.
Colin et al
(2011) us-
ing Union 2
dataset
260±130 ∼ (298, 8)±40 The SN sample is subdivided into many z-bins.
The uncertainties in the direction are shown as
∆θ ≃ √2(S/N)−1radian. The direction is con-
sistent with DF. The amplitude overlaps within
the systematic uncertainties of the calibration in
KAEEK and the statistical errors there.
Ma et al
(2011) using
103 SN from
Tonry et al
(2001) (Fig.
11.3, right)
450+180−190 (284.9
+22.9
−22.1,−1.0+18.8−18.3) Tilt velocity determined by decomposing the ve-
locity field into 1) thermal/noise component, 2)
gravitational instability specified by the concor-
dance ΛCDM model, and 3) tilt velocity. (Other
surveys considered there give consistent results).
Dai et al
(2011) us-
ing Union 2
dataset (Fig.
11.3, center)
null result N/A Divide data into low/high-z bins (z < / > 0.05).
Report not finding measurable velocities in the
high z bin. The distribution of SN in the high-z
bin comes from a very narrow strip whose center
is roughly in the anti-CMB dipole direction (see
Fig. 11.3, middle panel).
Turnbull et al
(2011) using
SN dataset
in Fig. 11.3,
right
150±43 (345±20, 8±13) Tilt velocity determined as a large-scale residual
from the actual velocity of the SN sample and that
modeled by gravitational instability from light-
tracing structures observed in the IRAS PSCz sur-
vey.
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11.3. Uniformity/isotropy of the universal expansion
Uniformity, isotropy and statistical properties of the uniform expansion and its param-
eters provide another testing ground of the DF reality. Indeed, if the DF is real it defines
a preferred direction in our Universe. In that case, at least part of the CMB dipole has to
be primordial and that component should not be subtracted out when evaluating the local
motion hierarchy.
Very recently, Wiltshire et al (2012) have studied isotropy and uniformity of the Hubble
flow using a massive compilation containing 4,534 galaxies with measured distances extending
to about <
∼
100h−1Mpc. Remarkably, they noted that the universal expansion is significantly
more uniform, and the Hubble constant is closer to its global value, when measured in the
rest frame of the Local Group rather than when referred to that defined by the CMB dipole.
This is precisely what the DF would suggest. They conclude that their “results suggest
that, as far as observations are concerned, variance in the Hubble law over scales of tens of
megaparsecs cannot be simply reduced to a boost at a point; space really is expanding, and
by differential amounts”.
Interestingly, a marginal detection of anisotropy in the acceleration parameter has been
reported from the Union 2 SN data analysis in approximately the same direction (Cooke &
Lynden-Bell 2010, Antoniou & Perivolaropoulos 2010).
11.4. Unresolved KSZ induced by the Dark Flow.
11.4.1. Signature from the dark flow effect on ionized intergalactic matter
If the CMB dipole is intrinsic, all observers at rest in the matter rest frame should see
the same dipole pattern. This is specially relevant for ionized gas in clusters and elsewhere.
In the cluster rest frame, photons interacting with the ionized gas would display a dipole
pattern producing a kSZ effect contribution, as discussed in 6.1. The dark flow was mea-
sured by computing the dipole at known cluster locations. But what would be the effect
of the unresolved hot gas population? The dark flow should also induce CMB temperature
fluctuations at angular scales≪∼ 103−104 (Zhang 2011). Their amplitude is about a factor
of 2 smaller than the KSZ due to the peculiar velocities of clusters in the matter rest frame.
Its existence worsens the low SZ problem found by the South Pole Telescope (SPT) [Lueker
et al 2009, VERIFY that it is discussed in the corresponding section of tSZ measurements].
The SPT measured a combined TSZ+KSZ power spectrum at l = 3000 of 4.2 ± 1.5(µK)2
and the dark flow induced KSZ would add a 0.3(µK)2 to this measurement. At present,
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the uncertainties in the modelling of the gas distribution on clusters and in σ8 did not allow
Zhang (2011) to reach a conclusive constraint.
More importantly, Zhang (2011) has also pointed out that, due to the dark flow, the
small scale anisotropy of the CMB would correlate large scale structure9. Assuming that
galaxy catalogs, such as 2MASS, trace the distribution of free electrons in the Universe, he
showed that PLANCK could measure the CMB-LSS correlation due to the dark flow, using
2MASS, with a signal to noise ratio of S/N ∼ 14[Vbulk/103(km/s)]2.
11.4.2. Imprint on WHIM
In a similar context, Atrio-Barandela et al (2009) discussed the contribution of the KSZ
produced by the diffuse gas in the Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM) to the cold
spot detected in the Corona Borealis supercluster by the Very Small Array (Ge´nova-Santos
et al 2005). The cold spot at (l, b) ≃ (450, 670) was not associated with any significant X-ray
emission in ROSAT data. If this contribution exists, it can not be due to the dark flow
since the cold spot is ∼ 800 away from the apex of the flow, almost perpendicular to it, and
the resulting KSZ effect is negligible. Ge´nova-Santos et al, 2009 extended the formalism to
compute the contribution of the KSZ, produced by interaction of CMB photons with the
WHIM, to WMAP temperature anisotropies. They found a marginal evidence that there
could exist a contribution of 3.1% to the CMB power spectrum at ℓ450 from the KSZ effect in
the WHIM, but we note that at the 2σ confidence level, a null contribution is also compatible
with the data. If it is confirmed by Planck, such large contribution would be an indirect
indication of the existence of the dark flow.
11.5. Doppler shift of the CMB power spectrum.
CMB defines a preferred reference frame and standard cosmological models based on
strict uniformity and isotropy of the Universe predict it should be statistically isotropic in this
9In this connection one should note the Ostriker-Vishniac effect (Ostriker & Vishniac, 1986, Vishniac
1987) resulting in the CMB anisotropy produced by scattering from ionized regions or clouds with bulk
motions. The temperature fluctuations induced along the line of sight is the integrated contribution of
eq. (6.11) weighted by the probability of electron scattering off CMB photons from some initial moment to
the present time ∆T
TCMB
(xˆ) = −σT
∫
t0
0
dtne(xˆ · ~v)e−τ . For standard reionization and gravitational instability
paradigm, Vishniac (1987) showed that these anisotropies would be regenerated at arcminute scales due to
the bulk motions generated by gravitational clustering.
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rest frame. Kosowsky & Kaniashvili (2011) pointed out that due to the preferred direction
of motion for observers moving with respect to the CMB frame, the CMB temperature
fluctuations would no longer be isotropic. In particular they noticed that velocity of the
observer with respect to the CMB frame will also induce changes in the angular correlation
function and lead to a potentially measurable among the different multipole ℓ-moments. If
C(xˆ′1, xˆ
′
2) is the correlation function between two directions (xˆ
′
1, xˆ
′
2) on the sky in the CMB
Isotropic Frame, an observer is moving with velocity ~v it will measure a correlation function
C(xˆ1, xˆ2) ≃ (1 + ~vxˆ′1 + ~vxˆ′2)C(xˆ′1, xˆ′2) which is no longer isotropic. In this expression, the
unprimed unit vectors are the Lorentz transform of the primed vectors. The correlation
function is modified at O(v/c) and varies with the angle between the boost direction and
the direction of observation.
This potentially provides an important test of the DF because any primordial compo-
nent of the CMB dipole would not generate this coupling. Kosowsky & Kaniashvili (2011)
estimated that the PLANCK satellite could measure this effect at a signal to noise level of
∼ 5 if the entire CMB dipole arises from peculiar motion. Failure to detect the correlation
due to our peculiar motion at the level implied by the kinematic origin of the entire CMB
dipole would lend independent support to the dark flow measurement.
Note, however, that here one would need to robustly distinguish the coupling introduced
by the Lorentz boost from that generated by the CMB masking.
11.6. Redshift distortions.
Galaxy redshift surveys such as the SDSS have created 3-dimensional maps of the Uni-
verse containing ∼ 106 galaxies. Because of peculiar motions, the redshift distribution of
galaxies should differ from its spatial distribution as exemplified by the collapsed structures
appearing elongated along the line-of-sight. More importantly, in the linear regime the co-
herent motions of galaxies also introduce redshift-space distortions resulting in an anisotropic
features of the measured clustering statistics. Kaiser (1987) indicated that a distant observer
should expect a multiplicative enhancement of the overdensity field along the line-of-sight,
compared to the transverse direction, due to such coherent peculiar motion of galaxies. This
“rocket effect” can be seen as a flattening of structures along the line of sight. The two-
dimensional two-point correlation function ξ(σ, π), can be decomposed into two vectors: one
parallel to the line-of-sight (π) and the other perpendicular to it (σ) Information about the
coherent velocities of galaxies in the component which correlates with the galaxy correlation
function (or gravitational instability induced flows - see eq. 4.12) can then be extracted from
the anisotropy of the two-dimensional correlation function via careful theoretical modelling
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of these redshift-space distortion effects (see Hamilton 1997 for a thorough review).
Song et al (2010) and (2011) investigated the likelihood of large scale flows using redshift-
space distortions and a sample of galaxy clusters selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS). In contrast with the results of Watkins et al (2009), Feldmann et al (2010), Lavaux
et al (2010), that measure the bulk flow of the Local Group, Song et al (2010) and (2011)
provide statistical estimates of coherent motions due to gravitational instability on scales up
to 60h−1Mpc derived from within a large volume of the Universe at higher redshift, e.g., a
0.5h−1Gpc3 at redshifts 0.16 < z < 0.32 and 1.1h−1Gpc3 at 0.32 < z < 0.47. The measured
velocities due to gravitational instability at the mean redshift z = 0.25 and z = 0.38 have an
amplitude of 270−320km/s, compatible with the ΛCDM cosmological model. Taken at face
value, these results indicate that if bulk flow motion is due to “gravitational instability” our
Galaxy would be occupying an unusual part of the Universe, next to a highly overdense or
underdense region. However, since the correlation function in redshift space is distorted by
the divergence of the peculiar velocity field, redshift distortions are not sensitive to a constant
(dark) flow, while the KSZ measurements are. Then, the Song et al results are compatible
with the measured velocity of the Local Group if a large fraction of the LG dipole is due
to a constant DF extending well beyond the SDSS sample (z ∼ 0.5). The scale of the flow
could soon be tested with the SDSS-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS),
which will provide redshift-space distortion measurements both at higher redshift and over
larger volumes of the Universe (White et al 2010). Comaprison of the Song et al (2011)
results with the Watkins et al flow make it difficult to reconcile if the latter is generated by
the gravitational instability as the SN analysis of Dai et al (2011) and Turnbull et al (2011)
suggest. In other words, the flow identified by Watkins et al (2011) is either an artifact or
must reflect the intrinsic CMB dipole, or “the dark flow”.
11.7. Aberration: Number density of galaxies.
Together with a dipole pattern in the luminosity distance of SN type Ia, redshift dis-
tortions and coupling of different multipole moments, the peculiar motion of the Earth also
causes a dipole anisotropy modulation in the distant galaxy distribution due to the aberra-
tion effect. If we define the matter frame of the present-day Universe as the system where
the galaxy distribution looks isotropic on a sufficiently large scale the relative motion of the
Earth to the matter rest-frame causes a dipole anisotropy modulation in the observed galaxy
distribution. This aberration effect causes a dipole anisotropy in the galaxy distribution due
to two relativistic effects. First, the photons are blue/red shifted for galaxies in the direc-
tion of the motion or opposite to it, causing galaxies to be brighter/dimmer and therefore
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included/excluded in a magnitude-limited sample. Second, the relativistic contraction of
the solid angle for a moving observer causes the surface number density of galaxies to be
enhanced/suppressed even if the intrinsic galaxy distribution is perfectly homogeneous on
the sky.
There have been several attempts to explore this dipole anisotropy from such surveys
(Baleisis et al 1998, Scharf et al 2000). In particular, Blake & Wall (2002) analyzed the
radio source distribution based on the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) data of Condon et al
(1998), and claimed a possible detection of the dipole anisotropy consistent with the CMB
dipole in the amplitude and direction at the 2σ and 1σ levels, respectively.
Itoh, Yahata, Takada (2010) suggested to use this dipole pattern in the galaxy distri-
bution to test the motion of the LG with respect to the matter rest-frame. In their analysis,
they accounted for the covariances due to the Poisson shot noise, the intrinsic clustering
contamination and partial sky coverage. They applied their technique to the SDSS Data
Release 6, but their results were inconclusive. Their more robust sample indicates no dipole
anisotropy in the galaxy distribution, but the error bars were large and their results are both
compatible with the DF result and with the LG motion being of local origin.
In a similar manner, Nusser, Branchini & Davis (2011) suggested to use the apparent
dimming or brightening of galaxies due to their peculiar motion in large redshift surveys for
measuring cosmological bulk flows. Constraints on the bulk flow are obtained by minimizing
systematic variations in galaxy luminosities with respect to a reference luminosity function
measured from the entire survey. The method requires galaxy magnitudes and redshifts and
the shape of the luminosity function, but does not require error-prone distance indicators
and is independent of the poorly known galaxy bias. The main difficulty is that very large
numbers of galaxies are required. Nusser et al (2011) applied their method to the 2MASS
redshift survey to measure bulk flows of spherical shells centered on the Local Group. At
R ≃ 60h−1Mpc they found a bulk velocity of (vx, vy, vz) = (100± 90, 240± 90, 0± 90)kms−1,
consistent with the results of Nusser & Davis (2011). But to measure bulk motions of
amplitude ∼ 200kms−1 at the 3σ level at redshifts z = 0.15 or z = 0.5 with this method,
about 106 galaxies with photometric redshifts are required.
12. Implications: connection to global structure of space-time or modified
physics?
The statistically significant dipole at cluster positions for all samples with mean/median
depth out to ∼ 800Mpc indicates that 1) either the entire Hubble volume is moving with
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respect to the CMB rest frame, as measured by its all-sky dipole, or 2) the flow extends to
about ∼ 0.5− 1 Gpc. The first possibility is equivalent to a primordial all-sky CMB dipole
and would require revising our understanding of the Universe, placing the context of the
DF into what is generally called the Multiverse. The second proposition requires a suitable
adjustment to the laws of physics governing such motions. Gravitational instability based
in the highly successful (i.e. established) concordance ΛCDM model for structure formation
predicts very different velocity field, smaller in amplitude and declining with scale. Simply,
does the DF require revising the structure of the space-time or does it imply modifying
gravity in one form or another?
Before we delve into the implications of the ”dark flow” measurement, we emphasize
again that the DF result very likely, if it is equivalent to the existence of the primordial
dipole, it is not in conflict with the standard cosmological ΛCDM model. The fact that
our filtering procedure, which is based on the standard ΛCDM model, removes the primary
CMB so successfully down to the fundamental cosmic variance limit, is by itself an explicit
demonstration of the validity of that model.
12.1. Primordial CMB dipole anisotropy?
If the CMB dipole is of cosmological origin, any stochastic mechanism would be re-
quire to produce an amplitude d ∼ 10−3K while the quadrupole must be constrained to
the measured value of Q ∼ 10−5K. Also, as discussed in Sec 11, if the CMB dipole is due
to a local motion, temperature fluctuations would not longer be isotropic, due to the pre-
ferred direction of motion (e.g. Kosowsky & Kaniashvili 2011). Within the context of the
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker model, is it possible to generate a dipole of cosmological origin
while the quadrupole and higher order multipoles remain consistent with observations?
Interestingly, an early - preinflationary - model was indeed proposed for this possibility
by Matzner (1980) right after the measurement of the CMB dipole by Smoot, Gorenstein &
Muller (1977). Matzner (1980) showed how, in the context of chaotic cosmologies, the dipole
anisotropy (i.e. superhorizon scale motion) can arise as a global feature of the CMB. If at
recombination matter and radiation shared the same velocity field on superhorizon scales,
the conservation of angular momentum of the volume elements of matter and radiation with
respect to an arbitrary observer, could have generated an intrinsic CMB dipole of amplitude
∼ 600 km/s with respect to comoving observers while the matter would have an undetectable
velocity. As discussed in Sec. 4.4 this arises since after decoupling the primeval component
of the peculiar velocity field of radiation remains constant whereas that of the matter decays
as ∝ (1 + z)−1.
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The advent of inflation (Kazanas 1980, Guth 1981) led by the significant progress of
the high-energy vacuum physics opened the possibility of the existance of a primeval CMB
dipole also in this context. The DF could provide an observational window to the overall
(preinflationary) structure of the Universe beyond the reach of the concordance ΛCDM
model.
12.1.1. Curvature vs isocurvature modes of CMB
We first describe the theoretical connection between the CMB dipole and super-horizon
sized fluctuations. Grischuk & Zel’dovich (1978) were the first to describe the effect of super-
horizon modes on large angular scale anisotropies of the CMB. They showed, in what is now
known as the Grischuk-Zeldovich (GZ) effect, that in a matter dominated universe, the
contribution of long-wavelength curvature modes to the CMB dipole is strongly suppressed.
Turner (1991), as discussed below, argued that this suppression would not occur in models
with isocurvature modes. If the dipole is primordial, it would reflect the nature of super-
horizon isocurvature density perturbations.
We start by reviewing the discussion of the evolution of superhorizon scale perturba-
tions and their contribution to the CMB temperature anisotropies and discuss under what
conditions the measured CMB dipole, as implied by the DF, could be generated by those
isocurvature modes without, at the same time, given rise to a quadrupole in excess of what
is observed.
The evolution of density perturbations on superhorizon scales is complicated by the
freedom to perform gauge transformations in general relativity. A proper treatment of cos-
mological perturbation theory requires clear separation between physical and gauge degrees
of freedom. Linear perturbation theory has been extensively studied both using gauge in-
variant variables (for example, Bardeen 1980, Kodama & Sasaki 1984, Mukhanov, Feldman
and Brandenberger 1992) and restricted to specific gauges (Lifshitz 1946, Efstathiou 1990,
Bond & Efstathiou 1986, Ma & Bertschinger 1995). For the present purposes, we only need
to consider the scalar degrees of freedom of the metric. Physically, these scalar modes cor-
respond to the Newtonian (metric) gravity with relativistic corrections. We use the gauge
freedom to eliminate the non-diagonal terms in the perturbed metric. In this gauge, the
metric element can be expressed in terms of two scalar potentials φ, ψ
ds2 = a2(τ)[−(1 + 2ψ)dτ 2 + a2(1− 2φ)dxidxi] . (12.1)
This gauge is termed conformal Newtonian gauge and is also known as the longitudinal
gauge. It is a very convenient gauge to use when only the scalar mode of the metric is
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to be considered since the vector and tensor degrees of freedom are eliminated from the
start. First, in this gauge the metric is diagonal and consequently the geodesic equations are
simplified. Second, ψ plays the role of the gravitational potential in the Newtonian limit and
has a simple physical interpretation. Finally, both φ and ψ are gauge invariant quantities.
A comprehensive description of perturbation theory in the conformal newtonian gauge and
CMB temperature anisotropies can be found in Dodelson (2003) and Lyth & Liddle (2009).
In a two (matter-radiation) fluid system, a general perturbation can be expressed in
terms on the density perturbation of each component δ1, δ2 or in terms of the total density
perturbation ρ¯δ = ρ¯1δ1 + ρ¯2δ2 and the perturbation on the number density ratio S12. For
uncoupled perfect fluids, if wi is the equation of state parameter of the i component, then
ρ¯i = a
−3(1+wi) and the perturbation in entropy is
S12 ≡ δ(n1/n2)
(n1/n2)
=
δ1
1 + w1
− δ1
1 + w1
. (12.2)
An adiabatic perturbation satisfies S = 0 and an isocurvature perturbation satisfies δρtotal =
0. These conditions are not invariant in time; for instance, a perturbation that begins as an
isocurvature perturbation generates an adiabatic component and vice versa.
In the first order perturbation theory, we assume that a fluid moving with a small
peculiar velocity vi ≡ dxi/dτ can be treated as a perturbation of the same order as the
metric potentials, the energy density δρ = ρ(~x) − ρ¯ or the pressure δP = c2sδρ, where cs
is the sound speed of the fluid. We restrict this discussion to a 3-component fluid: cold
dark matter (c), baryons (b) and radiation (r) and express the equations of evolution in the
Fourier space. In what follows, we will not consider any period of accelerated expansion and
we neglect any dark energy contributions.
Cold dark matter interacts with other particles only through gravity and it can be
treated as a pressureless fluid whose energy-momentum tensor is independently conserved.
Photons and baryons are tightly coupled before recombination, interacting mainly via Thom-
son scattering. After recombination the photon mean free path increases and both fluids
decouple. Baryons fall into the DM potential wells and in the subsequent evolution they
follow the DM distribution. If we define ρδ = ρcδc + ρbδb, then, the perturbed part of the
energy momentum tensor gives (Ma & Berschinger 1995)
δ˙ + ikv = −3φ˙, (12.3)
v˙ +
a˙
a
v = −ikψ. (12.4)
The fluid limit for photons is valid when no causal processes such as free streaming or
diffusion can separate the baryon-photon plasma. This occurs on superhorizon scales and
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when the interaction between baryons and photons is negligible. This fluid limit is valid on
scales larger than the horizon at recombination and the photon component can be described
by only two moments of the Boltzman hierarchy, the monopole and dipole (Kodama & Sasaki
1984)
θ˙0 + kθ1 = −φ˙ (12.5)
θ˙1 − θ0
3k
=
k
3
ψ (12.6)
In this limit, the photon density contrast is δr = 4θ0 and the fluid velocity is vr = 3iθ1.
These expressions are valid any relativistic species like neutrinos, so the subindex (r) refers
to perturbations in all relativistic (radiation) components. Using eqs. (12.3) and (12.6) the
time evolution of the perturbation in the matter-radiation number density can be expressed
as
S˙mr = δ˙ − 3
4
δ˙r = ik(v − vr). (12.7)
Since fluid velocities are identical on superhorizon scales, S˙mr = 0, i.e., the entropy pertur-
bation mode remains constant on superhorizon scales.
The anisotropies generated on the CMB radiation when it propagates on a weakly
inhomogeneous Universe were first computed by Sachs & Wolfe (1967). The temperature
fluctuations on the sky measured by an observer today and induced solely by scalar modes
can be written as
δT
T0
≡ T (xˆ)− T0
T0
=
[
1
4
δr + ψ
]0
e
− [xivib]0e −
∫ 0
e
[φ′ − ψ′]dτ, (12.8)
where e, 0 corresponds to the time of recombination and the present time, respectively and
xˆ is the unit vector in the direction of the line of sight. The different terms in eq (12.8)
correspond to the intrinsic photon inhomogeneity that is present at the last scattering sur-
face, the inhomogeneites of the metric (termed Sachs-Wolfe -SW- effect), the Doppler shifts
induced by the relative velocity of the emitter and the observer and the Integrated Sachs-
Wolfe (ISW) effect due to the time variation of the gravitational potentials along the line of
sight. The term [δr +ψ] evaluated today contributes only to the monopole and is, therefore,
unobservable.
In the context of superhorizon perturbations, the velocity term in eq (12.8) requires a
more detailed discussion. While the velocities are defined with respect to comoving observers
in the conformal newtonian gauge, those velocities are unobservable. The motion of the
Local Group ~vLG is measured with respect to the Last Scattering Surface and we have to
add the motion of the Last Scattering Surface with respect to comoving observers 〈~v(τe)〉,
i.e., ~vLG = ~v(τ0)− 〈~v(τe)〉. If θ is the angle measured from the direction of the apex of the
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motion and µ = cos θ then xiv
i(τ0) = µvLG − 〈xivi(τe)〉. The darkflow measurement argues
that the dipole due to the motion of the LG is subdominant with respect to an intrisic,
cosmological, dipole.
If we define
δT
T0
≡ T (xˆ)− T0
T0
=
∫
d3k
(2π)3
∑
ℓ=0
iℓ(2ℓ+ 1)Pℓ(µ)∆ℓ(k, τe, τ0) (12.9)
then
∆ℓ = ∆
I
ℓ +∆
II
ℓ +∆
III
ℓ +∆
ISW
ℓ (12.10)
with
∆I,adℓ = [
1
4
δr + ψ](τe)jℓ(k(τ0 − τe)), (12.11)
∆IIℓ = iv(τe)j
′
ℓ(k(τ0 − τe)), (12.12)
∆IIIℓ = i
1
3
[v(τ0)− v(τe)j0(k(τ0 − τe))] , (12.13)
∆ISWℓ = −
∫ τ0
τe
τ
∂(φ − ψ)
∂τ
(~k, τ)jℓ(k(τ0 − τ)). (12.14)
Velocities and potentials are related by
φ˙+
a˙
a
φ = −i3
2
(
a˙
a
)2
k−1v. (12.15)
For the scales of interest and in the matter dominated regime φ = −ψ ≃ const, a˙/a = 2/τ
and eq. (12.15) can be written as
v(τ) =
1
3
ikτφ(τ). (12.16)
Since the potentials are constant in the matter dominated regime, there ISW effect is null.
For adiabatic initial conditions (see Dodelson 2003) we have
∆I,adℓ =
1
3
φ(τ0)jℓ(k(τ0 − τ0)), (12.17)
∆IIℓ = −
1
3
kτeφ(τ0)j
′
ℓ(k(τ0 − τ0), (12.18)
∆IIIℓ = −
1
9
φ(τ0)k(τ0 − τe). (12.19)
In eq. (12.18) and (12.19) we have replaced φ(τe) by φ(τ0) since recombination occurs well
within the matter dominated regime.
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We can now compute the contribution to the CMB dipole and quadrupole from pertur-
bations that are outside the horizon today by taking the limit of kτ0 → 0 in eq. (12.10). In
this limit j1(x) ≈ (x/3), j2(x) ≈ (x2/15), j′1(0) = 1/3 and
∆1 =
1
90
φ(τ0)(kτ0)
3 +O[(kτ0)
5] (12.20)
∆2 =
1
45
φ(τ0)(kτ0)
2 +O[(kτ0)
4] (12.21)
The leading order (kτ0) of the dipole is canceled exactly, as discussed by Turner (1991), and
the first non negligible contribution is of order (kτ)3, the same as in the octupole. Since
∆1
∆2
=
1
2kτ0
, (12.22)
the adiabatic modes that are outside the horizon today can not contribute significantly to the
dipole without generating a much larger quadrupole. Then, the low value of the measured
quadrupole sets an upper limit to the contribution of large scale perturbations to the intrinsic
dipole. The measured dipole is ∆1 ∼ 10−3 while the quadrupole is ∆2 ∼ 10−5 then, it could
not have been generated by adiabatic density perturbations.
The exact cancelation of the dipole at first order in kτ0 holds not only during the
matter dominated regime. Erickcek, Carroll and Kamionkowski (2008) and Zibin and Scott
(2008) have shown analytically and numerically, respectively, that for adiabatic super-Hubble
modes the contribution to the dipole is indeed suppressed, regardless of the matter content,
pointing out that this behavior is a simple consequence of adiabaticity. This is not true
when isocurvature density perturbations are considered. These perturbations add an extra
contribution to the large scale temperature anisotropies (Turner 1991, Langlois & Piran 1996,
Langlois 1997) that is different for matter or neutrino isocurvature density perturbations
(Gordon & Lewis, 2003). For matter isocurvature perturbations Smr this contribution is
∆I,isoℓ = −
2
5
Smr(k, τ0)jl(kτ0), (12.23)
and the dipole to quadrupole ratio induced by this contribution is
∆1
∆2
= 5(kτ0). (12.24)
The observed dipole can be generated without perturbing the quadrupole for sufficiently
large isocurvature modes, i.e., kτ0
>
∼
100. This was the proposal of Turner (1991) discussed
below.
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12.1.2. Preinflationary remnants
In Sec. 12.1.1 we have shown that, as opposed to curvature perturbations, isocurvature
modes with wavelengths much larger than the current Hubble radius can produce an intrinsic
CMB dipole of the right amplitude and be compatible with the low value of the quadrupole.
In the context of the DF, the ΛCDM model would contain isocurvature modes that would
be the origin of primordial CMB dipole whereas curvature fluctuations such as the adiabatic
density perturbations, presumably generated during inflationary slow roll-over, are respon-
sible for gravitationally induced velocity components. We now turn to some specific models
that have been proposed to generate the primordial CMB dipole component.
Turner (1991,1992) was the first to propose that an intrinsic dipole or “tilt” across
the observable Universe could be generated by preinflationary structures. He noted that
any curvature component of the perturbations would lead to zero CMB dipole because it is
precisely cancelled by a corresponding dipole in the gravitational potential. Simply put, the
frame defined by the isotropy of the CMB must coincide with that of the universal isotropic
expansion. However, a tilt will still arise if, in addition to the inflaton field, other fields with
negligible contribution to the total energy density also existed (e.g. axion). The perturbation
associated with the dynamically subdominant, at the time, fields would be approximately
isocurvature because it leaves the net density (approximately) unperturbed. In that case, an
intrinsic CMB dipole could be generated by a superhorizon sized isocurvature perturbation
remnant of the preinflationary period.
Since the “tilt” requires isocurvature remnants of amplitude δ ∼ 1 on scales L ∼ 100τ0
to have survived inflation, it is useful to ask what is the likelihood that inflation had extended
5−10 e-foldings more than necessary for solving the horizon problem. Freivogel et al (2006)
use a parametrization of the inflationary potential to evaluate the probability distribution
for the number of e-folds N , finding that it is proportional to 1/N4. Given the observed
bound of N ∼ 62 e-foldings, they found a probability of about 10% that the actual number
of e-foldings is between 62 and 64 and argue that such a small number of e-folds would have
observable consequences. This probability distribution implies a non-negligible likelihood of
other preinflationary remnants being close enough to cause a dark flow (or primordial CMB
dipole).
In a different context, Paczynski & Piran (1990) showed that a non-centered observer
in a spherical symmetric Tolman-Bondi dust model containing a spherical distribution of
radiation could measure a CMB dipole significantly larger than the quadrupole due to a
radially varying specific entropy. Jaroszynski & Paczynski (1995) claimed that it was impos-
sible to obtain a dipole far larger than the quadrupole from either adiabatic or isocurvature
perturbation. Langlois & Piran (1996) demonstrated that the latter claim was not correct by
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examining the growth of density perturbations on scales larger than the Hubble radius. They
showed that a CMB dipole could be the result of isocurvature perturbations on scales larger
than the current Hubble radius, but only with wavelengths several hundred times greater
than the Hubble radius in order to avoid the quadrupole amplitude being inconsistent with
observations. They pointed out that a perturbation that begins initially as a purely isocur-
vature species would remain so until enters the horizon. In order to explain the origin of
these superhorizon perturbations Langlois (1996) proposed a double inflation scenario where
the transition between inflation driven by the heavy and light scalar fields takes place at
the scales far larger than the Hubble radius today. Langlois (1997) examined the idea of a
dipole generated by ultralarge isocurvature modes in the context of open cosmologies and
showed that the isocurvature interpretation to be feasible only if the model is very close to
being flat, |Ω0 − 1|<= 10−4 as required by an earlier discussion in Kashlinsky et al (1994).
In another words, departures from spatial flatness also rule out a primordial dipole, so the
measured flatness indirectly support the DF measurement as an intrinsic dipole. Zhang &
Stebbins (2011) discuss the problems the Tolma-Bondi type models face viz-a-viz the new
observations of the CMB from ground-based telescopes with arcminute resolution.
12.1.3. Primeval landscape
In the context of string theory, our current observed Universe is just one of a large
ensemble ∼ 10500 of similar pocket Universes, termed string landscape. Without a guiding
principle that selects a subclass of those vacua where the inflationary dynamics generates an
homogeneous and isotropic Universe as we observe, has not been possible to make the string
landscape predictive. Interestingly, anthropic principle can provide a hint as to why our
Universe is homogeneous on scales encompassing at least >
∼
1022M⊙. For carbon to form in
stellar nucleosynthesis (and hence lead to carbon-based life), the present day Hubble constant
has to be H−10
<
∼
1010 yrs. The mass contained within the observable patch that has had the
time to expand for that amount of time is then given by Mhor ∼ c3GH−10 ≃ 6 × 1022M⊙ in
agreement with what is observed.
Mersini-Houghton (2005), Holman & Mersini-Houghton (2006) and Holman, Mersini-
Houghton & Takahashi (2008a) argue that the initial conditions for inflation in the surviving
universes could be selected through gravitational quantum dynamics in the landscape if string
theory gives the correct description of quantum gravity. In their view, the landscape is the
configuration space for the wave function of the Universe and superhorizon inhomogeneities
have induced non-local quantum effects between our local volume and modes and domains
beyond the current horizon. Holman, Mersini-Houghton & Takahashi (2008b) confront their
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model of the string landscape with cosmological observations. They argue that the deco-
hering effects of long wavelength modes on the wavefunction of the Universe leave unique
signatures on the CMB spectra and Large Scale Structure. In Holman & Mersini-Houghton
(2009) that the quantum entanglement of our Hubble volume with those superhorizon modes
will give naturally a bulk flow with a correlation length at a horizon scale. Their model ad-
scribes the ’tilt’ in the gravitational potential to preinflationary remnants of the landscape.
While the mechanism is similar to the one advocated by Turner (1991) it presents a frame-
work to explain the origin of the dark flow, predicting an amplitude close to the measured
value. Placed in this context, the bulk flow could provide a probe of the preinflationay
physics and a window onto the landscape multiverse.
12.2. Alternative models.
If the current DF measurements do not reflect a primordial CMB dipole, but simply are
a consequence of the velocity field with a large, but finite and sub-horizon, coherence length,
accommodating the data could imply certain modifications to the overall physics laws rather
than to our understanding of the global world structure. This may also require fundamental
departures from the inflationary paradigm based on the vacuum-like quantum physics. Those
include modifications of the concordance model paradigm like higher dimensional gravity
models, such as the Dvali et al (2000, DGP) gravity with extra spatial dimension within
which the observed (3+1)-dimensional world is embedded as a brane. Other modifications
used models with peculiar motions between ordinary matter and dark energy to alternative
models with no accelerated expansion or modified gravity designed as an alternative the dark
matter.
Beltra´n-Jime´nez & Maroto (2009a) argued that the DF is an indication of the dark
energy reference frame being different from the matter-radiation frame at decoupling. The
dark energy flow would be responsible for the relative motion between the Matter Rest Frame
and the CMB Isotropic Frame. Like superhorizon isocurvature perturbations, this moving
dark energy mechanism gives an additional contribution to the quadrupole that could erase
a fraction of the inflation generated quadrupole, explaining the low measured value and its
alignment with the dipole.
Beltra´n-Jime´nez & Maroto (2009b) considered the cosmic evolution in general vector-
tensor theories of gravity and found that vector perturbations could be supported by pertur-
bations of the vector field so that, unlike the concordance ΛCDM model, one could obtain
large peculiar velocities such as the DF measurement.
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Carroll et al (2010) considered the observable effects on the CMB that would have a
small violation of translational invariance during inflation, that could be achieved by means
of a vector field, but gave no specific mechanism as of how to generate a DF.
Wyman & Khoury (2010) considered a class of modified gravity theories, using DGP
brane-induced gravity, that include additional scalar forces that are inherited from the higher
dimensional massless graviton. Compared with the Newtonian gravity, these new degrees
of freedom enhance the effective gravitational attraction at late times and at large scales,
speeding up the growth of structure at low z. In these models, bulk flows can be enhanced
about 40% relative to the ΛCDM model. The predicted peculiar velocities alleviate the ten-
sion with the observed bulk flow of Watkins et al (2009) but seems insufficient the amplitude
and coherence of the DF assuming the KAEEK measurement extending to ∼ 800 Mpc.
Tsagas (2010, 2011) argues that peculiar velocities change the rate of expansion of
observers moving with respect to the smooth Hubble flow and observers could experience
accelerated expansion within a globally decelerating Universe that would also have a dipole
pattern fairly aligned with the velocity dipole.
There were also the perhaps inevitable suggestions that DF support more radical revi-
sions of the laws of gravity and motion. Before we describe this possibility, we note that
the general relativity theory remains remarkably accurate (Reyes et al 2010, Wojtak et al
2011)10
Lastly, we note that DF was cited by Milgrom (2010) to provide evidence for modification
of gravity designed to eliminate dark matter (known as MOND). This is based on misreading
- or neglecting - the entirety of our results. Indeed, the filtering we employed was based on
the standard ΛCDM model and the filtered maps have been demonstrated to have removed
the primary CMB down to the fundamental limit imposed by the cosmic variance. This by
itself supports the ΛCDM paradigm, including the existence of dark matter as required by
this model.
Should the motions at such large scales reflect deviations from the Newtonian-Einsteinian
laws of motion they would constrain the possible modifications of the latter as follows. The
10Bekenstein & Sanders (2011) noted, however, that the Wojtak et al (2011) method of measuring the
mean profile of the redshift distortion in (stacked) clusters should lead to the same theoretical expectation
the same for all metric theories of gravity. Bekenstein & Sanders then noted that the Wojtak et al result
and conclusion are valid inasmuch as the average NFW profile of cluster mass extends to the scales probed
in the stacking (∼several virial radii). We should point out in this context that it has been demonstrated by
us (AKKE) that the true distribution the hot gas clusters of galaxies is well described by the NFW model
and the isothermal β-model provide unacceptable fits to the measured TSZ profiles.
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linear continuity equation requires via the mass conservation ~∇ · ~v = −δ˙. Assuming that
gravity is irrotational within the modified theory, gives vk ∝ δ˙k/k in the direction of ~k, so any
such modification should thus require that the evolution/growth for each mode depends on
the scale/mass it contains and that harmonics containing larger mass grow at a faster rate.
Specifically, since the velocity field with an assymptotically flat bulk flow is recovered when
|vk|2 ∝ k−3, such modified theory would have to require a “generic law” of δ˙k ∝ k−1/2 ∝M1/6.
Assuming that the measured velocity in the local part of the Universe is representative of a
typical (rms) velocity field and that the power spectrum is approximately Harrison-Zeldovich
(〈|δk|2〉 ∝ k) on the relevant scales (>∼30h−1Mpc), the relative growth-rate of fluctuations
would be required to increase with mass as |d ln δk/dt| ∝ k−1 ∝ M1/3. Either way, it is
unclear, however, whether such peculiar growth of structure with large scales growing at a
faster rate can at the same time account for the observed cosmogonical structure formation
sequence.
13. Future prospects: SCOUT and beyond
13.1. Currently unresolved issues
While there is evidence of the statistically significant CMB dipole associated exclu-
sively with clusters of galaxies, which has the properties of the KSZ component, the current
methodology developed by us still has not resolved several outstanding issues. While their
status does not affect the fact of the detection of the highly coherent motion out to at least
∼ 800Mpc which is well above that predicted for the gravitational instability component,
their accurate resolution is important for proper interpretation of the detected flow and the
underlying physics behind this phenomenon.
Here we summarize the most important of these issues where we anticipate progress in
the coming time, which we list in order of their acuteness:
• Calibration with sign. Fig. 10.9 shows the inadequacy of the current calibration at
large apertures. Whereas our current catalog (open circles) gives TSZ which matches
well the measurements around θX , it fails at larger apertures where the dipole is mea-
sured. The reason is that the clusters are not described by isothermal β-modeling
which formed of the cornerstone of our initial catalog parameter calculation. Instead,
it appears that clusters should be described by NFW (and/or Arnaud et al) type
profiles. This requires significant re-calibration of the catalog, which is currently in
progress. The necessity of highly accurate is exacerbated by the tentatively seen sign
change, presumably arising from the wide side-lobes of the KABKE filter. The upcom-
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ing Planck data, with their finer angular resolution, lower noise and wide frequency
coverage, will be particularly helpful to test the recalibrated catalog in resolving this
issue. This is discussed in some detail below.
• Understanding filtering. The Wiener filter employed by us to remove the primary
CMB anisotropies is designed to minimize 〈(δT − δnoise)2〉 and, as shown by AKEKE,
indeed removes the primary CMB fluctuations down to the fundamental limits imposed
by cosmic variance. We will explore alternative filtering schemes in order to further
increase the S/N of the KSZ measurement and explore any potentially remaining sys-
tematics. In addition, we will analyze the effect of filters in real space that subtract
the CMB locally (e.g., multifrequency-matched filters) and have been used to search
for point sources in CMB data, while paying close attention to attenuation effects. If
the filtering suppresses the KSZ contribution as much as that of the primary CMB
fluctuations or more, bulk-flow measurements using the KA-B method are rendered
impossible. (One example of an ill-suited filter would be filters designed to detect
radio point sources rather than remove the primary CMB, the main contaminant in
the KA-B method). Our investigation will thus be restricted to filters that preserve or
increase the S/N of the bulk flow. To this end we will analyze contributions in ℓ-space
to the measured dipole in order to eliminate possible systematics that may arise from
differences in sampling of different parity multipoles. Modifications of our current filter
may also become necessary in order to account for the specifics of the scanning strategy
used by the Planck satellite which lead to a larger 1/f component in the instrument
noise than for WMAP data. When filtered, data are Fourier transformed to ℓ-space
and back into real space. In this process, the power in the TSZ monopole and KSZ
dipole signals leaks to higher even and odd multipoles, respectively. Since filtering
preserves phases, the dipole is, in the filtered map, recovered only at cluster locations;
by contrast, leakage from the Galactic cut will be seen in all pixels in the filtered data.
The different behavior of the SZ components, thermal and kinematic, under filtering
can be exploited to devise better filtering schemes. We will use numerical simulations
of the impact of filtering on the KSZ signal from random NFW profiles to compute
the calibration more accurately. Filters suited to detect point sources or to remove the
TSZ component could remove the CMB on large scales but boost it on small scales,
reducing the S/N measurement of the KSZ dipole at cluster locations. The formal-
ism described in AKEKE enables to determine the efficiency of any filter as discussed
above.
Fig. 10.5 indicates that our filter removes the intrinsic CMB down to the fundamental
limit imposed by cosmic variance. In this sense the filter is close to optimal, since it
minimizes the errors contributed to our measurements by primary CMB. In principle,
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one can define a more aggressive filter that, together with the intrinsic CMB, also
removes the noise leaving only the SZ signal. But filtering is not a unitary operation
and does not preserve power. Such a filter would then remove an important fraction of
the SZ component and would probably reduce the overall S/N. In general, a different
filter would give different dipole (measured in units of temperature) and would require
a different calibration. Alternative filtering schemes that maximize the S/N ratio
and minimize the systematic error on the calibration and their application to DF
measurement will be investigated in the course of this experiment.
• Window function and coherence. The current estimates of the flow scale and
coherence are crudely taken as median/mean depths of the clusters samples. This is
clearly inadequate for modeling any possible flow in the presence of components arising
from 1) thermal motions in clusters and superclusters on smallest scales, 2) gravita-
tional instability component described by the linear approximation of the ΛCDMmodel
on the intermediate scales, and 3) possible dark flow on the largest scales. Thus proper
modelling should include computation of the window function of the recalibrated cat-
alog and evaluation of the coherence of the net velocity field decsribed by the above
three components in the presence of noise.
• Shear and higher moments. Shear is an important test of the nature of the mea-
sured flow. It is reflected in the higher moments of the CMB signal measured at cluster
pixels. However, as discussed above, once these moments are measured one needs to
know cluster catalog parameters to high accuracy in order to subtract out the TSZ (and
other cluster foreground) contributions to the accuracy necessary to identify/constrain
the shear with any accuracy. Thus expanded and extended recalibrated catalog will
be critical in this task as will the upcoming Planck data.
13.2. SCOUT
We have designed and are conducting an experiment, dubbed SCOUT (Sunyaev-Zeldovich
Observations of the UUniverse’s Tilt), which builds upon the Dark Flow study and seeks to
confirm, improve upon, and extend our earlier measurement. SCOUT goals are to measure
the bulk flow more accurately, extend the measurement to still greater scales and determine
the flow properties with reasonable accuracy. The central elements of the experiment, are
divided into the two main components: the compilation of a much-improved X-ray cluster
database comprising over 1,500 clusters at redshifts extending to z ≃ 0.7, and the improved
KSZ measurement attainable with it, using CMB data from the WMAP and Planck satellite
missions.
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SCOUT has four immediate experimental objectives:
1. A more accurate measurement of the amplitude of the flow. We aim to achieve this
goal by using a larger cluster catalog and less noisy CMB data, and by performing
a more accurate calibration of the conversion from CMB temperature decrement to
bulk-flow velocity.
2. An improved measurement of the extent of the flow. We will probe bulk motions out
to much larger scales (up to 1-2 Gpc) with the help of a newly compiled cluster catalog
containing systems out to redshifts of z ≃ 0.7.
3. An accurate determination of the coherence of the flow. We will achieve this objective
via detailed evaluations of the final cluster sample using window functions for various
configurations.
4. A measurement of the magnitude of the shear of the flow. This diagnostic measurement
as well as improved assessments of possible systematic biases will become feasible by
applying our extended cluster catalog to yet better CMB data fromWMAP and Planck,
and by taking advantage of Planck’s greatly improved frequency coverage as well as of
differences in the scanning strategies between the two missions.
Via these experimental goals, SCOUT will enable us to identify the origin of the flow
and its implications for fundamental properties of the pre-inflationary Universe. We here
describe in greater detail the central elements of the SCOUT experiment, divided into the two
main components: the compilation of a much-improved X-ray cluster database comprising
over 1,500 clusters at redshifts extending to z ≃ 0.7, and the improved KSZ measurement
attainable with it, using CMB data from the WMAP and Planck satellite missions.
As outlined before in Section 8, the SCOUT cluster catalog is being compiled by building
upon the identifications made in the course of the MACS and CIZA cluster surveys. It goes
beyond these previous surveys by applying no flux limit to the initial RASS X-ray source
catalogs and no redshift limit to the cluster candidates identified. Tentative identifications
are obtained in three steps. The first level consists of visual scrutiny of Digitized Sky Survey
images, a process that eliminates obvious non-cluster RASS sources and allows a reliable
identification of X-ray luminous clusters at z < 0.2. For RASS sources unidentified after the
first step, Sloan Digital Sky Survey images will be examined, thus adding color information
and sufficient depth to permit robust identifications at z < 0.4 in about 1/3 of the sky. As
the ”3π” survey conducted by the PanSTARRS PS1 telescope progresses, SCOUT cluster
identifications will be enhanced and expanded to cover all X-ray luminous clusters within
z < 0.6 for the 3/4 of the sky surveyed by PS1. With no similar optical imaging database
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available at declinations below δ = −30 deg, the resulting catalog will suffer from large-scale
anisotropies. Modeling and, if possible, correcting the impact of any such anisotropy will
be a priority for SCOUT. As the catalog is being compiled (a first version encompassing
about 1,000 clusters was successfully used by KAEEK), dedicated follow-up observations are
conducted from Mauna Kea (Hawai’i, USA) in the northern, and from La Silla (Chile) in the
southern hemisphere, to ensure that all SCOUT clusters have spectroscopic redshifts. At
redshifts exceeding ∼ 0.3 we will complement this RASS-based catalog by adding the most
X-ray luminous clusters from serendipitous cluster surveys, such as the 400 sq.deg. project
or WARPS (cf. Fig. 8.3). Again, the isotropy of these supporting catalogs will be examined
closely and modeled if necessary.
Fig. 13.1 illustrates why and how SCOUT will take the Dark Flow measurement to
Fig. 13.1.— X-ray luminosity vs redshift for the clusters in the current SCOUT sample. The
shown luminosities represent the total emission detected during the RASS. By contrast, the nominal
flux limit (black solid line) relates to the flux measured in the original RASS “detect cell”. The
scatter around the flux limit is thus either caused by the detect cell being too small to capture the
entire flux, or by contaminating point sources that erroneously inflated the detect-cell flux. The
blue line marks the X-ray luminosity of the Coma cluster.
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the next level. The upper panel shows that, already at the redshift limit of our current
study, even massive clusters are unresolved in the WMAP channels. By contrast, the Planck
mission will resolve Coma-type clusters out to the redshift limit of the SCOUT catalog
(z∼0.7) which will enable us to calibrate the measurements, i.e., to convert the measured
dipole CMB amplitude into a flow velocity. As importantly, Planck provides data at 217GHz
where the TSZ signal vanishes, thus allowing us to probe directly the KSZ component and
its dependence on cluster-centric radius.
The lower panel of Fig. 13.1 shows the LX−z distribution of our current cluster sample.
As part of the SCOUT experiment we will progressively lower the X-ray flux limit and focus
our survey work on distant systems, in order to extend our present sample to well over 1,500
clusters out to z & 0.6. All clusters added at z & 0.2 will be intrinsically X-ray luminous by
virtue of the flux-limited nature of the sample. Hence, they will also feature higher values of
τ , leading to a larger KSZ contribution and a stronger bulk-flow signal out to larger distances
(redshift).
13.3. Application to Planck
The Planck mission has been designed to produce a full-sky survey of the CMB with
unprecedented accuracy in temperature and polarization (Ade et al 2011a). The data are
projected to be released in January 2013. The instrument operates at nine frequencies
logarithmically spaced in the range 30-857GHz. The in-flight performance of the High and
Low Frequency Instruments (HFI and LFI) have been described by Ade et al (2011b) and
Mennella et al (2011). These particular data sets will enable several improvements. First
and foremost, at the Planck 217GHz channel the TSZ signal is small down to the relativistic
corrections to the TSZ terms, eliminating one source of systematic error. The channel has the
angular resolution with FWHM of 5′ which allows resolving inner parts clusters out to larger
z than WMAP. Second, the noise levels are small. The measured HFI in-flight performance
has shown that in the first year of operation to have reached better than expected11 sensitivity
requirements. On the negative side, the noise is fairly inhomogeneous largely dominated by
a white noise component, but containing a 1/f contribution. The sky is scanned in great
circles, every circle collected in about ∼ 1 minute. This strategy generates 1/f noise terms
that affect preferentially the low multipoles, but even then the noise levels are very small.
For the 217GHz channel, white noise level after one year of operation is 13µK per pixel of
3.4′ on the side.
11http://www.rssd.esa.int/SA/PLANCK/docs/Bluebook-ESA-SCI(2005)1 V2.pdf
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The advantages of Planck data for resolving the DF issues are several: Its instruments
have much finer angular resolution than WMAP (5 arcmin FWHM), and the High Frequency
Instrument (HF) covers both sides of the zero crossing frequency of the TSZ component. Its
217 GHz channel, where the TSZ component is negligible in the absence of relativistic cor-
rections, will likely prove important for calibration of the measured CMB dipole at cluster
positions, although, the foreground contributions at that frequency are substantial (refer-
ence). Still, with proper methodology as outlined above, it could rule in on the tentatively
detected sign change in the CMB dipole profile. Additional potential problems could arise
due to the 1/f noise resulting from the Planck scanning strategy as this may require some
modifications to the KABKE filtering scheme.
To characterize the noise and foreground emission, the HFI and LFI core teams have
constructed maps with the CMB cosmological contribution subtracted off the Time Ordered
Information (TOI). They have used six different component separation algorithms to obtain
the primordial CMB signal. The difference between the six methods provides an estimate
of the CMB residual (Ade et al 2011c, Zacchei et al 2011). These maps can be useful as an
alternative to the filtering schemes used with WMAP data. Also, due to its wide frequency
coverage, Planck will allow a detailed investigation of the astrophysical contaminants.
The satellite has shown to be an optimal instrument for blind detection of clusters using
the TSZ effect. The first clusters detected by PLANCK include 189 cluster candidates with
signal-to-noise larger than 6 (Ade et al 2011c). These SZ clusters are mostly at moderate
redshifts (86% are at z < 0.3) and span over a decade in mass, up to the rarest and most
massive clusters with masses above 1015M⊙. In combination with the South Pole and Ata-
cama Cosmology Telescopes it will allow the determination of the pressure profile of clusters
with good accuracy which would be essential in order to solve for the calibration of the
temperature dipole in terms of the equivalent km/sec. It will also clarify the origin of the
sign change tentatively already seen (KAE) in the W band of WMAP.
Thus Planck data will be an important testing ground for the reality of DF. However,
given that the signal has been detected by us at only S/N ≃ 3.5−4, we emphasize again that
incorrectly applied methodologies can, as demonstrated in mathematical detail in this report,
reduce the S/N of the measurement to below statistically significant levels (S/N <
∼
2) rendering
the measurement impossible. As discussed in KAE we have proposed such a measurement
to the Planck collaboration as early as 200512 and again in 2009. We plan to perform
the necessary verification as soon as the first Planck data is publicly released (projected
in early 2013). The data needed to verification of the WMAP-based DF results has been
12http://www.rssd.esa.int/SA/PLANCK/docs/Bluebook-ESA-SCI(2005)1_V2.pdf
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posted by us publicly at http://www.kashlinsky.info/bulkflows/data_public and has
indeed been verified by numerous colleagues. Should the signal not be found in the Planck
analysis that would imply a systematic difference (presumably at cluster locations) between
the WMAP and Planck maps, which will require an explanation of their respective data
processing pipelines. We use this space to provide several comments concerning specifically
Planck-related issues and its potential promise in resolving the issues described above in Sec.
13.1 for which the upcoming SCOUT catalog will be critical.
Provided the Planck measurements over the selected ∼ 30, 000 − 40, 000 pixels identi-
fied with clusters coincide with WMAP data, the results of applying the KABKE filtering
methodology should produce similar results. The converse is also true, so looking at the
consistency (or not) of the Planck/WMAP datasets over the selected (relatively) few pixels
(in the correspondingly filtered maps) is critical for this comparison. If there are differences
between the two datasets, that - quite likely - would imply differences in the underlying cos-
mological model, considered established by WMAP. In that eventuality, the argument can
be settled via a corresponding refinement of the argument given in AKEKE and 10.5, which
show that - with the WMAP-established ΛCDM model - the primary CMB is removed by
filtering down to the cosmic variance limit.
In this regard we emphasize again the importance of using an appropriate filtering
scheme in Planck measurements. KABKE filter is proven to remove primary CMB down
to the fundamental limit of cosmic variance without the correspondingly large removal of
cluster KSZ. On the other hand, filters such as used by e.g. Osborne et al (2011) are designed
to detect point sources, not remove primary CMB, and, as discussed in detail in Sec. 10.12,
reduce S/N ratio of the measurement if using the KA-B method. With the KABKE filter,
and the current cluster catalog, we achieve a highly - but not hugely - statistically significant
measurement at S/N ≃ 3.5 − 4. Because filtering can aim to remove primary CMB down
only to the cosmic variance limit (already achieved in KABKE) one needs to be careful with
alternative filtering schemes since they may reduce the S/N of such measurement below the
statistically significant level. This is especially true when working with cluster compilation
which are significantly complete that even the current SCOUT catalog.
Clearly, since it is the primary CMB that ought to be filtered out, the underlying
cosmological model of the Planck data must be established with high fidelity before the DF
measurement is attempted. Because the errors of the measurement are - for the KABKE
filter - dominated by the cosmic variance component of primary CMB, the only way to
increase the S/N of the measurement is by increasing the number of clusters in the catalog.
This would be especially true if using smaller apertures in conjunction with the 217 GHz
channel Planck CMB data, where 1) noise will also contribute because of the fewer pixels
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covered by the aperture and 2) foreground pollution is significant. The latter may force a
larger CMB mask leading to larger errors on the y-component of the DF (see Fig. 10.7),
which is the most dominant and the best measured thus far.
SCOUT goals
z0 L
min
X (erg/sec) Ncl(z < z0, LX > L
min
X ) σ1m (µK) Expected S/N
0.4 4.7× 1044 266± 31 ∼ 1.5 & 5
0.5 7.6× 1044 138± 30 ∼ 2.2 & 4.5
0.6 1.1× 1045 73± 27 ∼ 3.0 & 3
Table 13.1: Estimated parameters expected at the conclusion of SCOUT
So what will we achieve at the conclusion of the SCOUT experiment with Planck data
assuming the current WMAP-based DF results? We estimated this as follows: at some
fixed z0, which is taken to be an upper end of the z-bin distribution, we use the [0.1–2.4
keV] flux limit of 1 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 and evaluate the lower limit on the cluster X-ray
luminosity, LX(z0), from Fig. 13.1 corresponding to these parameters. Then we evaluate
the number of clusters, and its Poissonian uncertainty, expected to be found out to z0 given
these parameters. For it, we then evaluated the anticipated statistical uncertainties in this
measurement using the analytical, and numerically verified, formalism of AKEKE and Sec.
10.3. Finally we have assumed a CMB signal corresponding to the measurement of KAEEK
using the calibration adopted there.
Table 13.1 shows the estimated parameters which we expect to reach in the course of
the SCOUT experiment. The first column lists the redshift limit, followed by the limiting
X-ray luminosity at that redshift implied by the [0.1–2.4 keV] flux limit of 1×10−12 erg cm−2
s−1 of the SCOUT cluster catalog. The third column lists the number of clusters within the
respective redshift limit in the SCOUT catalog with Poissonian uncertainties using the data
in Fig. 13.1. The fourth column lists the 1σ dipole error that corresponds to this sub-sample.
Finally, the last column lists the S/N with which the bulk flow will be measured, assuming
the current measurements.
14. Conclusions: Eppur si muove?
In this report we have presented a comprehensive review of the current state of mea-
surements of the phenomenon dubbed the ”dark flow”. The current evidence in favor of a
substantial part of the observable Universe seemingly moving with respect to the rest-frame
defined by the CMB dipole is strong. Indeed, there appears to be a highly statistically signif-
icant dipole which appears 1) exclusively at cluster positions, 2) at zero CMB monopole, and
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3) its amplitude correlates strongly with the cluster X-ray luminosity. All this is highly sug-
gestive of the SZ-produced effect and, because the measurement is done at zero monopole,
the KSZ component has to dominate the detected signal. The dipole we find is aligned,
within the errors, with the all-sky CMB dipole, after correcting for the motion of the Local
Group. There appears no statistically significant CMB quadrupole at the cluster locations
for any of the LX -bins. The equivalent motion is then dipolar and also agrees well, within
the statistical and systematic calibration uncertainties, with many other independent veloc-
ity measurements, but disagrees with some other. Its amplitude is currently systematically
uncertain, but that does not affect the fact of a highly coherent motion extending out to at
least ∼ 800Mpc with respect to the CMB rest frame.
We have discussed the still outstanding and/or unresolved issues of this measurement
and its interpretation. These are related to calibrating the signal more accurately than done
by us so far. It also requires understanding highly accurately the cluster properties of our
catalog. Designing alternative filtering schemes could be useful, but only if they increase the
S/N of this delicate measurement. The filtering designed by us removes primary CMB down
to the fundamental limit imposed by the cosmic variance. On the other hand, alternative
filtering schemes suggested thus far have been shown by us to reduce the S/N and they have
not been demonstrated to work down to the cosmic variance levels of primary CMB, and
removing the TSZ monopole while leaving the KSZ component sufficiently intact. The work
on the DF continues and presents a challenge to both us and the sceptics of this phenomenon.
It is imperative to either explain this result or explain it away. The measurement is
currently achieved at a highly, but not hugely, statistically significant level of S/N ≃ 3.5−4.
Thus, with this statistical significance, a (slightly) inappropriate scheme of measuring may
reduce the S/N to below what is statistically significant. We demonstrate with detailed
mathematical discussion that this is what happened in two CMB challenges to the DF
measurement. Because of this, we have discussed at great length the proper procedures that
need to be followed in reconstructing the measurement and taking it further using data soon
to be made public from the Planck mission. In order to make the verification available, we
have provided the WMAP-based results and procedures by making them publicly available
from http://www.kashlinsky.info/bulkflows/data_public.
While there are many independent measurements supportive of and consistent with the
DF existence, some other recent independent non-CMB-based analyses contradict it. It may,
of course, be that our signal is a result of some other yet-unspecified effect. However, the
probability of that happening by chance is very small and no alternative explanation of our
measurement has appeared in peer-reviewed discussions as of this writing.
If the DF result turns out correct, it will require radical revision of either our current
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understanding of the global world structure and our Universe’s place in it, or (far less likely,
in our opinion, given the new measurements) of the basic physics connecting gravity to
motion. These implications have been suggested in a wide body of literature and have been
reviewed above.
It is thus absolutely critical to bring this project to a definitive and highly accurate
conclusion which forms the basis of our efforts over the coming years.
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